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Response Statistics
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Complete 2,713 99.7 
Partial 8 0.3 
Disqualified 0 0 
Totals 2,721 
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1. Please check the top 5 issues that you believe are the most important to you as a resident of Prince William County 
during the next four years.
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Value Percent Count

Affordable Housing & Community Development 26.5% 715

Economic Development: diversified & resilient 
economy 41.0% 1,104

Environmental Conservation 41.2% 1,111

Equity & Inclusion 22.0% 592

Mobility (roads, transportation & transit, multi-
modal) 62.8% 1,691

Recreation & Culture & History 30.5% 821

1. Please check the top 5 issues that you believe are the most important to you as a resident of Prince William County 
during the next four years.
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Value Percent Count

Safe & secure community 68.2% 1,838

Schools & quality education 64.4% 1,734

Services for Mental & Physical Health 30.0% 807

Sustainable Growth 38.1% 1,027

Technology & Connectivity 21.4% 577

Workforce Development/Training Opportunities 20.7% 559

1. Please check the top 5 issues that you believe are the most important to you as a resident of Prince William County 
during the next four years. (CONTINUED)
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RESPONSES FELL IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES
Categories # Responses
Affordable Housing & Community Development 77
Economic Development: diversified & resilient economy 66
Environmental Conservation 161
Equity & Inclusion 53
Mobility (roads, transportation, multi-modal) 200
Recreation & Culture & History 31
Safe & Secure Community 111
Schools & Quality Education 62
Services for Mental & Physical Health 26
Sustainable Growth 256
Technology & Connectivity 10
Workforce Development/Training Opportunities 8
Multiple 152
Other 168
TOTAL 1381

2. Please share any comments, suggestions or issues you would like considered in the development of the 
next Strategic Plan.


Responses

		ID		COMMENTS		CATEGORIES

		1		A focus on homelessness and special populations should fall under affordable housing 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		2		The County has grown and the public services have not kept pace with the growth.  It seems the school system has enough funds if used wisely but the reminder of the county budget is not sufficient to serve all residents from Human Services.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		3		I would like to see continued support of law enforcement by our county government. I also support retaining the SRO's in county schools.		Safe & Secure Community

		4		Please continue to use a thoughtful, educated, and evidenced based approach to addressing social related concerns within the community. & please be transparent and inclusive. 		Equity & Inclusion

		5		less chain restaurants/stores and more mom and pop/small business. 		Economic Development

		6		More emphasis should be placed on providing a clear path to resources for the mentally ill and disabled.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		7		Better funding of schools, allowing public services and transportation options to catch up to already approved develooment, metro to Woodbridge/potomac mills as a focus for commercial development 		Multiple		Schools, Mobility, Econ Dev

		8		We need to get back to basics, high priority on health and well-being of residents, affordable housing, local jobs, climate change and of course keeping us all safe during the pandemic.		Multiple		Affordable Housing, Environmental Conservation, Econ Dev

		9		Fully fund schools, which includes teacher steps and raises that were frozen in the past.		Schools & Quality Education

		10		We need to invest more money into our schools and teachers!		Schools & Quality Education

		11		Love our beautiful, diverse county... and want us to preserve and nurture it... including the environment and all the people living in it.		Equity & Inclusion

		12		Better parks and outdoor recreation/exercise for safe social distancing; dog parks; free classes/certificate programs for all residents; uplifting art and cultural enhancements with diversity and inclusion; changing the name of Jefferson Davis Hwy.		Recreation & Culture & History

		13		Diversity and inclusion training for all social services, schools and government organizations.   This way we have more community involvement and get different points of views on how to address systematic discrimination and micro aggression from people in a position of authority. 		Equity & Inclusion

		14		I hope that Transportation and Technology are discussed as a tightly coupled system.  Strategies to take people out of the Transportation system is a much better investment than figuring out how to move more people around.		Technology & Connectivity

		15		Improved relationships between residents and first responders, Especially the police. Better access to mental health assistance - intervention before problems especially for children. Statistics on arrests for petty crimes and property damage by age, gender, race etc. statistics on bail bonding - number of people in jail due to economic hardships - cost for housing an inmate -  length of time in jail before trial by inmates who could not afford bail. Bail bonding statistics broken down by age, gender and race. 		Safe & Secure Community

		16		PR development, to change the Northern Va attitude of PWC being a rural community. Many of the professionals in the community do not live here, resulting in a significant economic drain		Other		Image of county

		17		Infrastructure that supports development. Not developing and then trying to figure out infrastructure.		Sustainable Growth

		18		We need to get the Van Buren Road extension ASAP to decrease North/South  through traffic on Waterway Dr. (through the Montclair community). With COVID-19 I would love to see more land protected from development...and outdoor recreational opportunities expanded. We also need to increase protection for our LGBTQ+ community in Prince William.  		Multiple		Mobility, Environmental Conservation, Equity & Inclusion

		19		Ease traffic on 95, ease traffic during rush hour on major roads, safety plans (7-11s are robbed on a constant basis in woodbridge), more police presence in high risk areas but better training for descalating situations, improved safety and education for our students including more opportunities for higher achieving students		Multiple		Mobility, Safe & Secure Community, Schools & Quality Education

		20		The county needs to move into the 21st century, bring in more business, bring equity to all parts of the county and be a cutting edge place to live		Multiple		Economic Development, Equity & Inclusion

		21		Invest in new capital infrastructure. Stop building county project in the Rural Area. provide facilities and services in high population areas that have been historically underserved in prince william. Woodbridge, Yorkshire, Sudley, Dale City		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		22		We have a lot of building going on in the County.  I live in PWC Dumfries area and I am seeing a lot of wild animals in my yard because of all the building that is be constructed. 		Sustainable Growth

		23		Housing is too high in this area. No affordable rent		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		24		Quality Education and safety is very important to family moving into Prince William County		Schools & Quality Education

		25		We need to be inclusive of all American history good and bad. The housing market is at an all time high rents are astronomical and so are price ranges to buy property throughout PWC. Teachers need to have better pay incentives as well,		Multiple		History, Schools

		26		Slow down development!		Sustainable Growth

		27		We need to preserve the remaining rural crescent, slow this insane growth, improve the schools to meet the population needs, more mental health and low cost/FREE services.  We are losing that balance of farm space, green space and communities.  Our schools are over crowded, our neighborhoods are overcrowded, we have three and four families still in small houses in many areas.  We have inoperable vehicles lining yards and roads, the police cannot keep up. We need to stop the growth and address the issues.  		Sustainable Growth

		28		Eliminate all allusions to and symbols of the Confederate States of America.		Other

		29		Lower property taxes		Other		Taxes

		30		I'd like to address the rate of progress in the recovery for each year (beyond goals).		Other		Strategic Plan (SP)

		31		Road planning		Mobility

		32		Technology- Using advanced technology for the purpose of solving some of our existing problems/issues, such as traffic congestion, mobility, crime, etc. Create incentives for successful solutions and get the local public schools, universities and government employees involved. The Air Force calls it the Airman Innovation Program. During the campaign, 302 ideas submitted by Airmen were implemented by the Air Force, generating savings of $71 million and 24,000 hours annually.  Transit- Increasing rapid transit systems throughout PWC (bus, train, etc.). Look to successful cities that have solved this issue.   Training- Professional Development should start in public school. Let's prepare our children for the future by partnering with government and local business. Incorporating vocational training, computer programming and data analytics on every campus is a good start.   		Multiple		Technology, Workforce Development

		33		Our county has enough housing and mega-churches (which deprive the county of opportunities for tax revenue), more than enough. We need to attract businesses that:  1. Create jobs in our county so not everyone has to leave the county for work which would ease our traffic congestion,  2. Attract people to our area for entertainment, dining, and tourism (to encourage spending in our county), 3. To have tax income from businesses so we're not so heavily dependent on residential property taxes.  We need to create an economic hub in our county for jobs and revenue. We also need a waterfront town center. With as much waterfront land as we have, we have nothing that attracts people the way Alexandria and National Harbor do. A waterfront town center of our own could create jobs and attract people from other counties to come and spend their money in PWC.  Finally, we need the Metro down here. This would help relieve traffic on I-95 and increase property values by making PWC a more feasible place for people to live for people commuting to DC and Crystal City (Amazon).		Economic Development

		34		Lack of affordable housing such as low income housing or income based housing, many of which have a 3 - 5 year wait-list. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		35		Defund the police. Reallocate that money towards education, housing, public health services (physical AND mental health), sustainable energy, etc.		Safe & Secure Community

		36		Integration of minorities 		Equity & Inclusion

		37		I would like the Board to work to have the Van Brien Extension completed expediently. 		Mobility

		38		Get rid of confederate monuments and road names and school names. It's the 21st century. 		Other

		39		No more housing developments!  Focus on the people that are here already.  I'd love to see more recreational opportunities, especially for children.  		Sustainable Growth

		40		Traffic is the biggest loss of time, biggest expense and pollutants. Please get better mass transit to PWC, improve through fares, stop building more houses without looking at the side effects of these community's including but not limited to: over crowding existing community streets (VAN BUREN EXTENSION IS A MUST), water run off into existing communities exacerbating erosion and flooding in these long held communities.  And without efficient cost effective mass transit is taking away time and money from our children and prevents that money from being spent in the local economy.		Mobility

		41		Hoadly/Colgan/Benton Sidewalks and walking bridge over 234. Unsafe for children. Consider full walkbike path along single side of Hoadly as a key connector road many use for school, work, recreation.   Extended data collection, analysis and data information sharing (Business intelligence) to support better decision making for schools, infrastructure and health/environmental services.    Well and equitably funded schools, parks, recreation.  Mid-County water quality testing, review and (where necessary) remediation options. Independent Hill to Lake Jackson. 		Multiple		Mobility, Schools, Environment

		42		the Van Buren road development, which was a condition agreed upon by the developers before they could start work, and subsequently ignored, should start immediately. I have no idea how a commercial, for profit enterprise could get away with this!!! There is so much congestion north to south, that there must be some relief.  the existing roadways are  unsafe and overcrowded. 		Mobility

		43		I was very disappointed by the recent silence and slow response of the County's governing body and administration to the recent events that have led to global outcry.  There should have been no confusion as to the need or the how to respond.  Moving forward with the strategic planning for our community, I would hope that the reality of how history continues to play a part in the way that the culture of our country affects how communities grow and develop is acknowledged and considered when making decisions integral to the ideal of every human being desiring an equitable quality of living.		Equity & Inclusion

		44		Equality also means for the LGBTQ+ Community 		Equity & Inclusion

		45		Create live-work-play communities to accommodate projected population growth, and incentivize affordable housing with quality development including parks and trails, within Activity Centers as defined by MWCOG, and do not plan to increase housing density in other areas of the county.		Sustainable Growth

		46		For God's sake build roads and major highways. 		Mobility

		47		Leave alone Second amendment rights People have spoken and shown it's not the issue. 		Other

		48		Preserve the Rural Crescent: do not develop, re-zone, or even extend sewer there. Do not add development along route 234 that encourages more traffic. Do not re-zone agriculture for dense housing units (like townhomes, apartments); keep it to single family homes. 		Environmental Conservation

		49		Vanburen extension, balancing price/taxes and benefits to the community.   Wish lists are great, but they must be weighed in respect to affordability and tax burden to the community.		Mobility

		50		Stop building apartments/townhouses and overcrowding schools.		Sustainable Growth

		51		DEFUND PWCPD and direct the money towards education/supplies for the classroom that teachers pay out of pocket for and make mental health services more accessible 		Multiple		Safe & Secure Community, Schools

		52		Eastern PWC needs more economic development, especially more restaurants like western PWC. We need to keep our police Department and provide them the resources needed. 		Economic Development

		53		Consider the unique factors disproportionately impacting minority communities in our county. Explicitly  Highlight in your budget plan how your economic plan will benefit communities of color. 		Equity & Inclusion

		54		Defund the police and put that money towards bettering our schools and communities 		Other

		55		Invest more into social services and policies to help the individuals financially and mentally struggling because of Covid-19		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		56		The community is starting to feel overdeveloped. We moved here because it was less developed and felt like an escape from the city. That is quickly changing especially with the continued suggestions of development along 234 near Hoadly road. 		Sustainable Growth

		57		Diversity training for all healthcare professionals, law enforcement, car mechanics, and anyone in the service industry		Equity & Inclusion

		58		NO increase on police budget!!!!!		Safe & Secure Community

		59		My main concerns are creating a welcoming atmosphere and maintaining diversity, ensuring the safety of our citizens by enforcing gun safety and gun control policies, limiting the harm we are inflicting on our environment, and providing an equitable and quality education to our children. I particularly believe we need to increase funding for education and increase the salaries of our educators. 		Multiple		Inclusion, Safe & Secure Community, Schools

		60		Please do not increase the police budget. In fact, please DECREASE IT as they tend to make people feel unsafe rather than safe. Put that money into things like education and affordable housing, which will make a much better impact.		Safe & Secure Community

		61		PLEASE do the VanBuren Road project!!! 		Mobility

		62		I feel there is too much housing being built.  The county is becoming very crowded and congested 		Sustainable Growth

		63		More education options.  Less new houses and townhouses.  Higher level of schools.  More police.		Multiple		Education, Sustainable Growth, Safe & Secure Community

		64		The Van Buren Road extension needs built.		Mobility

		65		Use of Cares AGT and heroes act funding should be used for schools and mental health. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		66		Do not increase police funding. 		Other

		67		Do not increase police budget 		Other

		68		We need more green open spaces. 		Environmental Conservation

		69		Slow the growth of high density housing and the increases in congestion and preservation of rural crescent.  Diversify employment opportunities so PW residents can work in their own community.  Given COVID all high density residential and commercial building should be scrutinized and the design should be compatible with our new realities.  		Sustainable Growth

		70		Prioritize schools. Economic development will follow truly world class schools.		Schools & Quality Education

		71		Don't let my choices discourage the fact that we still require sustainable growth; economically while still mainting a healthy way of life during these tough times. As a community, that can only be done with defunding of certain areas such as the police traffic occupying the county area and diverting it to more long term beneficial attributes to provide the most satisfying economic incentive for property owners and businesses. 		Economic Development

		72		Please consider a transparent and equitable approach, please remember "we don't know what we don't know" so when moving forward look around the table, who is present? Which community is not represented, if so, please invite and make room and allow space for ideas that are different and for growth that comes with discomfort. Thank you graciously, from someone who is not welcome at the table.		Equity & Inclusion

		73		Equity, please make this survey accessible in multiple languages, you have a wealth of knowledge in the community.		Equity & Inclusion

		74		We must include as one of the top priorities, a plan to transition to 100% clean energy in our county, such as the Arlington Community Energy plan. We must begin taking the climate crisis seriously because it's not going nowhere. I hope you can be bold and forward thinking when drafting this new plan. I'm disappointed to see that Clean Energy and Sustainability are not even included in the above list. Do better, there's no time to waste.		Environmental Conservation

		75		County low income and homelessness population initiatives. Include opportunities for trade skill training within the county. 		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		76		Limit residential building until schools are built and roads. Stop the insanity at prince William Pkwy and minnieville from being built. 30 minute wait time to get on i95 is pitiful. 		Sustainable Growth

		77		Senior citizens immediate needs, I.e.,  COVID-19 protection plan, etc. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		78		Safer communities.  More business oppportunities.  Cleaner landscaping.		Multiple		Elderly, Econ Dev, Community

		79		PWC has a tremendous need for subsidized group homes (or apartments) for those with a mental health disability as well as for very low-income seniors. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		80		Do NOT include any plan to reduce police workforce. 		Safe & Secure Community

		81		Do not increase the budget for the police departments unless you plan on increasing their training time to 3 years. 20 or so weeks is not enough to become a police officer.		Safe & Secure Community

		82		The lack of educational resources in impoverished areas throughout Manassas is devastating.  In comparing the 16 PWCS middle schools,  can you validate each school has same resources and tools to provide their students?  I see the inequality Stonewall Middle School students faces every day, starting with the name. We need to do better! You are failing these students.		Schools & Quality Education

		83		There needs to be a bigger focus on mental health.  		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		84		Consideration of an aging homeless population, different shelters and services are needed		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		85		I would like to see strategies put in place that reflect more community policing programs to include additional programming like National Night Out that occurs quarterly and a Police/Human Rights Taskforce that includes community members and county employees to discuss transparency in policing, fair and consistent treatment of all who come in contact with the police and re-allocating police resources for better efficiency.		Safe & Secure Community

		86		Educational, economic, and housing equity.  Reform of policing policies. 		Equity & Inclusion

		87		Mental Health Docket Drug Court Veterans Docket Courthouse security and technology  Police funding for training CSB Co-Responder Program Route 28 bypass Increase computer tax Tech-focused economy  A truly comprehensive comp plan Decrease class sizes  		Multiple		Services for Mental Health, Mobility, Econ Dev, Schools

		88		Further development of housing and business should be gradual and place some responsibility for building roads and schools on developers.		Sustainable Growth

		89		The growth of the Haymarket/Gainesville area is exceeding reasons why most of us moved here--for the green space--being wiped out quickly--and doubling of commercial businesses not necessary for the area.		Sustainable Growth

		90		Respecting our natural environment by only allowing County landscape contracts to utilize plants native to Virginia. Support local VA growers.  Encourage more native plants and less boring turf.		Environmental Conservation

		91		Please stop tearing down trees, building houses and overcrowding the schools.		Environmental Conservation

		92		Would like to see improvement in schools (Diversity) More traffic lights especially on Hoadly intersection  Community development 		Multiple		Schools, Mobility, Community Development

		93		Economic and affordable housing is needed ASAP 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		94		Prince Williams county needs to be more inclusive and respect to diversity 		Equity & Inclusion

		95		 Make efforts to become a model of a multicultural community that thrives together 		Equity & Inclusion

		96		Nothing is more important than implementing 100% clean energy any and all plans! Transportation, schools, housing -- all infrastructure must be 100% fossil-fuel free to catch up to the changes we should have been making for decades. It will save us millions (or billions) of dollars in retro-fitting later! 		Environmental Conservation

		97		I would like there to be more resources available to the public for a cleaner community such as a more available public transit system. I would also like the board members to uphold to all of the resolutions for sustainability.		Environmental Conservation

		98		Improve pedestrian crossings/markings/signage.   Improve long standing traffic/roadway congestion BEFORE approving additional housing development.   Invest in EMS for our growing community. 		Mobility

		99		100% Clean Energy Plan		Environmental Conservation

		100		Public water system to replace well water.		Other

		101		I am concerned over the increase of taxes in the area and fear the money is going to be spent for social and environmental causes.  As a family of color we want real answers on how we are going to promote safety and strength in the county.  We need the removal of illegal aliens.  We need to document criminals.  		Other

		102		Create more turf fields for our youth to use. Please allow youth to use fields for recreational purposes without holding a permit. Many of these youth can't afford to be on the teams that permit the fields. If youth are on a field engaged in a prosocial activity, they will less likely be involved in risky activity. Please don't kick them off the fields because they don't have enough money! It will cost us tax payers much more money long term when they then get in trouble and have to deal with the justice system. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		103		Based on common sense. Not politics. No Far left/Socialism Ideology. No Far right Ideology.  Common sense must prevail if we want to have our freedoms.  Do not infringe on the Bill Rights and Ammendments.  		Other

		104		Safety, security, wellbeing, & dignity for each and every resident are the primary issues and must ALL be attended to together. All other issues are enablers or supporting issues and fall under these. Below: age should not matter.		Equity & Inclusion

		105		One key component needs to be accommodation for Prince William as a commuter hub. With Amazon moving to Fairfax County, the demand for commuter lots, public transportation and other options from home to work will only grow. Our road and commuter system is already overtaxed and it is only going to get worse.		Mobility

		106		The COVID crisis has exposed some of the great needs in our community that are not normally visible.  Food insecurity is real, and without affordable housing (workforce housing), we will never address the most basic root cause of poverty.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		107		Providing local non profits a method to work with surrounding counties to help people in need. Also to create more walking trails! 		Multiple		Nonprofits, Recreation

		108		Please stop the policies that make us unsafe as a community. Cooperate with ICE, support the Police. The strong community support for following the laws is one of the reasons we moved here 18 years ago. It seems to be eroding.		Safe & Secure Community

		109		I recommend that the next Strategic Plan incorporates adequate performance management standards and performance evaluation methods that are based on a well-defined set of metrics. It is essential that we use state-of-the art technologies to track performance against the Strategic Plan.		Other

		110		Please include a strong plan for trails and blueways, and preserve equestrian trails as well.  		Recreation & Culture & History

		111		The county needs more subsidized apartments for the elderly and disabled.  The county needs transportation for the elderly and disabled for needs such as groceries, bank, post office.		Other		Elderly

		112		Bring more factory jobs to PWC.		Economic Development

		113		Anything we build, new buildings, new fields, new parks, roads, etc. should be environmentally sustainable. Net zero emissions and pollution from sources like runoff. Not only to get in line with general assembly legislation, but to compete with neighboring counties. 		Environmental Conservation

		114		It is critical that adequate affordable housing is made a priority in the strategic plan. We must develop communities which are reflect the county's desire that everyone has an opportunity to have a decent place to live and raise a family There are far too few affordable housing units in PWC. Second, paying our teachers a salary commensurate to their skill level while they invest daily in this community's children is an absolute necessity. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		115		Defunding police department, it's not needed. Start a community service for protecting the COMMUNITY. 		Safe & Secure Community

		116		Police reform 		Safe & Secure Community

		117		Focus on environment, more bike roads and side walks. Ratio of new community development to infrastructure. 		Environmental Conservation

		118		More community events. 		Other

		119		There needs to be significantly more work and collaboration between mental health clinicians, social services professionals, and law enforcement/school administrators 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		120		Don't commit PWC to well intentioned social programs that signal virtue but don't lead to measurable improvements and cost tax dollars that can lead to measurable improvements in other program areas.		Other

		121		Teacher Salaries		Schools & Quality Education

		122		Don't commit PWC to well intentioned social programs that signal virtue but don't lead to measurable improvements and cost tax dollars that can lead to measurable improvements in other program areas.		Other

		123		Tax reformation.  Seniors in PWC cannot continue to pay escalating property taxes.  PWC must learn how to differentiate between must have, need to have and wish to have and budget accordingly		Other		Taxes

		124		With all safety in mind from virus some sort of school needs to go back to some normalcy.  Kids need contact with people  heads stuck in tablets , what will they be like in a few years?  That's most important to me		Schools & Quality Education

		125		Racial Justice Government transparency		Equity & Inclusion

		126		Look at lowering the taxes and attracting more businesses and home-ownership. 		Other		Taxes

		127		Diversity 		Equity & Inclusion

		128		Re-drawing the High school boundary lines 		Schools & Quality Education

		129		Continued road development		Mobility

		130		I'd love more bike lanes and paths!  There is a vast disparity at schools in the County. We need to have more volunteers in elementary schools and we need to cut the dropout rate in the high schools. We need more dual enrollment classes coordinated with NOVA so kids can earn college credits  in High school. AP is a ridiculous way for kids to learn; credits are based on a single test. Dual enrollment would allow more students to have college success. They are taught at their high school according to the college curriculum. 		Schools & Quality Education

		131		Safe communities with quality schools will attract more employers.		Economic Development

		132		Transportation for people with disabilities 		Mobility

		133		Slow the development of shopping centers and multi-family complexes.  Maintain semi-final zoning		Sustainable Growth

		134		Town Hall/discussions on how to have better race relations.		Equity & Inclusion

		135		Better public transportation & better transportation for drivers also, 		Mobility

		136		For recreation, PWC does not have any indoor tennis courts.  This is something that should be considered.    There will be many empty store fronts at the end of the pandemic, so an effort need to be made to attract new business to fill those and halt the build out of new spaces.   Overcrowding of schools- need to stop building housing until the schools can catch up.		Sustainable Growth

		137		Keep and publicly support law enforcement/first responders and increase their budget		Safe & Secure Community

		138		Do not defund the police.		Safe & Secure Community

		139		Do not contract with Patriot Disposal, come up with a plan for schools next year that does not involve online learning or pay the parents for kids being out and raising the bar for school standards to be on par with Fairfax and Loudoun counties and more family engagement events/activities. Open ALL the businesses back up at full capacity.		Schools & Quality Education

		140		Stop growth that destroys the "Rural Cresent" as well as forested areas and overly dense housing areas that are causing deforestation, inceased rain water unoff, increased traffic on established neighborhoods.		Environmental Conservation

		141		More affordable housing - if y don't make 100k or more - u can't afford to live here 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		142		Sustainability. Environment. Conservation. Green initiatives.		Environmental Conservation

		143		I would like to see health recommendations from CDC become mandatory for our county. I encourage law enforcement to reach out and interact with communities to better get to know each other. I would suggest an integrated system of communication to help connect hospitals, private healthcare facilities, and healthdepartments to better help our community manage health crisis and issues that can help from preventing over prescribing of opiods to present issues like COVID-19 test results that can help identify hotspots and aim at control and prevention, this would stop the need of the state to have drives of free testing 4, 000 people on a given day, costing tax payer money when they can simply tap into to a database of results from all around the county reported by private and hospital settings to determine who is getting tested and where contact tracing needs to concentrate on. I would like to see more testing sites for COVID-19 so that anyone for no reason at all can get tested without restrictions because there are not enough test still to cover the demand and this valuable information that is derived will help with contact tracing and much more manageable of virus when its found early in communities. Managing the virus is the first step in helping us solve the economic issue the are hindering our growth in all aspects.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		144		We need to assure that there are green open spaces for all residents to enjoy.		Environmental Conservation

		145		Early childhood education.  Child care is foundational to the economic recovery and the workforce of tomorrow 		Schools & Quality Education

		146		Affordable housing needs to include housing options for disabled adults, perhaps the most overlooked and underserved minority.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		147		Less low income housing and apartments/townhouse development. It is a strain on our community.  More trash pick up in the county and no building of new stores/plazas if others are vacant.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		148		Too many homes are being built. Never have I seen such growth leaving no land forested. Houses are crammed together, and schools can't possibly keep up.		Sustainable Growth

		149		We must address our response to pandemics in the county.  We must also focus our full attention to climate change and the health and economic damage it will cause.  Diversity in leadership across the count is better than before, but there is more work to do.  We need affordable housing and a better more sustainable transportation plan.  We do not need more police.  We need to invest in schools and social service resources to build our community up.		Multiple		Environmental Conservation, Diversity, Affordable Housing

		150		New school leadership		Schools & Quality Education

		151		Very interested in improving PWC disaster preparedness and citizen resiliency. There are large sections of the county with dense, services-dependent populations, and a major disaster in the DMV could easily overwhelm our capacity. Secondarily, strengthening county support for native plant and pollinators, reducing use of insecticides or herbicides, and incentivizing sustainable landscaping practices in residential and commercial areas alike.		Environmental Conservation

		152		PWC has become just as pricey as communities that are close to the district yet does not have the conveniences of the city such as a variety of corporations offering career opportunities, mom and pop restaurants, boy and girl clubs with inexpensive activities for the youth. The beginning of route one in Woodbridge looks horrible. Lake Ridge needs their own Walmart or Target because near the mall is just over crowded with tourists and people from route one. Property tax for vehicles yearly are ridiculous and seem like a punishment for wanting a nice car. Also, there are too many wild cats, foxes and raccoons. Cats are an issue especially leaving dead mice everywhere. Lakeridge anteitum area is infested and it's disgusting. Yet, people cry about dog feces.  Lastly, we don't need the police harassing citizens driving during the week in the mornings before 9 or in the evenings after 3. The police should use that time to close cold cases like robbery and thefts or warrants anything but harass the people who are supporting this dead county with no real jobs or activities that children can just go to after school.  		Multiple		Cost of Living, Taxes, Neighborhood Aesthetics, Police

		153		 Civil / Human Rights		Equity & Inclusion

		154		Don't spend what you don't have. 		Other

		155		Target development of diverse owned businesses.		Economic Development

		156		Affordable housing, quality education, affordable recreational activities and services for our homeless and low income families should be a priority for strategic planning. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		157		Growth with inclusivity but responsibly with the environment  		Sustainable Growth

		158		Community emergency & disaster planning/preparedness/resiliency/recovery.		Safe & Secure Community

		159		Recycling in apartment neighborhoods needs to be added to trash pick up services along with a county compost 		Environmental Conservation

		160		Traffic and infrastructure 		Mobility

		161		Standardized training programs and curricula for law enforcement in dealing with personnel with mental health issues. 		Safe & Secure Community

		162		Lower property taxes		Other		Taxes

		163		There is NO affordable housing in PWC for those struggling families.  Abandoned strip malls/buildings and yet more and more buildings, not to live in, are flying up in construction on the West End.  I can't wait to retire and get out of here.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		164		Free trolley transportation to go from the train to the town center to occoquan 		Mobility

		165		Bring metro to PWC		Mobility

		166		Growth should be controlled and schools responsibly funded.  		Multiple

		167		As a student during the coronavirus I would really like technology at school to improve to make distanced learning possible and in general, when we go back, learning at school.		Technology & Connectivity

		168		Raise teachers salaries, improve all transportation needs		Schools & Quality Education

		169		Teacher salaries 		Schools & Quality Education

		170		Addressing the corona virus and responding to citizens when "leaders" are called to action.  Making Lee Carter accountable for inciting violence. 		Safe & Secure Community

		171		Strategic planning is crucial now more than ever before. Our communities are evolving rapidly while our nation is struggling to maintain the very basic ideals of what our country stands for.  We must come together for the benefit of everyone.		Other		SP

		172		I would like to see more emphasis placed on rehabilitation and mental health services.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		173		Tax credits for alternative energy like solar and wind.		Environmental Conservation

		174		Better and more accessible recycling, other countries have this in place for more than 30 years. Accessible public education at home - the no child left behind is not working.  The kids do not have a locomotive to pull the class or models to copy. Instead the intelligent ones get bored listening the 15th explanation because some do not understand. Better counselors. I have some examples of bad counseling. Dental health is still not affordable even through your PWC health center. Complimentary to Medicare health insurance system is not functional and not reliable at least for the sick. We are in the dark.  The information we receive is not reliable on their websites or per phone and when you are sick or in pain.  So, we end up paying. In other words, more honest clarity with the insurance companies would be nice. Terminate the open season for us to change medical insurance company. They are private companies and we should be in control. If they are not good, we should be able to change right away.   The eye glasses with some suppliers you cannot see with them.  I had the energy and mental strength to return mine but I know another senior who had the same issue but didn't change them.  This should not happen.  Less paperwork with the medical system before our medical visit and after. Housing and food for the homeless. Affordable nurseries for lower income Moms.  Have a third internet provider.  We only have choice between two and their prices are high and they increase easily.  I am sure you already know about this.  Why hasn't it changed. At least protect the mentally challenged, the disabled and the seniors living on their social security income so they can have something nice in their life, especially if they are sick.     		Multiple		Recycling, Education, Medicare, Childcare, Internet

		175		More diverse communities 		Equity & Inclusion

		176		Climate Change is real. Climate Change is happening right now. Human activity is the cause. We need renewable energy in our homes, schools, offices and buildings. We need electric charging stations for electric cars. Thank you		Environmental Conservation

		177		Make 234 by-pass a priority.  The number of traffic lights on this "by way" is unreasonable.  Protect the rural crescent.  Expand 234 north to meet with the Loudoun County parkway or other direct route. 		Mobility

		178		An advancement in the gate hardware and software of the communities, a push to bring the community closer together via allowance of block parties and neighborhood fairs, and for the HOA to be softer in their determinations and less prejudice. Casual racism is prevalent within the community as well as within the structure of it.		Equity & Inclusion

		179		Metro, subway system.		Mobility

		180		Western PW Cty needs well planned redevelopment of the rural crescent. Presently there are not enough roads to effectively move the present population. At a minimum it needs existing unpaved roads paved. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		181		Minimize road side parking by creating more parking garages in neighborhoods. 		Safe & Secure Community

		182		The strategic plan should include ways to attract and keep a diverse younger age group. Many young people go off to college and settle in other areas because PWC does not have a lot to offer them.		Equity & Inclusion

		183		Inclusion for all people no matter race, gender, or sexual orientation 		Equity & Inclusion

		184		Using the. Malcolm Baldrige Performance Excellence Framework would greatly benefit the County by helping to develop systematic and integrated approaches to achieving relevant measurable results.		Other		SP - Measuring results

		185		Lower taxes. Rule of law. Resolving the gang issue. Safety. 		Safe & Secure Community

		186		I want the Board to spend more effort on ways to work cooperatively together employing Courtesy & Respect, than to try to see which one can the most disruptive. Work together for the Common Good.  That is why we elected each of you.		Other

		187		Just be smart and empathetic in your decision making. We need to constantly fight to support the underdogs so everyone can win and have a decent quality of life.		Equity & Inclusion

		188		Maintaining a safe place to live. 		Safe & Secure Community

		189		Please solve the terrible traffic on Rt 28		Mobility

		190		our homeless community on the western end of PWC needs more access to services, specifically a day center.  Under transportation, I would like to see more sidewalks, specifically along route 29		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		191		More public transportation. More attracting businesses so county can rely on business tax not just property taxes. Increasing social services have minimum required police in bristow. Stop approving plans that have massive numbers of houses in them. Remove Confederate symbols. Stonewall Jackson school and monument at manassas. Battlefield. More police training on deescalation. Other community services to support people other than police. More investment in schools. Pay increase for teachers some have lost out on 3 step increases in recent years.		Multiple		Transportation, Econ Dev, Police

		192		Better bus service out to Haymarket, Heritage Hunt, and Regency at Dominion Valley.  Connecting to medical care and retail shopping.		Mobility

		193		I would like to see more resources applied to providing resources to the homeless population and adopt the initiative "housing first" for those serious mental health issues.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		194		We have too much development already, more people means more traffic means we need more infrastructure. Lets err on the conservative side and enhance what we have. This area is becoming wall to wall people especially the interstates. The state did not deal with traffic, they just sold out by giving the hot lanes to Transurban. Lets no exacerbate the problem any more!!!		Sustainable Growth

		195		Preserve the "Rural Crescent"!		Environmental Conservation

		196		More care to our elderly population and veterans.  And a more thorough review of Real Estate property appraisals		Other

		197		We have had excessive development with no planning for transportation.  Then using the traffic jams to justify tax increases for roads that should have been planned BEFORE or as part of the development.		Mobility

		198		Roadway is bumpy on manassas drive near railway tracks and people do not slow down even though speed is already low. There should be humps on the both sides of the railway track.		Mobility

		199		Better control on homeowner association issues and more senior programs.		Other

		200		Retain as much of the undeveloped land as possible.  Reduce density of any new housing developments, have a plan to attract more small business so that we are less reliant on mass transit or going every where by car.		Sustainable Growth

		201		See NOTHING here for SENIOR CITIZENS.  Also, secure authority for & enact INCOME TAX on ALL PWC residents & REDUCE PROPERTY TAXES in proper proportion.		Other		Taxes

		202		I would really like to see Prince William County take the lead in sustainable environmental practices. Anywhere there is a green alternative, take it. I'll pay the taxes if more are required.		Environmental Conservation

		203		remember the needs of the senior  citizens who are a growing share of the residents,  		Other		Elderly

		204		I would like to have the rural crescent preserved, no more housing developments, and maintaining the green spaces.		Environmental Conservation

		205		I am hopeful that the minority members of PWC will be well represented on this community.  I am willing to assist in any way possible to make this happen.  Thank-you!		Equity & Inclusion

		206		New housing should not be permitted before roads and schools can accommodate.		Sustainable Growth

		207		The BOCS needs to revise their funding formula to   place more support to the schools. The pandemic has exposed the lack of funding to schools over the past several years, the primary reason all students can't have computers. It is really sad.		Schools & Quality Education

		208		Continued collaboration with county agencies and non profits along with schools to help reduce food insecurity for those in need. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		209		Make sure to give enough income to PWCS because they just took money from all elementary schools in order to buy laptops for high school kids. People are worried for their jobs. Not to mention we pay less than some of our neighbors for teachers of the same experience level. I've lost dozens of friends who left the county because of that. I've personally started looking myself as well because I'm not even getting my pay rate for the number of years I've taught because of the freezing a decade ago (and they never caught us up because they are too cheap).		Schools & Quality Education

		210		The county has been developing commercial property at an alarming rate in the past several years, with seemingly inadequate attention to infrastructure improvement and expansion. Additionally, there have been no or no visible improvements in public recreational space, green space, conservation, etc. All of this has resulted in making the county feel more like an industrial/commercial area, rather than an enjoyable place to live and raise families. People continue to move into the county, but it's more out of necessity (e.g. untenably high and growing cost of living closer to or in DC metro area.)  The traffic is already horrendous on I-66 (and the completion of the tolled lanes will not help any), parkways and other major corridors (e.g. Route 234, Linton Hall), and roads throughout the county are pitted with potholes. Please pay attention to improving the county for all residents, not just your commercial clientele. Green space is rapidly diminishing as well - again, due to the county's affinity for brining in data centers and industrial complexes, which, in turn, makes living here even more unpleasant.		Sustainable Growth

		211		Please be creative in looking for solutions that allow for economic growth and development while PRESERVING green space, adding more parks, etc.  European nations have surpassed the USA in this area. We should be looking at them as we move forward.		Sustainable Growth

		212		Do NOT EVEN CONSIDER DEfunding the police.  The crime in this county is absurd, the police are 100% necessary.		Safe & Secure Community

		213		Sustainable water and especially groundwater is essential for our community to continue into the future. 		Environmental Conservation

		214		How PWC Police can be changed and utilized to ensure the safety of communities of color with help from mental health professionals and social workers (and additional services) instead. 		Safe & Secure Community

		215		I would like to see the zoning departments employees better trained to understand the definitions of each zoning catagorie. Some of the recent approvals by the county employees never should have made it to the public hearing point.  The approval for data centers in the rural cresent is another example.  They are suppose to uphold the zoning		Sustainable Growth

		216		Very concerned with protecting the rural crescent and open space in NW PWC.		Environmental Conservation

		217		I think roads and transportation are the most important around Prince William County. Prince William County has developed a lot of houses but racked out the different roads to get into Washington DC.		Mobility

		218		Education is the top priority in my view. Especially for schools like Stonewall Jackson High School that have great communities and could massively benefit from better facilities.		Schools & Quality Education

		219		Minimize growth in the rural crescent.		Environmental Conservation

		220		Pay more attention to Homeowners Association. More free teen physical activities i.e., basketball		Recreation & Culture & History

		221		Abolish the Rural Crescent forever and provide restitution to affected land owners affected for the past 23 years.  Any person or group wishing to control these properties must buy them to do so.		Sustainable Growth

		222		Police response time is absolutely ridiculous.  Resources for activities after school for children is scarce 		Safe & Secure Community

		223		- Technology, Technology, Technology!!!!! - Increase lighting on streets and in communities - Security cameras not traffic cameras on our streets and communities to monitor communities - Tech jobs but also emphasis on education on the  skills and trades - A Starbucks in Port Potomac		Technology & Connectivity

		224		Please consider building sidewalks and zebra crossings with all the roads because sometimes it's impossible to walk towards a place that's not far from home due to the absence of walking track. It's not practical to take out car even for a place that's hardly 15-20 minutes away by walking.		Mobility

		225		It's like real estate, location, location, location. In our case it's transportation, transportation, transportation.  Build the 234 Bypass!!!!!!!		Mobility

		226		Energy conservation and switch to renewable sources		Environmental Conservation

		227		Limit mass development and promote slower growth for safer neighborhoods. 		Sustainable Growth

		228		I believe a greater effort needs to be placed on education and services for the mentally ill to help address the equity, inclusion and safety of our community citizens.  With a 44 year old daughter suffering from depression, I was horrified at the entrance level and quality of treatment services.  I thought PWC would have been much better than what they are in MH.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		229		For economic development and especially during the covid crisis I think we should close off the streets downtown more than what we are doing now.  This will enable more people to get out during this time and hopefully have an input to our economic growth.    Concerning education it is important that our teachers have more competitive salaries with our neighboring  counties.  In addition the trailers which are used as classrooms is not a viable option for teaching.  We need to prepare more efficiently and put additions onto our schools.  Parent involvement is also important.  I also think it is important for students to get involved in the community .. maybe community service requirements. 		Multiple		Econ Dev, Schools, Youth

		230		Education and job opportunities can be highlighted in the program because they go hand in hand. Community resources that target the whole community. Integration of new security and safety plans for community.  Bias training for personnel enforcing laws in the community as well as those creation laws. 		Multiple		Education, Econ Dev, Police

		231		I would like to see more action in trying to make Prince William the best it can be. There's slow progression. 22191 is the most affected by COVID and many other issues such as housing and transportation. So please try to help all of us. Regarding schools, until there is a vaccine for COVID, schools should not be open to every student going back. There should be limit to how many days students should be able to attend in school learning. I know for many students that is most ideal. At health risk students, they are the most endangered. By putting every student in the school all at the same time, there's no social distancing. Classrooms may be separated by 6 feet but the halls in the school are so tiny, students will be affected if students go back since COVID is still taking over. For Virginia, the numbers increase and decrease, but don't let that decreasing statistic overrule thousands of students lives. 		Schools & Quality Education

		232		-Equitable pay for pwc employees. (Raises that should've happened pre-pandemic were reduced and need to be revisited to be nova competitive.)  -Development needs to come after schools, roads, and services are sufficient to support the growth. Sprawl is not good for any community.  -Please keep conservation of our natural habitats at top priority. 		Sustainable Growth

		233		Smart growth development that takes into consideration impact on our environment, schools, includes affordable housing and real opportunities for diverse population		Sustainable Growth

		234		To help our environment, the community needs to be educated about native plants and the advances that they bring to our community		Environmental Conservation

		235		Getting younger folks more educated and involved in civics, cultural awareness, antiracism, criminal justice reform, equality, history, volunteering, and conservation.		Schools & Quality Education

		236		Get rid of Rural Crescent as a whole package:  instead, evaluate sector by sector		Environmental Conservation

		237		We need more jobs in PWC. It's all shopping and residential. Coupled with iffy transit and we have a transportation nightmare. Unless you work at Belvoir or Quantico, most white collar professionals have to go elsewhere. We need to be more competitive.  While in general I don't think we need more retail in a massively retail-heavy area, a Trader Joe's would be lovely.  Transit is crucial. I know the Blue line down here is something of a moonshot, but it's worth doing. I'm not in favor of more and more roads, but addressing the lost lane on the 95 S at 123 is also vital. Even during a pandemic there's traffic there.  Schools schools schools. Quality schools are too  scattered. The district is wildly inconsistent in terms of quality. I'm in a good elementary district right now, but I'm weirdly gerrymandered into a terrible middle school one.  If you want quality families in PWC, you need quality schools. Achieving this might come at the cost of affordability. 		Multiple		Econ Dev, Mobility, Schools

		238		Do not pass restrictions on lawful citizens ability to defend themselves when necessary.		Other

		239		Invest more in surveillance and security measures to help keep out neighborhoods safe (Not just having cops patrol Waterway and pull over residents). Improve and add play areas for kids. Create more beach activities in Montclair. Bring more food options to Montclair/Southlake.		Safe & Secure Community

		240		We need to work closer in the county to be sure all know what is happening and how we can be involved -physically and mentality.   Be a part of the place where we live.   		Other		civic engagement

		241		Reduce population growth, educate children, stop destruction of community property and stop renaming schools!		Sustainable Growth

		242		High utilities in rent controlled apartment communities. More bus routes and service. Defunding the police-meaning increasing funding in areas where police shouldn't be needed.		Multiple

		243		Protect the Rural Crescent to maintain its integrity.  We live off Logmill Rd and are natives of Centreville/Bull Run area.  We want to see this beautiful area remain rural.		Environmental Conservation

		244		PWC has got to attract more businesses that aren't recreation based to the Gainesville/Bristow area. More people need to work in the area to help with the traffic problem and also help keep the area restaurants in business.		Economic Development

		245		preservation of rural crescent		Environmental Conservation

		246		Complete the Occuquan Greenway Trail		Recreation & Culture & History

		247		Diversity, equity, and inclusion should be part of the basic structure of the plan. It should not be a point to be included among others. Education, community safety, equal treatment for all, and roadway development to help residents commute to work either by car or public transportation in a very affordable way should be major priorities. In Prince William county, though we are in the suburbs, we suffer from a lot of traffic, Even though we have the space to build more roadways and widen existing ones. Express lane tolls coming on route 66 will make it worse for those of us who will not be using it because we will have one fewer lane in each direction and more traffic on top of what we already have. This is not serving us. I do not believe in these express lanes because a resident should not have to pay to be able to get to work in a timely fashion. We're already paying income taxes, sale taxes, our transportation costs and we don't even have good public transportation to get us to the rest of northern Virginia between PWC and DC.		Multiple

		248		Please include more Spanish speakers at the government offices.		Equity & Inclusion

		249		Prince William County needs to do more to prepare individuals for success after criminal justice involvement.		Safe & Secure Community

		250		I believe  the #1 is the to ensure we do NOT defund our police departments or for the police dept to be viewed as all bad due to some bad apples. This county has a strong police department and great caring officers. The #2 for me is mobility. We have little in the way of transportation for those who do not have cars. We need a metro system or easy transportation within and outside of this county to go north if needed. We were told we would have metro in 1993. We did not get it and we have not provided much in the way of affordable transportation options to county residents.		Multiple

		251		The most important components in achieving all the important program choices shown above is a vibrant, diversified economic base, safe communities, and great schools.  Without these attributes to attract and retain new businesses and grow our tax base, there is no money to fund other necessary programs. 		Economic Development

		252		Road improvements which will make sense for future generations/planners and benefit the public vice corporate stock holders.		Mobility

		253		We should follow Stafford H.S and not allow cell phone use in the schools even for  classroom work. Student are responsible for their  property. Reduce worksheets  for classroom work and more penmanship in writing information down for information and exams 		Schools & Quality Education

		254		More green space, parks and recreation, road improvements, route 1 improvement for businesses, take down old and unsightly buildings, improve police budget for training.		Multiple		Recreation, Mobility, Comm Dev, Police

		255		Schools need improvement! Social Services and Mental Health funding are in dire need.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		256		How do we continue to develop leaders who reflect the diversity of the people in our community? 		Equity & Inclusion

		257		Please set aside passive recreation areas and open spaces.  There are dozens and dozens of half filled or less than half filled shopping centers, storage facilities and warehouse space.  No more!  		Recreation & Culture & History

		258		Traffic on 66 during pick hours is extremely difficult, we need a more efficient public transportation, at least within the County, I don't want to spend almost 2 hours to go from the West to the East side of the County.		Mobility

		259		I think the largest need is growth and development of school programs and greater teacher to student ratios. The more engaged and invested teachers are in students individually, the greater likelihood that students are also invested and engaged in their education (especially in early formative years). The greater the education of children in this county the more likely that they will stay locally and be positive investors within their community. 		Schools & Quality Education

		260		I would like our county to be inclusive of all its residents as it develops its SP		Equity & Inclusion

		261		Food Insecurity - what investment is the county making to track data, work with local farmers, SNAP, farmers markets, and food banks to ensure no one in our community goes hungry?  What investment financially is the county making towards this goal - from food sourcing to operational costs?  		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		262		I would like to see PWC do more to retain law enforcement officers and to hire more prosecutors.  It would be helpful if someone from the Board of Supervisors spent some time at the courthouse to understand the challenges that prosecutors face when doing their job.  		Safe & Secure Community

		263		There must be a focus on providing services for children from birth to 5 when the greatest brain development occurs. There also need to be more extensive rehab services for those experiencing drug or alcohol addiction.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		264		Sustainable water...in particular maintain clean 		Environmental Conservation

				I detest what you as the Chair have done to allow explosive growth and lack of support for the rural crescent. I also detest your plan to infringe upon my right to have a weapon,   Lastly, if you do anything more to facilitate abortion by women, I will NOT vote for your second term. And I will support any recall effort that comes up.

		265		The protection of Water Resources and quality in line with pollution is of importance. Water is very vital in live and both waterways and its sources needs to be protected. Reasons I support the Soil and Water Water quality programs to help clean and protect water resources in PWC. Trash disposal and littering should be enforced. Recycling techniques needs to be enforced more education in the schools for students to be   environmentally sensitive. Science and technology should be promoted as the world today is evolving with technology.		Environmental Conservation

		266		Better public transportation. Buses running earlier and later, as well as creating more stops for people with no transportation access. Lastly, improved & MORE affordable housing options.		Mobility

		267		Keep under control the over development of the land and save the open spaces		Environmental Conservation

		268		There seem to be more residents than budget and infrastructure supports. Residential areas seem to be bursting at the seams... More cars than parking supports. Increase in multi-unit housing in areas that already have traffic issues are getting out of hand. 		Sustainable Growth

		269		Please fully fund all PWCS requests.  It is imperative that the students in Prince William County have the tools they need to become productive residents and make our community better. Without adequate funding, the schools cannot adequately instruct students with disabilities and support the learning of all students. Fund the schools.		Schools & Quality Education

		270		Every consideration for Black Live Matter		Equity & Inclusion

		271		1. Focus on creating a resilient community by addressing issues related to inequity, disparity, and sustainability. These are the root causes of many of the symptoms mentioned above. Building a resilient PWC's community means prosperity, wealth creation, well-being, and safety.       		Equity & Inclusion

		272		More money allocated for schools and people with disabilities.  We need more Medicaid Waivers.		Schools & Quality Education

		273		As a Biology teacher, I have regretted the lack of natural areas accessible to my students for 30 years. The natural world is necessary for our physical and mental health and is especially important now during this pandemic and in our future so that we can weather other crises. I believe we should require developers to include natural areas such as forests in every development (size per number of inhabitants can be found in research). The county can and should fund natural parks as well as the sports park they now favor. They are more environmentally sustainable and cheaper to maintain. Developed areas can also be re-natured. This is especially important to lower income areas. 		Multiple

		274		Needs for families for affordable child care and increased access to child care for birth to 5 years old children.  An agency that could be solely devoted to early childhood education would be helpful for parents to navigate possible services in PW for health, special needs, child care, etc.		Schools & Quality Education

		275		We access to the Metro from Prince William County.  We need residential communities that are in walking/biking distance to stores.  I love our parks and open spaces and hope we can expand those in the future as our county grows.		Mobility

		276		Our citizens and local government need to take a serious look at the lessons we are learning during this pandemic and time for addressing racism.  We should not make decisions in any area without considering those two issues.		Equity & Inclusion

		277		Because of Covi-19 impact in our community a Diversified Economic Development Plan must be at the forefront of the PWC's priorities. All ethnic groups (minorities) need to be included and equally supported since they have been so severely impacted by the pandemic. 		Economic Development

		278		Sustainable GroundWater Technology & Connectivity Road Maintenance Safe and Secure Community Schools and quality Education		Multiple

		279		Continued development and implementation of the Rural Preservation plan. Increased focus on the conservation of surface and groundwater supplies. Conservation of natural resources in PWC		Environmental Conservation

		280		More resources for affordable housing, more resources for homeless, increased public transportation, increased assistance to returning citizens.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

				Stop wasting time, effort and money on fads and partisan issues and do the things we all can agree on.

		281		I'd like to ask the BoS to consider bringing the Veteran perspective into focus, because 1) there are over 41,000 Veterans in PWC, not including their spouses and children; 2) specific pervasive needs are not comprehensively understood or met, but could be; 3) distinct Veteran skills and expertise PWC should leverage to support workforce development and overall economic development. And more.  PWC would benefit from assessing programs and committees through a Veterans lens in order to adequately meet the needs and leverage the benefits of so many local Veterans.  I'd be happy to speak to or provide a white paper for the BoS.  Respectfully, Dr. Angela H. McConnell, President/CEO NOVA Veterans Association		Other		Veterans

				Discussion Forum For shared experiences

		282		I would like to see Prince William County become a place where the police force resembles the people who live in the community. I would also like to see this place become a place to work and live, including livable wages.  There is a strong need for income based affordable housing. 		Safe & Secure Community

		283		creating a humane socially responsible community that supports safety, stability and ethical treatment of animals.		Safe & Secure Community

		284		Mental Health and Public Safety need to be a priority for this County.		Safe & Secure Community

		285		Don't raise taxes beyond the cost of living increase. Move slowly and carefully when changing sensitive policies.		Other		Taxes

		286		Growth is the least of our problems.  Too long have we focused on the need for more and neglected what we already have.  Growth for the sake of growth is dangerous. 		Sustainable Growth

		287		*Increase the use of electric vehicles,  *improve conservation of electric power use in our schools and public buildings  *improve to access to Stonebridge Shopping Center from the first Dale City 95 Exit--crossing 3-4 lanes to get over quickly is the turn is complex and dangerous.		Mobility

		288		Consider the congestion already exitsting when agreeing to new developments, no matter how tempting. It unfortunate for current residents of open and natural spaces to be forced into a congested environment on roads, schools, shopping zones, etc., unnecessarily forcing them to seek out property elsewhere.		Mobility

		289		Don't let this initiative be hijacked by diversity or equity nonsense. We need good schools and a safe community. 		Equity & Inclusion

		290		There is a significant lack of available housing for the poor. There is inadequate support for the homeless, particularly the homeless who need mental health/substance abuse supports. The CSB cannot manage the volume necessary to support the community. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		291		The housing development needs to slow down until the roads, schools, and public safety can catch up to the population		Sustainable Growth

		292		Better emphasis placed on settings for new buildings.  We had a beautiful office building on Noble Pond Way and now the view is messed up with a Sheetz.  The same is true for Tribute...a massive beautiful building with some kind of store going up in front, blocking the view.  These changes would make the County more attractive and important to getting quality firms in the County............Thank you Ann		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		293		Please do not keep repeating the same mistakes of the past. Public safety needs to be compensated fairly and be made a priority. The school board is already getting too much money and wasting it any way they choose. Please stop indiscriminately giving them money. 		Safe & Secure Community

		294		- Better integration of Land Use and Transportation Planning - Jobs and housing need to be built in the same location. - Very few people can walk/bike to a job in PWC - The rural area needs to be preserved - All new residential growth should be in a Small Area Plan or Activity Center for the next 5-10 years - Provide additional Transportation/Mobility options - Invest in more ped/bike infrastructure  - All PWC projects submitted to the next route of Smart Scale were Highway Projects.   		Sustainable Growth

				There is no denying Woodbridge is becoming more urban as the years go by. It's time we start having urban amenities to sustain the urban growth we are going to see her. 

				The core focus areas of prosperity, security and education point toward growth and resilience, making all of the other programs and services possible and affordable.

		295		Attract more business (not just retail!) to pwc so residents can work in pwc instead of commuting. Leave some green space in pwc instead of clearing everything for more and more townhouses, etc!		Economic Development

		296		Sustainable groundwater in the Rural Area is essential.  Sustainable and adequate quality drinking water for all citizens of Prince William.		Environmental Conservation

		297		I want an audit of the school and county to see how efficient we are.  Policing and mental health should have worked more closely in the past. We closed a lot of mental health facilities and mainstreamed those folks into society. This along with a mostly unchecked illegal drug trade, has decimated large portions of our society.  Review or reread Management by Responsibly.  Thanks for reading, Terwin Gonyaw Gainesville, Va. 		Multiple

		298		Protect the rural crescent. Do not change the 10 acre lot restriction. 		Environmental Conservation

		299		STOP BUILDING HOUSES		Sustainable Growth

		300		Wide bike paths throughout the county or at least, roads with shoulder lanes for bikes. This will not only allow PWC residents to easily commute around the county with bicycles, it will also draw those seeking safe, affordable recreation outside the county. It will also help support local businesses and parks by giving those recreational riders, places to stop and eat/drink/hangout/rest during their outings. PWC could create a bike path system from the mountains to the Potomac shoreline, as well as all along the shoreline and western mountain ridges. This would make people want to live and visit here and bring much needed revenue - regardless of Covid levels.		Mobility

		301		Examination of the diversity in the local government positions to include leadership and management positions; Transportation options for commuters (traffic issues, clogged roads, etc); fair and equitable education for all students in PWC to include diverse leadership/management in PWCS; fair, affordable housing for people or living wages so they can afford to live in PWC		Multiple

		302		More support of ICE		Safe & Secure Community

		303		Please consider areas such as inclusion, equity and sustainability as lenses through which we should be looking at our Strategic Plan Objectives as opposed to just objectives in of themselves. Mobility, for example, should take into account the carbon footprint of automobiles, and the continuous cost to maintain buses; it should also take into account that while many residents have access to transportation, others do not.		Equity & Inclusion

		304		Equity and inclusion should really be anti-racism and a part of any initiative.		Equity & Inclusion

		305		As a senior citizen about to retire and live on a fixed income, I am concerned about the prospect of rising property and other tax rates. Please consider this growing demographic segment of our county's population as you choose tax rates. Thank you.		Other		Taxes

		306		Please consider water quality, sustainable water resources		Environmental Conservation

		307		Promotion of Healthy Community.  Improved access to healthy food, easy access to ways to exercise and build community connections.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

				What are the ways in which area churches can support and further the Strategic Plans?

		308		Affordable housing for young adults is difficult to secure (18 - 24). Help with this gap.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		309		Mental Health education should be included in schooling to build coping skills and normalize seeking out mental health services when needed. Much like physical education courses. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		310		Re-Imagining policing to include social services and mental health components		Safe & Secure Community

		311		234 & 28 having less traffic lights and replacing them with interchange systems should be a priority. 		Mobility

		312		Please ensure our police are well funded and ensure illegal aliens are sent back.		Safe & Secure Community

		313		Access for bikes and bike recreation all over the county.		Mobility

		314		Too much residential development, more parks, restaurants, and shopping and less housing.		Sustainable Growth

		315		No more residential building.  Build new schools in the Woodbridge District.  Consider bringing Metro to Woodbridge as it is badly needed to alleviate congestion on 85.		Sustainable Growth

		316		Please save our rural crescent! It is imperative to keep that space from developers. 		Environmental Conservation

		317		i'm very concerned about the rumors of defunding the police.  We need more funding to go to the local police so that they can keep us safe during this unstable time.		Safe & Secure Community

		318		1. Teach grade-schoolers our history. 2.  Defunding the police will result in more crimes. 3. There is an increase in gun sales due to the social unrest created by BLM.		Safe & Secure Community

		319		Renew the county's life saving 287g agreement with the federal government that cooperates with ICE.  DO NOT DEFUND the police and DO NOT reduce their budget.  Also smarter planning for growth is needed, with less multiple occupancy buildings.		Safe & Secure Community

		320		Safe and secure community are now #1 for me and my family. Since the BOCS is looking to release criminals and move away from supporting police and, therefore, citizens, I do not feel PWC is anywhere near as safe as it used to be. Start upholding the law, let the police protect us and you should stand up for them. I get that "Black Lives Matter" but not at the expense of anyone else. Poor leadership is not an appealing quality; start representing real people instead of hate groups. (No, I am not affiliated with anyone in law enforcement. I've been a citizen of the county for 18 years, it's quickly going downhill. Stop holding those who don't support a Democratic agenda to a higher standard.  The June 17 meeting was chaos on steroids, no leadership!		Safe & Secure Community

		321		I think as this area grows, we need to make the city more commuter friendly. We need things like more shuttle/bus lines directly to DC, sidewalks, etc. It would also decrease the stress levels of residents.		Mobility

		322		Do not defund our police force.		Safe & Secure Community

		323		Let's get some CLEAN  business, large corporations to help pay taxes and slow housing growth until people can work closer to  home.  We have to stop  building schools, until we can afford to.		Economic Development

		324		Prince William needs to take better care of the fragile members of our community - the elderly, the disabled (physical and mental), the unemployed, the underemployed, the homeless, the undocumented.  I am also very worried that our BOCS have become dysfunctional due to too much infighting.  Republicans -get over not being the majority.  Democrats  - stop trying to move too fast and stop running roughshod over the opposition.  Go on a retreat and learn to work together. 		Equity & Inclusion

		325		I would have checked Schools and Quality education but at this point you are spending my hard earned tax dollars to teach the children to hate their country and fellow citizens. Rather than the popular de-fund the police movement, I think its time to discuss a de-fund the government school movement. Its time for vouchers so children can learn logic and reasoning skills instead of being indoctrinated and brainwashed by the brainwashed and indoctrinated. It has been made clear during this Covid virus that learning can be accomplished outside of the brick and mortar structures that we spend a fortune on and apparently won't be able to utilize for the foreseeable future. I will not be putting my name at the end of this survey but rest assured I will be keeping my eye on your "Strategic Plan". Please remember you work for us. We are citizens and not your subjects. 		Schools & Quality Education

		326		Please do not continue to add housing without infrastructure first being in place.  Our roads are already too congested.  		Sustainable Growth

		329		We need more services/recreations for senior citizens. Consider putting a bypass on Liberia & 28.		Recreation & Culture & History

		330		The county is growing out of control.  It is completely unsustainable.  Not only should we limit growth, but stop growth, in the form of new housing developments.  Our quality of life has been destroyed.  We've gone from a rural community to half and urban community in only 20 years.  It's terrible.  No peace, no quiet, no space. Hopefully I'll be gone in 4 years.		Sustainable Growth

		331		We need to ensure that our traffic and schools are not overwhelmed by constant development. 		Sustainable Growth

		332		Improve the water drainage for homes on one acre plus. We can get some powerful water currents during hard rainstorms that literally carry rocks downhill. The community land was not landscaped for drainage properly. We've complained to VDOT, but they say it's fine and don't do anything. Thank you.		Environmental Conservation

		333		Eliminate any thought of defunding police. Use funds for training.		Safe & Secure Community

		334		Keep attention on real county functions and forget all the so-called social aspects of the community.		Other

		335		Take inconsideration the large Senior population in Prince William County and their needs.		Other		Elderly

		336		Lower real estate tax for Seniors		Other		Taxes

		337		I strongly support maintaining our rural crescent development restrictions!  I also support our police and sheriff departments and do not want to see them compromised.  I was disappointed to see the jail board decline to renew the 287g agreement and hope that decision can be reversed.		Safe & Secure Community

		338		Our roads are only so wide. More people are driving and we have HOV but still traffic is slow. We will need to have the metro extended to Woodbridge/Dale City at some point to lessen some traffic on I-95.		Mobility

		339		Ensuring adequate water resources, including groundwater levels; recharging of groundwater. Expanding energy efficiency and use of renewable energy sources for county bldgs		Environmental Conservation

		340		stop with the Sheetz, storage facilities, and low paying commercial/industrial developments.  35% goal for high paying jobs was last strategic plan and what has been the lessons learned from that? where are the results from what we did/did not accomplish last time around?		Economic Development

		341		Easing traffic congestion, better amenities for residential communities, ensuring quality schooling and education amidst the pandemic		Sustainable Growth

		342		Preservation of a functioning Lake Jackson Dam with funding plans to cover operations without impacting existing lakefront owners. 		Environmental Conservation

		343		Country must work on road improvements before developing areas vs the opposite way. Work on decreasing classroom size. Build schools before development. PWC has been down this road enough times to know what needs to be done first. Provide adequate sidewalks throughout our county so everyone has the opportunity to walk safely on a paved sidewalk. 		Sustainable Growth

		344		our schools are NOT world-class.  Our County is very segmented and divided in terms of east vs west  - which in part is due to poor transportation and public transportation. Our young adults have very few reasons to stay in our community as there are not fun things for 18-30 year olds. 		Schools & Quality Education

		345		How can we encourage folks to turn their yards into native habitats to promote a conservation corridor, such as Douglas Tallamy suggests in Nature's Best Hope?  We're new homeowners in PWC and looking forward to converting our yard and hopefully influencing our neighbors to do some as well. I wonder if community or social media programs that don't cost much would be helpful?		Environmental Conservation

		346		Prevent overdevelopment. Roads are already overcrowded as are schools.  There have to be other development options besides cramming as many living units as possible on a piece of land.		Sustainable Growth

		347		Please continue to fund law enforcement.		Safe & Secure Community

		348		The Strategic plan needs to be balanced and take into consideration the severe loss of income across the county due to COVID.  The monies saved from taxes and schooling need to be put back into the system and provide some relief for taxpayers.  The plan should also include how we are going to "preserve" history vice destroying it, manipulating it, and changing it.  We also need to focus on how to save money and limit free distributions, relying more on charitable organizations to step up and in.  Perhaps work on a combined coalition of groups to provide support.		Multiple

		349		STOP ruining this county by continuing to vote for commercial expansion.  The county is already too crowded with unoccupied buildings, yet more housing and commercial properties are passed by the board.  Shame on you.		Economic Development

		350		Future development needs to include mixed-income options. Neighborhoods have become very segregated based on affordability, which further segregates LatinX and African Americans. Developers should proffer affordable housing options, much needed green space, and support for historic sites when seeking approval for projects.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		351		Approve the medical school hospital for innovation park for GMU. We need that type of industry, Especially now in our fragile medical time.		Schools & Quality Education

		352		Our roads are crowed, our schools are crowded, we need infrastructure to support growth. We need industry and business (jobs) to go with growth.		Sustainable Growth

		353		Better recreation opportunities! Fairfax has GREAT Rec centers that are affordable, and PWC does not have any on the West End. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		354		I support the reorganization of the county's budget to provide more public services that would relieve the police from having to respond to circumstances that they have not been provided adequate training for (homelessness, domestic violence, etc.). I know policing will always be needed but the current framing of public services is a DISservice to the public and to police who are bearing a share of the pain the current arrangement is causing. 		Safe & Secure Community

		355		Please limit the amount of development to re-use of older developed land that needs re-purposed because of age.  We need to preserve what little natural landscape we have left.  School quality and safety in our county should be the top priorities.		Multiple

		356		More parks. More bike trails. Trader Joe's! More charter school options 		Recreation & Culture & History

		357		STOP DEFUNDING THE POLICE! The PWCPD has a long history of providing unbiased services to our community, and they should not be negatively affected because of a pandemic or a minority of the public that wants to defund the police.		Safe & Secure Community

		358		STOP DEVELOPMENT!!! Our sch can't handle it. The roads are too busy. Why do we overcrowd sch, have issues with buses, but STILL build?!? And now that MORE crowding is taking place on Benita Fitzgerald, across from an already overcrowded sch, will Benita be FINALLY extended to 234?!		Sustainable Growth

		359		Conservation of parks, green space, our waterways, along with the development of recreational paths, shorelines, etc for proper use of natural areas will be an investment in our quality of life and mental health.  It benefits all sections of our society - all ages, ethnicities, education and income levels.  It will bring us together.  		Environmental Conservation

		360		Affordable housing, help with the homeless		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		361		Promotion of community involvement, such as support of community volunteers in Fire, Rescue, Police, and Parks.		Other		civic engagement

		362		Need internet in all areas of the county.  Kids must be able to learn from home.		Technology & Connectivity

		363		Care for the Elderly... Assist families that love ones do not qualify for long term care. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

				We're extremely wary that, despite the relatively benign-sounding 12 "issues" we're given to choose from in Question 1, the majority-Socialist BOCS's intent is to cram down our throats outcomes prescribed by "Agenda 21" and similar radical, sinister schemes.    We've witnessed that Wheeler, Boddye, Franklin, Bailey and Angry don't care at all what PWC residents think or want.  (How can you insinuate that you care about "Safe & secure community" while obliterating 287(g)?  And we all know that "Sustainable Growth" really means Agenda 21 and "Green New Deal", etc.)  Wheeler, Boddye, Franklin, Bailey and Angry seek only to placate and garner approval from forces and allies outside our County, and to do their best at the local level to ultimately destroy our county and country, transforming us all in to Socialists' slaves.    In short, we know that your motives are not sincere, and we will not tolerate your abuse of power!		Other

		364		We do not need more traffic on the 234 highway between 66 and 95.  Commercial development is ruining the quality of life and landscape of our community. Truck pollution, noise ... stop destruction of the rural crescent. 		Sustainable Growth

		365		Look at the amount of money given to PWCS and the superintendent .  Tge structure at the too and principals should reflect student diversity.  In addition , make sure the school district does not throw in a plan for the 14th high school to be built adjacent to the Hunter's Ridge Home Community.  Make sure the school District communicates its plan in time that the public can react.  Make sure teachers's jibs are stable during coronavirus time!!! Enforce mask wearing in all stores and public places!!! Do not promote the non-science approach!!    Make sure the Goodwill bins are taken up in some areas; residents are just dumping and it is not safe nor a good site.    Monitor excessive speeding at night on the Prince William Parkway.  Do not open schools if numbers go up in the next few weeks!  The taxes are too high, the property taxes should be lowered as properties are not going up more!   The school district wasted taxpayer money buying computers for all students when not everyone is low income.  		Schools & Quality Education

		366		Bring metro access to Woodbridge. Crate more neighborhood oriented areas in Dale City so we have more places to spend our money locally. Keep on improving our schools, they're OK righr now, but they can be much better. Protect our environment, it's heartbreaking seeing all those new homes being built and allthe foresty areas disappearing.		Sustainable Growth

		367		We need to teach more American History, American exceptionalism and civics in our school.  Hiring individuals should be on ability not a college education		Schools & Quality Education

		368		More funding for public health		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		369		The Rural Crescent needs to be preserved to prevent PWC from becoming another Fairfax or Arlington County.		Environmental Conservation

		370		More funding for Prince William County Public schools 		Schools & Quality Education

				Keep the high density stuff in Fairfax county. Taxes are to high. When was the last school and county efficiency audit? Keep the cuss words out of your meetings. 

		371		Please consider making this survey in multiple languages, you would make a true investment in this county if you paid for subject matter experts from within your community that know the culture and people of the many different ethnic backgrounds that make up this county, currently these surveys and steps consider those who have the privilege to dedicate free time, consider how much you are missing out on by not allowing for the voices of those whom have proven, especially during this Pandemic how essential they are, please reach out to the strong and never accounted for maintenance workers, not their supervisors but the workers at the forefront, the restaurant kitchen personnel who had ensured everyone was fed, even while risking their lives to do so, the delivery personnel, the truck drivers, the construction workers, especially the day laborers, the cafeteria workers who continuously expose themselves to keep kids fed, the retail and grocery workers, all these people within your county are the base of our county, they have proven how significant their roles are within our community and for most their positions do not account for "volunteer leave" or the luxuries of the normal 9-5 work schedule, please bring these experts to the table and pay for their valuable time and feedback, it is the greatest investment for the future of the county.		Equity & Inclusion

		372		1) End rampid, irresponsible overdevelopment, including destruction of the rural crescent. 2) Stop raising my taxes. 3) be more responsible with our tax dollars 4) reinstate our agreement with ice. 		Multiple

		373		Do not tax seniors out of their homes.		Other		Taxes

		374		We need affordable housing for single, low income individuals. Most apartments start high for one bedroom and then only add $200 for the second. Even the senior housing is too expensive for my salary.  		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		375		Only develop increased housing if you have implemented infrastructure support before bringing in more residents and traffic. We need better water processing, traffic management, public commuter services, Local businesses, schools and medical before more housing. 		Sustainable Growth

		376		I would appreciate less residential density overall, regarding permitting approvals.		Sustainable Growth

		377		Prince William County needs to stop practices of over-development.  The county used to be very green and peaceful, and more and more I find giant parcels of land being completely clear-cut of trees.  And for NO GOOD REASON.  Why?  We do not need more businesses here.  Look around and see the trends, especially now.  Many businesses are going out of business or are struggling to survive.  Do we really need to have two Walgreens locations with about a mile or so of each other?  There really should be laws/regulations on massive property clearcutting.  For every tree that must be removed, ten others should be planted on the property.  We don't need more traffic here.    The county really needs to focus on conservation and the environment.  Recreate more forested areas once again to help keep our air clean.  Add more parks and wildlife reserves.  Add hiking and jogging trails in the parks.  Take a step back and make our community peaceful and beautiful again.  The county also needs to focus on lowering property taxes.  It is downright evil that in the middle of a pandemic you voted to raise our property taxes.  Prince William County used to be a more affordable place to live, and more and more that is becoming less so.  Work to make Prince William County a relaxing, beautiful, and affordable place to live once again.    Thank you....		Sustainable Growth

		378		I like the Equity Resolution adopted by the Board and hope that the county can truly incorporate equity and equality into public services, job opportunities, and treatment of all members of the community. Also, develop a plan that includes more collaboration with community organizations. More services usually equate to the need for more resources/money which can mean an increase in real estate taxes. I don't want our taxes to keep increasing year over year.		Equity & Inclusion

		379		Overdevelopment and the roads to sustain it are ongoing and ignored issues that have been in place for decades.  Public input is largely ignored and seen as futile.  		Sustainable Growth

		380		Safe roads and local mass transit.		Mobility

		381		Going Virtual and having the infrastructure and personnel to support this is critical. Having a special needs child myself, also means they CAN be more prone to compromised immunity than other students.  Having a robust online solution is a possibility I would strongly encourage this county to explore. It's more cost effective and efficient than piece mealing transportation, salaries, staggering benefits and other expenditures that contribute to budgeting short falls. Look to collegiate level online platform's for inspiration. Assign groups of teachers to spearhead specific subjects for each grade level and reduce how many need to teach a state driven subject in person. Do we need 300 math teacher salaries & benefits for the entire county? Or can we use 100 of them, save on costs, implement efficiency, standardize an online teaching platform with consistent learning material and use these 100 teachers to tutor & communicate to who need further assistance? This would apply to all subject areas. Do we need 300 5th grade teachers? Or can we use 100 of them to implement 5th grade learning online? Social aspects are important too. You can always include virtual chats, in person field trips and only need to al la cart bus drivers rather than dealing with an already short staffed & inefficient transportation system that costs more to maintain. This school system can barely keep up with the in person demands as it is. 		Technology & Connectivity

		382		Sustainable growth should encompass environmental conservation, mobility and address safety and education.  		Sustainable Growth

		383		Racism in law enforcement 		Safe & Secure Community

		384		Water conservation 		Environmental Conservation

		385		Preserve the rural crescent.  Limit real estate including construction of condos and apartments.		Environmental Conservation

		386		Quality outdoor recreation and effective conservation can bolster Economic Development and make our community more attractive to businesses and residents alike.		Economic Development

		387		The Police Department should be funded.  It is an integral part of our community.  Safety and security cannot be left to those who are trained in other fields to handle when there are potentially dangerous situations.		Safe & Secure Community

		388		The Prince William county should factor community safety in their plan by ensuring that road side parking in poor neighborhoods are limited to increase visibility for community on neighborhood intersections. 		Safe & Secure Community

		389		Groundwater preservation and monitoring.		Environmental Conservation

		390		Rural Cresent protection; protecting 2nd Amendment rights for citizens; protecting the right to life from conception to natural death for all.		Environmental Conservation

				protection and monitoring of groundwater.  my well water level keeps going down.

		391		Black Lives Matter, promote equality and justice for all with focus on people of color to end systemic racism. Remove all public statues of the Confederacy to museums and remove all Confederate names from public buildings like schools, libraries, office buildings etc. Address all forms of systemic racism in policing, jails, housing, business and equal opportunity.		Equity & Inclusion

		392		Safe & Secure must include robust law enforcement & a strong judicial process  New construction must maintain the rural sections of the county		Safe & Secure Community

		393		Stop building housing developments everywhere there are trees.		Environmental Conservation

		394		Limits on development/density. Preservation of rural & natural areas. Protection of animals, wildlife & nature. Free spay/neuter services for all county residents' pets & strays. Increased pursuit of green energy & all-inclusive recycling. Increased inclusivity, diversity & civil rights awareness. Commonsense gun laws that protect citizens from shooting rampages. Protection of women, children, elderly, differently abled, minorities, in the courts.		Environmental Conservation

		395		The National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine have stated unequivocally that we need to address Climate Change.  They state that Climate is real, Climate Change is happening and human activity is the cause. They state that the impacts of Climate Change will be devastating for us, our children and our grandchildren. The Board of Supervisors needs to plan on how to address these challenges.  No new Fossil Fuel Developments. All new constructions must incorporate Solar Electricity and Solar Water Heating. Planting more trees in our parks and along our road. 		Environmental Conservation

		396		Developing a robust plan for trails and greenways by taking advantage of our unique natural, recreational and historic resources can be an economic win for the prosperity and diversity of our County.		Environmental Conservation

		397		Make sure that the potential for improved and/or additional trails and blueways are part of every County review of rezoning applications and developers' proffers.		Environmental Conservation

		398		In line with environmental considerations we need to look at the protection and monitoring of groundwater.		Environmental Conservation

		399		While I know what affordable housing is, I'm not sure what is meant by community development and how it's related to affordable housing.  I have the same question for technology and connectivity.  What is meant by that term as a PWC issue?  As a respondent, I'm limited to what my understanding is of the terms you use.  It would behoove each of us if respondents were given a brief description of the terms used.   I wish to clarify that I am most concerned about limiting overdevelopment and that is why I chose sustainable growth as one of my top 5 issues.  I don't know what you mean by sustainable growth but I mean there needs to be a slowing in the development of PWC so that roads, infrastructure, schools, and other services and infrastructure can catch up to the present strains already placed upon them by development in recent years.  Our traffic congestion contributes to a negative quality of life.   Another issue that is important to me is having more county parks and green spaces for PWC residents.  People of all ages need to connect more with nature.  We saw this during the COVID19 shutdown as residents turned to the outdoors, including parks and trails, for physical activity and as a relief for stress.  I support funding for mental health services in conjunction with fully funding our police force.  We need our poIice to enforce public safety.  Integrating mental health specialists for some situations will better serve the public and our police officers.  I support fully funding our police.		Sustainable Growth

		400		Pedestrian/vehicle safety: sidewalks on bridges across I-95, unobstructed views from parking lots to highways, snow removal on major roads (i.e. PW Pkwy)  pedestrian pathways		Mobility

		401		Remove references to the confederacy - including removing Robert E. Lee's name from U.S. Route 1		Other

		402		Strategic planning of new neighborhoods so traffic, schools, public services can be planned, provided and funded BEFORE additional housing is built and occupied.  It is a joke when new neighborhoods are proposed and the numbers projected for additional cars on the road and new students in the school system are ridiculously low!  Time to be realistic about the effects additional residential housing has on the county.  		Sustainable Growth

		403		Preservation of the rural crescent is a key concern.		Environmental Conservation

		404		Transportation: Connect the road from Benita Fitzgerald to 234, work with FF County to develop a direct public transportation from PWC to George Mason College; Schools: Improve technology, renovation, more teachers and raise their pay, and make them safe which includes SROs; Support our Police Officers so that PWC can enjoy safe neighborhoods and schools.  		Multiple

		405		Would be good if the Board clarified what the vision means to them. Each board member individually provide a write-up of what they understand it to mean. There is a lot of ambiguity in the vision. What do they mean by "choice?" How do they define it? Who are the "people" in their estimation? Why do businesses choose to locate anywhere generally, and in Prince William County Specifically? If they develop a new vision statement (probably should) still would be good to get an understanding of how they interpret it to better guide strategic plan and organizational action.		Other		BOCS should clarify the vision statement

		406		There is an uptick of KKK activity in the area. This concerns me. I'd like to know what the county is doing to address this. 		Other

		407		I am gravely concerned about our community becoming a commuter pass-through by way of the proposed 6-lane by- or tri-county connector (234 bypass widened). I live right off of 234, my daughter crosses the street on foot to get to Colgan. The vehicle noise is already too loud at all times of the day and night, all year round. Further, the Rural Crescent is supposed to be preserved conservation and farm land. Developers strong arming our government into permitting more development than is allowed in this area is both unsustainable and unconscionable. A major reason that we chose to live in PWC is the rural preservation of mid-county. Losing that to ever-widening roads and surging developments, clear-cutting through our beloved forests, degrading our pristine streams, and ignoring our area's history is maddening. And finally, PLEASE no more data centers in our rural and semi-rural suburban areas. There are plenty of sites already listed industrial all over the county that are sitting vacant or nearly so that could be used for the data centers. Data centers are land and power gluttons, and are DEPRESSING to be around. Drive down Rte 28 through Sterling/Ashburn/Dulles Mall and you'll see what I mean. PWC is beautiful because of our rural, forested land. Let's keep it that way!		Sustainable Growth

		408		Need to remain focused on all resident and not just the loud ones.  County needs to continue to lead for our future.  With Covid era upon us more demand for local infrastructure serving its citizens will be eminent with less pass through commuters.		Equity & Inclusion

		409		more parks / fishing access. Reopen lake Manassas		Recreation & Culture & History

		410		My number 1 concern is over-development! The rate in which this county is expanding is disgusting and negatively impacts on all aspects of living. The county should strive to improve the Quality of life not the quantity of stuff.		Sustainable Growth

		411		I am concerned about the continued growth of shopping centers in PWC. As the nation increases its online shopping and brick and mortar stores close down, developing new shopping centers in PWC seems to be wasteful and a misuse of the land.		Sustainable Growth

		412		Taxes are high enough.  Create a better job environment to attract more business to PWC to increase the tax revenue plus the extra benefit of more employment opportunities.		Economic Development

		413		Our schools are very overcrowded.  I ask that a considerable amount of time and planning be devoted to our school system.		Schools & Quality Education

		414		Can we address food security by adding a section on urban agriculture?  Also can we begin to address our power production by creating goals to develop more sustainable sources?  		Multiple

				We need a well-planned local transportation that covers all of Prince William county.

		415		Support our police with more funding. Especially for training budget. 		Safe & Secure Community

		416		feed money into programs that will help develop and educate our community in environmental pursuits that create jobs for the future		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		417		When allowing for new developments see if part could be affordable housing. Also provide STEAM development training opportunities for all teens at no cost to even the playing field for pursing jobs and internship. I taught when you the SOL test came out. The test were written by people based on their life experiences we must realize we are an international community and there needs to be better ways to show students abilities. Later as a school counselor in FCPS I worked with staff, parents and students to realize we not serving students well when we label their abilities by test results. We need to look at evaluating their life experiences and how they have learned to respond to life's circumstances through conversations and presentations like we do to evaluate for the gifted and talented programs so we stop labeling children as average when they are above but can't always show through a test. Also constant teacher training in not using their life experiences as the measure for what is the best.		Schools & Quality Education

		418		I would like to see a plan to reduce homeless in the county. I heard once Fairfax county wanted to set up signs at intersections with a hot line to provide assistance. Let develop a combined plan with all charities in the county to get them help. Even a question during an election to develop a budget to address the crisis. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		419		Provide better transportation and connections to other places from prince William county 		Mobility

		420		The issue of better mobility from here to DC and beyond.  The traffic is getting much worst.		Mobility

		421		I would like to see areas being reinvigorated and reused - no more new construction for businesses - fill in the empty desolate areas and help those communities thrive!		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		422		Improved commuting from Haymarket and Bristow into Fairfax during rush hour. Metro to extend down Route 66 to Manassas. Investment in Gainesville and Old Town Manassas to make these thriving boutique shopping and restaurant experiences. 		Mobility

		423		The new housing developments are ruining the county. Please stop approving so many new homes. They increase burden on the schools, increase population and crime, and add to traffic congestion.		Sustainable Growth

		424		Leave the rural crescent  alone. For Gods sake can't you say no to developers for once in your life?  Let people move to Loudon or Fairfax. They couldn't care less about saving their land and environment.		Environmental Conservation

		425		Infrastructure investment pertaining to pedestrian traveling spaces. Specifically, Van Buren Rd. between route 234 and Acadia dr. is in desperate need of a sidewalk to facilitate pedestrian traffic between the forest park housing community, Grace church, and the shopping center at the intersection of 234 and Van Buren Rd. People are forced to walk on the road or a thin ditch which is very dangerous. 		Mobility

		426		Change the DCSM to remove plants that are considered invasive and incentivize using native plants as much as possible		Environmental Conservation

		427		Please protect green space and our natural trails, mature trees etc. Also, please reduce the number of new home developments on the east side--they just overcrowd our schools. Focus on housing the west side if necessary.		Environmental Conservation

		428		I have no kids in school nor am I a teacher, nor personal friends of a teacher, but you should have a strategy to invest in our future now "the children"  increase teacher pay since they seems to be primary go-to for teaching children.  It seems teachers are 2nd parents to these kids so pay them are all time efforts they spend with other people children.  This is just ridiculous how you treat the people that spend the most time providing learning to America's most previous commodity 'children;' s as nd shy do they use their personal funds to buy supplies for the classroom (another ridiculous)		Schools & Quality Education

		429		Workforce development/training needs to be developed and expanded. It should include all levels of the Workforce . As for now, it dealt with labor and some service blue collar works but it should include also white collar executive workforce.		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		430		Stop cutting down every single tree in sight when anything is constructed.  I shouldn't have to explain why.  It's unbelievable how the land gets striped in this county.		Environmental Conservation

		431		Quality grocery stores and restaurants on the eastern side of the county. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		432		Everything we do should be tempered by its effect on our planet.  If we want this planet to sustain our great-grandkids, we have to protect and nurture it now.  That means changing our behavior & bad habits in order to protect our basic needs for food, water and shelter.  Fundamental sustainability.		Environmental Conservation

		433		Environment needs to be a priority. You are destroying the environment in favor of building excessively priced houses. Seriously, not many people can afford the new housing. On top of that, everyone on the east side of the county is hateful.  And now you are turning the west side of the county into the same hateful mess that you have on the east. What makes the west side so much better is that there is more of nature to enjoy and people are happier.		Environmental Conservation

		434		Limiting further development in already congested areas. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		435		Cost Reductions/Avoidance  The plan should involve the appointment of a Cost Reduction/Avoidance Committee...to include a fully-funded and full-time Chairperson, and a representative from each County Department...to identify, review, recommend, and implement cost reduction and cost avoidance processes.  The goal and charter of this team is to mitigate/eliminate non-value activities; specifically, those activities that do not add to the safety or tangible support of the total community.  In short, spending should be made on the 'got to haves' vice 'nice to have'...to reduce the burden on landowners, merchants, etc.  The results of the committees work should be presented at every Board Meeting and suggestions either approved/dis-approved by all Board members.  The results of the votes shall be published and distributed for citizen review through county media and independent news sources.		Other

		436		Taxes need to be kept at current levels or lower		Other		Taxes

		437		Independent Hill and other similar areas need to consider options that are best for the community, not necessarily a developer that would benefit. We have enough housing and our wooded areas are being destroyed. Data Centers do not provide long term employment to maintain. STEM programs need to be continually developed and tied to the employers in the area. Please do not widen 234 Bypass to 6 lanes. it would have a huge negative impact to current and future home owners in the nearby area. 		Sustainable Growth

		438		Helping immigration and customs enforcement officers identify and deport illegal immigrants and send share all information on immigrants who are arrested or have safely orders against them. 		Other

				Protect our environment and improve our infrastructure.  Safe streets.  Fully fund our growing diverse police force.

		439		I think it's important to keep mature forest area as natural buffers when building new businesses or housing or industry. And also important to require new business or houses to plant as many trees as possible when they finish construction. 		Environmental Conservation

		440		Please consider the quality of life of the residents, this includes access to safe communities free of crime, green spaces without smog, sidewalks to keep fit and healthy, and free well-maintained amenities such as the marina or the public boardwalks.   Prince William is not Fairfax. Stop trying to gentrify and put condos everywhere. People fo not want this. People in PWC love nature, make this a selling point! Tax-paying single family homes are the way to go, and bring sustainable businesses to Prince William instead.  Create a tourism commission so that Prince William can become a touristic spot for the country and nationwide. Utilize the rich history of the county, the wonderful nature and invite entertainment and recreational companies to develop nature-centered entertainment here. There can be a giant safari style park, that can generate millions and create jobs. There can be a dog entertainment center, where dog lovers nationwide can enjoy doggie paradise, and come specifically to Prince William for this.  So many things can be developed here!   Create gondola riding in the Occoquan, with colorful fountains, or bring ship companies with storytelling about the area.    Economy is a big part, and we must be creative. PW is beautiful, let's preserve it and leverage its strengths. 		Multiple

		441		Build and expand schools to end overcrowding.		Schools & Quality Education

		442		I'd love to see our schools funded at the same levels of the surrounding counties.  I'd also love to see more parks/recreational facilities.  I have no problem with increased taxes for more services.		Multiple

		443		I would love some variety around the county. I'm sick of always seeing new Sheetz, Wawa, or storage unit facilities pop-up everywhere, versus other businesses that actually adds a unique characteristic about our place here..		Economic Development

		444		We are starting to overdevelop the county.  Too many people, crowded roads, not enough woods and wildlife.  We don't want to become a concrete county		Sustainable Growth

		445		Affordable housing is my number 1 concern for Prince William County.  Residents working full time, earning minimum wage do not even make the household income requirements to qualify for a 1 bedroom apartment  at 95% of the apartment complexes in Prince William County.  		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		446		I am not interested in any dollars being spent on anything Green.  We need to make sure our children and citizens are safe and our economy is open and flourishing with no regulations.		Environmental Conservation

		447		essential to keep the rural crescent		Environmental Conservation

		448		Require developers to provide APPROPRIATE funding for schools and roads.  Road improvements should be made PRIOR to or at least during during development. 		Sustainable Growth

		449		Easier recycling distribution and pickup for glass, plastic and metal at the home.  I don't want to have to carry these items somewhere else to drop off.		Environmental Conservation

		450		Required high speed internet connectivity availability all legal  residential addresses in the county.  Protection of farm land and agricultural areas.  		Technology & Connectivity

		451		I would like to see education and specifically the end of the revenue sharing agreement discussed. Schools need a higher percentage of revenue if you insist on keeping property and use taxes so low in PWC. I want either taxes raised specifically to support the schools or I want them to get a higher percentage of what is collected at present rates. I'd like to see police funding cut and that money invested in social services, specifically drug treatment and mental health in-patient rehab facilities, and job training. I'd look to CSOSA in DC for some great ideas for rehabilitation instead of recidivism. 		Multiple

		452		Complete the Van Buran Extension		Mobility

		453		Animal Welfare!  Thanks for your support re the Animal Shelter!		Other

		454		We NEED to finish the Van Buren extension that has been planned for about 20 years now!!		Mobility

		455		Finish the Van Buren extension! This is an absolute need for the eastern part of the county. It would assist greatly with the traffic flows in this area especially with the new growth of businesses and homes.		Mobility

		456		1) Please complete the Van Buren road extension 2) We need a balance btween new house construction and strain on schools/transportation. Growth needs to be sustainable, and incremental. 		Sustainable Growth

		457		Focus on keeping major traffic out of residential areas or cut throughs and preservation of open forested or recreational areas.  Conscientious development of housing and business with coresponding consideration for greater access to reliable public transportation 		Sustainable Growth

		458		Please finish the Van Buren Extension. 		Mobility

		459		Community planning must include saving areas that convert carbon dioxide from vehicles into oxygen for human lungs. Development must consider the long term fiscal and health costs of roads, schools, services, and infrastructure, rather than irresponsible clearing of forested land.		Environmental Conservation

		460		Finish VAN BUREN EXTENSION		Mobility

		461		The Montclair community needs the Van Buren extension for the safety of everyone in our community and those that conduct physical exercise through and around Montclair.		Mobility

		462		Complete the Van Buren extension as planned to reduce safety hazards on Waterway Drive in Montclair.  		Mobility

		463		1) With shelter, food, and medicine, and a good education, the other "good" will follow. Can't put the cart before the horse.  2) Finish the Van Buren connection!		Mobility

		464		Provide outlets for adults to engage through meaningful events; such as outdoor concerts, and cultural activities.		Recreation & Culture & History

		465		Really would like the van Buren extension completed. 		Mobility

		466		Please continue to repair & fix roads/highways in PWC.  Many are always in need of repair. Put more money into education to give teachers Better pay.  Allow all teachers to choose more updated materials in all schools so that teachers have materials that will encourage learning. Build less townhouses!!  Build less churches!  We sure seem to have enough of both.  		Multiple

		467		Finish the Van Buren extension		Mobility

		468		I am very concerned about Old Bridge Road. If we are going to continue building houses off of this main artery Old Bridge needs to be updated to a 4 lanes highway both ways.		Mobility

		469		Distance learning for our students and teachers and school administration. Have enough laptops for each student and infrastructure to successfully perform online learning.		Technology & Connectivity

		470		Please move forward with the Van Buren road extension. 		Mobility

		471		Finish the Van Buren road extension.		Mobility

		472		Mobility is top concern by far!		Mobility

		473		Please finish the Van Buren extension! I live in Montclair and have witnessed several terrifying accidents or the aftermath of them along Waterway. It's not a road I want to take my children for a walk along, and a road I feel nervous running along during peak commute times.		Mobility

		474		Finish the Van Buren extension!!!		Mobility

		475		Van Buren Extension		Mobility

		476		PLEASE push for the Van Buren extension! Ms. Caddigan was a huge proponent for this and I really thought she'd push for us, and we feel a little betrayed that she changed her mind when she moved to Four Seasons. 		Mobility

		477		PLEASE COMPLETE/START THE VAN BUEREN ROAD!!!! it has been needed for over 15 years.  Just build the road.  Stop the drama and do what was originally voted and needed!  		Mobility

		478		Finish the Van Buren extension.		Mobility

		479		Finish the Van Buren Rd extension. We need more north/south roads parallel to I95. Congestion is terrible and speeding through Montclair which right by an elementary school where students walk. 		Mobility

		480		Please complete the Van Buren extension. It is a much needed road to get from Woodbridge to Dumfries. 		Mobility

		481		Finish the Van Buren extension. 		Mobility

		482		Please complete VanDorn extension and keep Waterway safe!		Mobility

		483		Finish the Van Buren Rd extension. 		Mobility

		484		Complete the Van Buren extension 		Mobility

		485		Finish Van Buren extension		Mobility

		486		Van Buren Road extension needs to be completed.  Caddigan was for it when she lived in Montclair, and now against it since she moved to 4 seasons.  You can keep bulldozing and approving developments without providing roads.  Roads should be built first, then develop around them.  You guys are doing it backwards		Mobility

		487		Please preserve the character of the rural crescent. Cluster development is ok with the majority of land set-aside but wildlife corridors are key to maintaining a diverse ecosystem.		Environmental Conservation

		488		A multi-use facility is still needed in our county.  A facility that can host HS graduations and national youth sports events (basketball, track and field, etc.).  Also, we need to be more progressive as a county in have a sports complex that is capable of servicing a diversity of sports.  Adjacent counties have these facilities but PWC still lags behind.  We need to find ways to generate more revenue without building more homes.  Every bit of vacant land gets turned into a housing development, we need to curb this practice.  Also, need to make sure our schools have the best for our children from academics to the playing field.  		Economic Development

		489		Complete the Van Buren extension. 		Mobility

		490		Traffic control on Waterway. Too much speeding. 		Mobility

		491		Complete the Van Buren Ext road plan!		Mobility

		492		Finish the Van Buren road extension! 		Mobility

		493		Please fully fund all PWCS schools and finish the Van Bueren extension.		Mobility

		494		Completion of the Van Buren Rd extension. 		Mobility

		495		Complete the Van Buren extension		Mobility

		496		Please finish the Van Buren Road extension.  This has been in the plans far too long.  		Mobility

		497		Complete the Van Buren extension, continues focus on driver/pedestrian safety on Cardinal Drive and Waterway Drive		Mobility

		498		We need the Van Buren extension to stop the cut through traffic in Montclair.		Mobility

		499		Continuous communications during the planning and execution is needed.    We need opprrotunities for clarification and correction.		Other		Communication

		500		Finish putting Bonita Fitzgerald through to 234. 		Mobility

		501		Please complete the Van Buren extention.		Mobility

		502		Please finish the Van Buren Extension. This would increase mobility, make our overall community and  school zones safer, allow for safer sidewalks (which contribute to increased opportunities for mental and physical health promotion and exercise), AND contribute to sustainable growth as more housing developments are added.		Mobility

		503		Please fund and complete the Van Buren Road extension project as it meets two of the above objectives, providing a safe and secure community and improving mobility. 		Mobility

		504		Finish the Van Buren Extension. It's so very needed and way past time to add another North/South route on the east end of the county. With all the development on 234 in recent years, this is critical. 		Mobility

		505		Construct the Van Buren Road extension		Mobility

		506		Finish VanBuran 		Mobility

		507		Finish the Van Buren extension as soon as possible, please.		Mobility

		508		Finish the Van Buren extension		Mobility

		509		Please complete the Van Buren extension in order to reduce the cut-through traffic in Montclair. 		Mobility

		510		Finish the VanBuren extension as promised!  The county needs more north/south streets. The cut through speeding traffic on Waterway is dangerous.		Mobility

		511		Please finish Van Buren Road Expansion.  Training Police officers and First Responders in Mental Health. 		Multiple

		512		Completion of Van Buren Rd 		Mobility

		513		Transportation - Bringing metro to Prince Willam County 		Mobility

		514		Protecting the integrity of the Rural Crescent. Preventing the bi-county parkway.		Environmental Conservation

		515		Too much overdevelopment within the county. Need to ensure that communities are safe, schools are safe and not overcrowded.		Sustainable Growth

				Awareness to the political tyranny of the county and state.

		516		We need to protect our greenspace and prevent over development of the rural crescent. 		Environmental Conservation

		517		Leave the rural crescent alone, limit development. 		Environmental Conservation

		518		Continue supporting our police and keep our schools safe with security officers in all schools.		Safe & Secure Community

		519		Traffic considerations are paramount. Covid will produce dramatic changes in retail development. How does that get addressed?		Economic Development

		520		School Security.  The current plan kids are sitting ducks. Turf fields for HS sports. Storage for HS Athletes. Run/ bike trails like Arlington/ Fairfax		Multiple

		521		STOP raising taxes unnecessarily. Property taxes keep going up, new neighborhoods (overdevelopment of the county) continues and yet our taxes also continue to grow. Please stop! You are driving good people out of the county.		Other		Taxes

		522		Cut taxes, resume cooperation with the 287G program. 		Safe & Secure Community

		523		Please do not defund any of the police budget. Our police do an excellent job and I say that as someone who has been pulled over twice in the last couple of years.		Safe & Secure Community

		524		Limit further development in the western county. Oppose the bi-county parkway.		Sustainable Growth

		525		Keep the rural areas of the community rural. 		Environmental Conservation

		526		Economic development needs to be balanced with environmental conservation so that one does not suffer because of the other.		Environmental Conservation

		527		Ensure proper funding for Public Safety Services,  Police,  Fire,  EMS.  Ensuring Prince William will remain a safe place to own a business and raise a family  		Safe & Secure Community

		528		Sidewalks on Hoadly ave by Coles and Benton Middle school as well as Colgan High School.		Mobility

		529		Correct traffic issues particular to Rt 28 on the north side of Manassas, build the outer beltway, this was on the planning board in 1976, we needed it then, we still need it.		Mobility

		530		Please stop over-development! The county cannot keep up with the development we have already. Public safety, roads, schools, and all infrastructure is way behind where it needs to be! Please stop all development and zoning changes in the mid county area, to include the Kline Farm, Hoadly Rd Mosque etc. This county was not meant to be, and should not be an extension of Fairfax County. Many of us decided to move here to get away from that style of living. 		Sustainable Growth

		531		Slow down growth and development, especially mass housing units such as town homes and apartments, low income house. Enforce federal immigration laws and federal 2nd amendment rights. Protect Rural Cresent and over development.  Remove I-66 TOLLS. Invest in schools and education and reopen schools ASAP. 		Multiple

		532		Need to protect the surreal crescent from housing developments that will enrich special interests, not do a while lot for the tax base, and clog roads up even more.		Environmental Conservation

		533		Too many homes being built in PWC.  We need big business to come in like in FFX.  Too much residential home inventory is not good for our value, and the schools are overcrowded which leads to degrading quality of education. 		Sustainable Growth

		534		we need to be careful how we handle county history		Other

		535		Massive spnding cuts and large tax cuts to save the working men and women of this once great county.		Other		Taxes

		536		Bring metro into PWC.		Mobility

		537		The half million base price housing and rampant cutting down our trees and flattening our fields is the exact opposite of what many of us want. If we wanted to live in Fairfax we would, but we don't.		Environmental Conservation

		538		Sustainable growth coupled with necessary infrastructure is important to maintain quality of life. 		Sustainable Growth

		539		Better roads. Route 28 between Manassas and Fairfax County line needs 3 lanes in each direction. Also clean up roadside business clutter along side Route 28 between Manassas Park and Fairfax County line. 		Mobility

		540		We need to ensure that we stay away from large centralization that is akin to Agenda 21. We need to maintain the suburban/rural nature of the county. 		Other

		541		Road improvements should happen BEFORE community development is authorized. 		Sustainable Growth

		542		We are a very diverse and growing community. Taxes are way too high for the few amenities we receive. The school system is being led to poor performance by overpaid Dr. Walts. 		Multiple

		543		We need to slow the development, preserve the remaining parts of the rural crescent, encourage and support local farmers, build more schools and stop being "in bed" with developers.		Sustainable Growth

		544		Overdevelopment is rampant. Every single time, the public has to show up in mass to stop the plans to develop the development on 234bypass and Liberia Ave. Those developments will critically impact the traffic and impact schools where the taxes they bring in do not compensate.  We need to stop blowing up the residential and increasing our taxes ridiculously. My taxes are more than my mortgage! We need to bring in commercial, and stop over developing the residential quick fix money plots and start investing in long-term projects that will bring in consistent funding and stop over taxing residents.		Sustainable Growth

		545		I don't care about any of those issues listed.  I want lower taxes, less spending, fewer government employees, less regulations and did I mention less taxes.		Other		Taxes

		546		#1 above: Public Sewer lines on Walton Drive and Walton Subdivision.  Eliminate diesel trucks on route 234.		Other		Infrastructure

		547		No new taxes 		Other		Taxes

		548		Allow more than 3 unrelated people to live in a house. If the owners allow inspection of the home for safety 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		549		Evening adult education 		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		550		Please ensure that key infrastructure (roads, utilities, safety (fire/police/medical) is in-place before further development.		Sustainable Growth		Infrastructure

		551		Personal Security, Economic development and better, less expensive commuting options are paramount!		Multiple

		552		Public safety, this means well funded fire & rescue and police department,		Safe & Secure Community

		553		Protect the rural crescent. Avoid over development. 		Environmental Conservation

		554		Increase police force to sustain safety and protection 		Safe & Secure Community

		555		Improvement of literacy skills among all residents. Options to reduce arrests & provide ways to make meaningful reductions in crimes committed by residents. 		Safe & Secure Community

		556		Protect the Rural Crescent !!!		Environmental Conservation

		557		Collection of taxes owed by residents; ie personal property.		Other		Taxes

		558		Don't overwhelm the school system with unlimited new housing projects that will require an even greater % if the county budget. Fully fund the county police and sheriffs staff so they can enforce our laws and keep us safe. Cooperate with ICE to remove illegal aliens.		Multiple

		559		Slow down the growth of our county as our resources can not keep up		Sustainable Growth

		560		Keeping the community involved and making sure all parties work for the success of whatever plan is adapted 		Other		Civic Engagement

		561		Fund The  police Cooperation with federal immigration authorities to keep our community safe		Safe & Secure Community

		562		Start saying NO to new housing developments and leave areas green. Not every piece of land needs or should be developed. It's not healthy for people or the planet and I am not a tree hugger.		Environmental Conservation

		563		Stop population growth.		Sustainable Growth

		563		Plans such as these can be somewhat useless except.to make leadership feel.good...unless it is followed by having your viable committees identify 5 projects/tasks which they will complete within the year or a given contract period. Those projects/tasks are drawn from the broad strategic plan. Prior to getting.to the BOCS the projects/tasks are to have a dollar figure attached to it both income and expense (and any revenue) which could be realized. This the proposed final version, per cmte, is presented to the BOCS for adoption or alteration, the budget process is much easier as you budget for specific goals and not blindly increase any budget. The BOCS knows what is to be done, the staff knows what is to be done, the cmte knows what is to be done and the taxpayer knows what is to be done.		Other

		564		No tax increases. In order for any issue to be considered, PWC needs to first and foremost be a Safe and secure community. Without that, businesses or people will not want to move to PWC.		Multiple

		565		I support our police. There should be NO discussion of defunding. I believe resource officers in the schools is a must. 		Safe & Secure Community

		566		Endeavor to cut taxes  		Other		Taxes

		567		The growth of commercial and residential properties is concerning.  I feel too may areas are being developed without the input from the community.  A big draw for Western PWC is the rural factor.  It is being lost at an astonishing rate.  We need to slow down.  Home values are negatively affected and transportation is becoming even more congested.  Secondly, more money needs to be spent on the older schools in the county.  Way too much has been done for the last 4 high schools in terms of the buildings and the surroundings.  Schools like Stonewall Jackson High needs serious updates.  Every student that attends SJHS will comment on the old building, no windows, prison-like feel.  New stadium light and new turf do not enhance the education experience.  Spend money where it counts!		Sustainable Growth

		568		No more gun control		Safe & Secure Community

		569		Increase cooperation with Federal and Commonwealth law enforcement.		Safe & Secure Community

		570		Take steps to get our memorial https://museumandmemorial.eji.org/memorial		Recreation & Culture & History

		571		Fiber line placement		Technology & Connectivity

		572		Feels like we are already experiencing  over and unchecked development.		Sustainable Growth

		573		Transportation and Traffic is the main reason my family will be leaving the area in the next couple years.		Mobility

		574		Bigger emphasis on the development of strong community within PWC through social programs and fair treatment of current residents (ie real estate and property taxes). Focus on keeping the residents that already reside here and improving their lives instead of on increasing county revenue. 		Equity & Inclusion

		575		How to strike balance between growth and quality of life. Overbuilding stretches all resources. 		Sustainable Growth

		576		Keeping my portion of PW County under control, traffic-wise/industry-wise.  		Sustainable Growth

		577		Plan for the future now!  PWC has the potential to be the next big tech hub, let's make that happen.  Would also love to see more areas for people to get together like Reston Township or something like that.		Economic Development

		578		Smart growth planning.  In fill in already developed areas.  Incentivize repurposing existing development, especially those that haven't been occupied/updated.  Reduce unnecessary sprawl.  When new developments go in, increase their cost share in the price of schools and infrastructure.  		Sustainable Growth

		579		Whatever development is considered must be affordable. Do not spend money the county doesn't have and don't raise taxes as a means by which to implement an over zealous liberal agenda.		Sustainable Growth

		580		Along 29 South in Gainesville, extend the 3rd road lane that starts as an on ramp from Linton Hall Rd to be straight through all the way to the Somerset Crossing Dr right turn lane.		Mobility

		581		Road care,  funding the police for a safe community, and getting the kids back in school are my top 3 priorities. 		Multiple

		582		Focus on standards and not the color of ones skin. As MLK said: "I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character." Please live the Dream!!		Equity & Inclusion

		583		Do not pass the further development of the Rural Crescent. There is too much here already. Improve the current bike/running trail along 234, and add a walkway to Hoadly Rd for students, cyclists.		Multiple

		584		Please keep some green space		Environmental Conservation

		585		Need to conduct a review of all traffic signals and stop signs currently within the county. I've been here since 1980 and we still have signals and signs that were operating or piece killed as needed at that time in a road network that is dwarfed by today's road system. Each supervisor should nominate 10 people in their district to review existing signals/signs to keep or remove in the district. Each district's results should then be reviewed by police and fire stations to build a final list to work with.  This effort should also address a fully integrated, remotely operated traffic control system that would support a controlled evacuation of residents during an emergency that would use all lanes of existing roads for connections or outbound travel.		Mobility

		586		Safety and security is and must be the top priority. A community that does not or is reluctant to enforce the law, or picks which laws it will enforce and those it will ignore, will see those citizens suffer and then leave for safer communities. And eventually the community itself breaks down.		Safe & Secure Community

		587		Safety (crime, traffic) and traffic congestion		Safe & Secure Community

		588		Education should be an integral part of county budget. The current process (57.3%) makes the schools lowest funded priority higher than the county's highest unfunded priority. It does not promote fiscal management.		Schools & Quality Education

		589		There is entirely too much residential building. Our roads are already insufficient. More residential building will compound the problem. Also, many of the housing units (condos, etc.) will not produce enough tax revenue to pay for services, requiring tax rate increases. 		Sustainable Growth

		590		Control development.  Don't just okay every developer's plan, regardless of the existing neighborhood.  Don't destroy property values in a rush to build high-density projects in the middle of established low density neighborhoods.  Don't "strip mall" every major intersection, and don't turn the PW Parkway into Sudley Road.  Avoid putting school zones on the Parkway and other major arterial roads.		Sustainable Growth

		591		There is a huge void in homeless services on Western PWC, especially in the Gainesville and Coles districts. I have read/watched BOCS meeting that designated $3M CARES funds for a navigation center. We need that facility in Western PWC. The East end has the drop in center and overnight shelter. Please advocate for homeless services in the West. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		592		Since it was not included as requested in first question STOP over development!  Stop encroachment and attacks on the Rural Area.		Sustainable Growth

		593		I would love to see PWCS become a leader in fully funding public schools and to create a robust community health care system. We are a wonderful and diverse county, and we need to rely on our strengths to move towards a healthy, sustainable future.		Multiple

		594		Stop building subdivisions		Sustainable Growth

		595		Slow growth for residential and commercial properties. Reduce the public school budget. 		Multiple

		596		Please please please NO MORE HOUSES, APARTMENTS, MALLS, CONDOS.   Think you get the picture.  You are turning Prince William County, Virginia into Prince George's County, Maryland.  That once beautiful County just outside of our nation's Capital has now become a grossly undesirable place to live.  I still have my mothers house there in Maryland and have owned in PWC since 1985.  So I see the similarities.   Stop the growth!!!!		Sustainable Growth

		597		No more over development of the area. More restaurants and businesses would be a better fit. 		Sustainable Growth

		598		Please stop building retail spaces. The current spaces need to be used. Please build affordable housing. Apartment rents are astronomical and mcmansions are smashed together for maximum tax revenue without the requisite infrastructure to support the increased population.  Improve what we have first. Then, thoughtfully, slow grow more appropriately. 		Economic Development

		599		Infrastructure needs to be considered before any more housing developments.  Fauquier County is increasing housing and sending traffic through western Pr. Wm on I66 and Pr Wm. Parkway.  We do not need to add more, too.		Sustainable Growth

		600		I would like to see more training and funding go into our police force		Safe & Secure Community

		601		Keep residential growth low and business growth higher.		Economic Development

		602		Stop housing development. Too many people live here		Sustainable Growth

		603		Route 28 improvements to connect with I 66		Mobility

		604		We need a new Potomac River crossing south of Prince William County to reduce the volume of East Coast through traffic on I-95.		Mobility

		605		Keep Nokesville beautiful not crowded. 		Sustainable Growth

		606		Some effort should be placed in re-invigorating existing commercial properties like the area around Manassas mall so as to attract more customers. It is sad to see store after store being closed or with no customer traffic. It seems like people prefer to go to the Gainesvilled commerctial district for shopping and entertainment.		Economic Development

		607		First and foremost, all PWCBOS meetings must be public and at times when working individuals can attend. No earlier than 6:30pm! The citizens you represent should be able to address concerns in person to board.  Board must be much more transparent  Focus on public safety for EVERYONE and public and private property.  Preserve Rural Crescent. Important to stop over development of county. 		Multiple

		608		Most of the "issues" in Section 1 are too broadly expressed, therefore obviously identifiable as options for manipulation by special interests such as developers, bankers, and politicians. My suggestion? Think and act for the Country, not parochial interests using Federal money to provide resumes for politicians.  		Other

		609		I would ask that the Bi-county parkway be officially dropped permanently.  While I agree that things change; residents have spoken against this project multiple times.  Doesn't NO mean NO and not Well Maybe at a Later Date?		Mobility

		610		Less hugh density housing, more emphasis on economic development and land conservation.		Multiple

		611		Lower the taxes, open the schools, provide an education to my kids, don't make me pay for bus drivers custodians etc who aren't required to return to work or full price for teachers to give my kids an hour or two of instruction everyday that they have to watch recorded because I work. It's not fair I'm an essential worker I go out everyday teachers can too.  		Schools & Quality Education

		612		More emphasis should be placed on residential single family housing and not multi family housing such as town homes.  Town homes create more traffic problems and congestion due to the amount of people that are packed into a smaller area.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		613		You should never have dropped 287g coordination with ICE. Just wait for the sh t hole countries to invade now. Thanks a lot. That's why I'm moving out, good riddanc		Other

		614		Prince William county residents need a quicker and cheaper way to commute to jobs outside of our county. Metro would be a great asset for everyone. We already have one of the top education systems in the State/Nation so we need to focus on locals being able to either work here or commute without stress. As we know when families have more time together kids mental and physical health benefit. Also it will bring value to everyone's investments in our county.		Mobility

		615		As a 35 year resident of the rural area I am concerned about the protection of our aquifer  (well water).		Environmental Conservation

		616		I would like to limit the amount of new development.  Thank you		Sustainable Growth

		617		I do not want to see large workforce housing developments nor the bi-County parkway.  We need funds for more schools and mental health provision.		Multiple

		618		Please give housing of all income levels equal consideration to attract business 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		619		The over development of the area and the increasing taxes with nothing substantial to show for the increase		Other 		Taxes

		620		Sidewalks in my neighborhood.   I live on sunset drive and there are no sidewalks.  At minimum we need speed bumps or stop signs because people drive through there with kids playing at 80+ miles per hour 		Mobility

		621		The western aide of Prince William County lacks parks such as Occuquan Regional Park with boating and trails. We need more parks, recreational space towards Haymarket Gainesville Bristow area. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		622		The county does not have enough to bring businesses in to help offset residential taxes.  		Economic Development

		623		Don't confuse "environmental conservation" and/or "sustainable growth" with sensible and constrained development.  The United Nations' "Agenda 21" (now embedded in many local governments, whether you know it or not) strives to abolish all private ownership of property (including real estate), and to Socialize food, drinking water, energy (i.e. electricity, natural gas, aka, the "green new deal" etc.) academia, industry and human labor - we most certainly do NOT support such initiatives as part of "environmental conservation" or "sustainable growth".  Safe & Secure community means embracing the liberties of the U.S. and Va. Constitution - particularly the right of all citizens to keep and bear arms.  The majority of our current Board does not believe in or support this right and, further, seeks to enable criminals (including illegal aliens) while also reducing or eliminating police forces.  These views, beliefs and subsequent policies are horribly dangerous to our community.   Schools and quality education must include factual representation of history.  Changing the names of schools, for example, wastes money and does no good (except to make some feel as if they've done something meaningful or beneficial when they have not); and intends to distract parents and others from the true responsibilities of those in charge.  Quality education also means putting (legally present) children first.  Entirely too much credence is given to leftist teachers' unions and liberal school board members' and the Superintendent's  positions and agendas, and much too little is given to parents and to the genuine welfare of students.    Economic development is attained by minimizing government intervention and regulation(s).  The less government red-tape the better.  Unfortunately, many in government boast about and measure their own success by the number of bills they got passed, etc.  It should be the other way around - governments should strive to do as little as they can in order to "stay out of the way" of private business and industry.  Anything the government does costs more, takes longer, and yields mediocre results at best.    		Other 

		624		The new housing developments I see being built make me nervous about more traffic congestion. 		Sustainable Growth

		625		Get rid of the illegals!   Get rid of the anti 2A community.		Other

		626		Not defunding law enforcement.  		Safe & Secure Community

		627		Concentrate all your efforts into recalling governor Northam, he's been behaving as a dictator, issuing edicts, and ruling against the will of the people of our Commonwealth for far too long.		Other

		628		Stop housing developments until school populations level off to at its below capacities, and road development eases traffic congestion. 		Sustainable Growth

		629		Stop building high density residential developments in the rural crescent area 		Environmental Conservation

		630		If you cannot afford it, don't do it in the next five years.  You've raised our taxes enough as we struggle to survive the COVID 19 Pandemic.		Other		Taxes

		631		 As a resident since 2005, I would like to see a more balanced approach to development within the county.		Sustainable Growth

		632		I firmly believe we must have affordable housing as in single family homes under $450,000..also a better traffic road plan		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		633		Don't bleed taxpayers dry.		Other		Taxes

		634		Please be more like Loudoun County. Home development in one area, technology and workforce planning in another and maintain open space. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		635		We really need to concentrate on econ dev, even before covid.  The biggest revenue source we can get is data centers, and we need to expand the data center overlay district where the high tension powerlines are.  Data centers would provide enough revenue to support ALL o the items listed above.		Economic Development

		636		No more new housing developments, no defunding police, more money to schools, preserve green spaces, look into getting metro to Centreville. No Godwin Drive extension, but widen 234 bypass.		Multiple

		637		Can we please go back to deporting illegals? We need to recognize the burden they place on our communities and we are tired of paying for them and meanwhile they get more help than our homeless vets. 		Other

		638		lack of enforcement of cell phone use while driving 		Safe & Secure Community

		639		Stop building more houses and destroying what little land we have left. Thus just causes more traffic, crowded schools, ect. We are at capacity already and people just want to make a buck and develop ever square inch of land they can. 		Sustainable Growth

		640		Bring metro to PWC or provide other mass transit options.    Control growth and preserve the rural crescent. 		Sustainable Growth

		641		Please keep the rural areas, rural. We moved out here to get away from the hustle and bustle of the city and now the city is quickly encroaching on us. There is beauty in the trees and peacefulness of the area. STOP BUILDING!!!		Environmental Conservation

		642		Would love to see the county declare English as its official language, and promote the assimilation of Hispanic residents into our society.  I don't know if PW county would be the first to do this, but we have to start somewhere.		Other

		643		Emphasis on smart and/or reduced growth in combination with sufficient proffers for roads and schools 		Sustainable Growth

		644		Economic growth and transportation issues are what matters. All the BLM equity stuff that is happening does not matter and is not a sustainable way to better our community.		Economic Development

		645		Stop finding Steve Walts		Other

		646		DEMOCRATS ARE COMMUNISTS 		Other

		647		I would love to see increased VRE, light rail, or expanded metro		Mobility

		648		The county needs to stop so much building. The more we build the more schools that will be needed. At some point there will be no more forestry 		Sustainable Growth

		649		Overdevelopment: We must work together to ensure the county BOS and the wishes of its residents are working together in harmony - not at odds - regarding rapacious real estate developers who may destroy the ambience of our neighborhoods and tranquility of our county. 		Sustainable Growth

		650		The preservation of The Rural Crescent. Widening 234 further, would be detrimental to our communities.		Environmental Conservation

		651		Our focus should be to sustain our county without additional growth.  The more homes, the more tax dollars, yet rates remain unchanged.  The costs for growth is causing exponential infrastructure investments that can only be sustained with high taxes.  Stop growing the high density neighborhoods.		Sustainable Growth

		652		Equity and inclusion is included in each of my identification of top five issues.		Equity & Inclusion

		653		Roads, safety (police protection), and recreational areas like parks can keep this a pleasant area for families. Highlight the history in a way that is not ideological. 		Multiple

		654		We do not need 234 becoming six lanes with truckers going 80 plus mph as 81 and 95. This is a family area and many local drivers who will be in danger Ed by this highway plus streets in our development  Removed.  This is a horrible idea.  		Mobility

		655		stop building so many damn subdivisions!  Lived here 20 years and traffic just keeps getting worse because just keep building subdivisions and shopping plazas.  enough already		Sustainable Growth

		656		Strategic plans are only good if they are executable, otherwise they are a coffee table document or political talking points. Let's focus on what is achievable within our budget, can be accomplished within the political cycle (accountability if not completed), and have long term goals. Your doing a great job, let's continue to under promise and over deliver instead of the other way around as the Democrats always do.		Other

		657		Lower taxes significantly.  Taxes are way too high.  		Other		Taxes

		658		Fix 28!		Mobility

		659		Retain the rural crescent. Our roads and our schools are overtaxed. 		Environmental Conservation

		660		Beautify ugly business corridors (Route 28). 		Economic Development

		661		There is a lot of development going in close to my home but I don't see improvements in roads or schools happening at the same time. This development will bring many more residents to the area and traffic is already very bad at peak times and becoming more so even during non-peak travel times. Affordable housing is a huge problem in the area as well. We also are not seeing improvements in recreation and dining like what is going in Gainesville. I often take my family to that are of western PW to eat out or find recreational activities. 		Sustainable Growth

		662		Solid waste disposal and landfill health		Environmental Conservation

		663		Strategic spending and tax reduction Bloated and expensive school administration		Other		Taxes

		664		Keeping our neighborhoods safe with adequate police funding and promoting small business.		Safe & Secure Community

		665		Completion of the VanBuren Road extension. 		Mobility

		666		Stop irresponsible overdevelopment and leave the rural crescent alone. We are already over populated. Have some respect. 		Sustainable Growth

		667		 Moratorium on housing/apartments/condos - Let's take care of what we have (re better roads, sound walls for  communities exposed to traffic (Smoketown, Old Bridge Road, etc) - better and more roads for those already living here		Sustainable Growth

		668		Problem in the county-overcrowded roads, overcrowded schools.  Travel affects our quality of life because it takes so long to get anywhere plus education is essential to our future and property values.  Homes in a poor school district lose their value which also affects tax revenue.  Please, please, please support our law enforcement.  Law and order are important to a safe community.  Police should be treated with respect.  		Sustainable Growth

		669		1) We need a dedicated vocational/technical high school in PWC. 2) we need a solution to rt28 traffic problem. 3) we need a route 1 corridor redevelopment acceleration 		Multiple

		670		Reckless over development with no plan for ecological and structural support seems to be the current plan of the County Supervisors. Please work to create a County that will be the role model of development of already existing Urban Spaces. Also be the role model of preserving significant Green Space, not just Civil War Battlefields.  You should be developing for 50-100 years from now, not 2-4 years.		Sustainable Growth

		671		 Need to continue to drive crime down.  		Safe & Secure Community

		672		Please do a better job of water drainage for homes on one acre plus land.		Environmental Conservation

		673		Limit Commercial and residential development in the Prince William County Parkway/Yates Ford area. 		Sustainable Growth

		674		The rural portions of the county need to be preserved. Most of these people have lived there all their lives and should be able to retire there.  		Environmental Conservation

		675		More areas designed like town centers where people can live, work, and shop. This will help with our terrible traffic problems.Also we need more high tech jobs here to provide better incomes and also reduce our traffic congestion.		Economic Development

		676		Transportation will be central to the future and touches on most of the items listed. Sustainable development requires that we have roads in place BEFORE we put in high density housing. Transportation will be critical to economic development. Transportation is an important element of safety, bot locally and regionally. Additionally, as we grow we cannot neglect, diminish or erase our history. History, recreation and culture are critial elements of our quality of life and impact economic development for the county and region.		Mobility

		677		I would like to see smart development. Preservation of the Rural Crescent and less industrial development and more planned open shopping centers / restaurants in Independent Hill.  I do not want to see Rt. 234 turn into what Rt. 1 by Quantico and Dumfries was a few years ago.		Sustainable Growth

		678		Build a strong police force that is able to maintain the peace and enforce the laws. Also, maintain a fire department that includes volunteers, we cannot afford to hire  a bunch of career fire fighters. Please fix route 28!		Safe & Secure Community

		679		PWC does not need more social workers for schools; there's enough. PWC also needs to get the County Board off the back of the police depart and Sheriff Depart. They don't belong there and they're just going to make it more difficult to hire quality police officers. It's hard enough for local jurisdictions to find qualified officers. 		Safe & Secure Community

		680		Over Development Over Crowding Illegal Immigration Effective Law Enforcement/All Laws Applied Equally Regardless of Political Affiliation		Multiple

		681		We need to keep the BOCS focused on the safety and security of our CITIZENS, which is FIRST in the order of all plans. We are already growing at an exponential rate and managing that does not include opening housing projects that will merely turn us into a urban area opposed to a suburb. 		Sustainable Growth

		682		Traffic noise from speeders are my primary issue, 25 mph roads which have regular 40+ mph drivers, excessive parking on roads, dubious oversight on broken mufflers etc, zero oversight on motorcycles as it is widely known that police will not pursue them per mandate of "no-chase"		Mobility

		683		"Growth" that does not include the requisite growth in infrastructure required to support a larger population should be a non-starter.  The board needs to resist sacrificing livability for the sake of an increased tax base.		Sustainable Growth

		684		Make improvements to Rt 28. Traffic is much to heavy for such a small road		Mobility

		685		We need to keep our police department funded and fully staffed. We need our children back in schools so they can get a world class education! We need to stop building data centers in pwc. They do not employ that many people, take a lot of electricity to run, and take up a lot of acreage.  We need more businesses that can employ hundreds of people, higher paying jobs, and continue to support our small businesses. We need more health insurance options other than healthcare.gov. Their plans are not affordable for working families! Their rates are more than our mortgage and with a lot of out of pocket costs. Thank you!		Multiple

		686		Completion of the Van Buren extension.  Support of our law enforcement community.  Protect the rural areas from over development!		Multiple

		687		You need to reestablish the ICE agreement before this community returns to the crime ridden disaster it was 20 years ago. 		Safe & Secure Community

		688		Would like to preserve and protect the rural crescent as well as keep our county safe.  Since the new board was elected I have been appalled by many of the choices the chairman and her cronies have made.  Would like for our elected officials to actually stand up for the people and not be bedfellows with developers and other n'er-do-wells who would like to see our county rife with problems for personal economic gain.  Would love for surveys to be sent out like this for every issue facing the board's vote so that you could actually see that the constituents are not well represented.  		Multiple

		689		Please do not cut budget to police force or cut their presence in our schools.  Strong correctly policing will keep and attract businesses and intern provide monies to our schools in hiring excellent educators.		Safe & Secure Community

		690		On the West Side of Prince William County there is a severe lack of resources for the those suffering from homelessness, especially those who are single. There is one shelter for families but none for singles. I would love to see a day center and overnight shelter be built for this underserved population.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		691		1. Maintain freedoms established under the U.S Constitution.  2. Maintain accountability under the law and ensure equity across the board. 3. Ensure open mindedness, ideas and discussion in public environments (politics, school, boards etc.), and counteract "cancel culture".  4. Monitor fiscal policy To mitigate an increase in taxation. 5. Push community support for the police department for their service to the community in working long shifts, for median pay, missing holidays, and placing themselves in constant danger/ judgment. - Push best practices to police chief on communicating to civilians and to the public on best practices while getting pulled over.. 6. Institute leadership programs using police, military, self-owner business CEO's/ owners to develop underprivileged and/or anyone that wants to learn success. 7. Speak with the private schools in the curriculum/methods of education, development, accountability, discipline, universal morals etc... implement this in public schools w/ hardline, yet coaching approach. Funny survey: US Students- want to be a youtube star; Chinese students- want to become astronauts..		Multiple

		692		Fixing the Occoquan I-95 bottleneck should be priority #1. That will hopefully ease congestion on 123. 		Mobility

		693		Bring metro to PWC. Add bike lanes throughout county. Focus on redevelopment of existing business infrastructure instead of adding new centers. 		Multiple

		694		Increase number of personnel and enhance quality of training for Pr. William Police and Sheriff's Depts.		Safe & Secure Community

		695		Slow down on Apartment / condo development. Auto traffic is bad enough already! 		Sustainable Growth

		696		Van Buren extension		Mobility

		697		PLEASE consider increasing funding to schools.  they are desperately needed to make sure our students receieve the best education possible.		Schools & Quality Education

		698		Stop with the high density housing!		Sustainable Growth

		699		Finish the vanburen road extension		Mobility

				Does Safe & secure community mean a well trained and fully funded expanded Police force?	Add support for a strong second Amendment statement. 

		700		Build more roads before more housing		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		701		A plan and budget to support getting students, educators & support staff back to in person classroom education.		Schools & Quality Education

		702		We need to keep housing at an affordable level. County employee cannot afford to live in the county in many cases.  		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		703		STOP BUILDING MORE HOUSES!!!		Sustainable Growth

				support for school choice  protection of religious freedom

		704		Area is growing to fast. Too many townhouses and condos. I understand the tax revenue, but the local roads and infrastructure cannot handle it. 		Sustainable Growth

		705		Stop the development of agricultural land!!!		Environmental Conservation

		706		Finish Van Buren extension		Mobility

		707		I continue to question our county's commitment to pursuing development at all costs. At least that's how it appears. The rural crescent should be respected - not pulled apart piecemeal. 		Sustainable Growth

		708		A strategic goal should be to reduce the size (cost) of PW County Government which will result in a lower tax burden on the property owners and creating an attractive environment for economic growth.  SUPPORT THE POLICE--EXPAND POLICE FUNDING by reducing waste and fraud!		Multiple

		709		Stop spending so much money. Cut non-traditional government services. Give us law enforcement, roads, modest safety and environmental oversight, and get schools back to the BASICS!!! That's about it. Let the private sector handle more of what you do. Thanks		Multiple

		710		Please prevent us from becoming another congested suburb like those around us. Keep density limited. When increasing development, don't allow it until AFTER the roads and infrastructure are in place. This is the way many parts of our country operate. Slow down the development and keep the green peacefulness we moved here seeking. 		Sustainable Growth

		711		I would like to see Prince William stop building Sheetz Gas Stations and drug stores all over! There clearly needs to be a plan.  On the Prince William Parkway near Hunter's Ridge and all the way towards Manassas, the land should only attract 1-2- acre home lots, no apartments or condos!!! All students in elementary grades in zone 20112 should be able to go to schools in the 20112 zone, not 20111! It is a problem seeing school buses jet across the Prince William Parkway median. This would not be a problem if an elementary school Would be in the nearby neighborhood, not s high school. There should be a rule for buses to go all the way to the light, through Hoadly Rd and not jet across the parkway.  Try to attract a good restaurant like Mike's American Grill! There are no upscale restaurants!!!  There should be more diversity in leadership with Prince William County Schools, why have all the top African American and Latino leaders left Prince William. There needs to be more diversity In the Special Education leadership commensurate with the student body!!!   Why has the superintendent not mentioned where the plan is for building the 14th High School??? Is this going to be pushed on the public without communication???  Speeding on the Prince William Parkway is a problem. VDOT does an excellent job!  		Multiple

		712		Please stop over developing our community, stop trampling on the rights of the people and be more proactive to protect those rights. Stop indoctrinating the younger generations of our community residents to stand against our country.		Multiple

		713		School and neighborhood gardens metro extension through Prince William County Keep the Farmers markets, parks, and recreation centers Invest in the schools and technology!  All students should have equal access to great teachers, facilities, and quality education. The schools are what brought us to the county and what have kept us here!      		Multiple

		714		Stop building low income housing and apartment buildings!!!  We are overcrowded as it is. Anyone can figure that out!!		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		715		This county gets worse every year. Eyesores, overbuilding, noise and traffic. Planning for traffic patterns don't apear to be thought out at all. 		Sustainable Growth

		716		A commitment to public transportation. more and more cars on 95, 66, and 28 cannot be the answer.  Expansion of the Blue line could be part of it, but there needs to be a solution within/across the county as well.		Mobility

		717		I am very much in favor of the rural crescent and developers should not be allowed to significantly alter the plans they proposed when they bought property in the rural crescent.  They should also have to up front the cost for road updates, schools, etc., any infrastructure impacted by their proposals. Proposing useless property to them as a park does not cut it.  		Environmental Conservation

		718		Reduce the taxes ! I have lived in my home for 22 years and paid ridiculous taxes mostly going to schools of which I have never had child in. Now we have to pay for closed schools!		Other		Taxes

		719		We need to CONTROL "deveopment" in this county. We already have too much traffic, not enough schools for existing students. A lid needs to be put on more housing deveopment and an attempt needs to be made to encourage more business development in this county.		Sustainable Growth

		720		Ensure our schools are properly funded. 		Schools & Quality Education

		721		Control growth. 		Sustainable Growth

		722		Bipartisan and inclusive of all of the county's residents. 		Equity & Inclusion

		723		Better enforcement of residential housing conditions. Example: Enforce cleaning up yards ,removing  junk cars , cleaning debris from streets. Mowing lawns and tree trimming. This can only help to raise property values.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		724		Safety including SUPPORT of Police		Safe & Secure Community

		725		Infrastructure must support growth. 		Sustainable Growth

		726		If PW limits the amount of growth and stops building neighborhoods then property values will rise. This will allow the county to grow to become the place to live without turning it into a unaffordable, overcrowded dump like Fairfax and Arlington county's. 		Sustainable Growth

		727		Schools need to funded. Please, please, give the school board the money they need. 		Schools & Quality Education

		728		PWC needs to establish a Watershed Protection Overlay District. In 1982 Fairfax County, in a progressive move to protect the Occoquan Reservoir, a major source of drinking water for their county established one.  PWC still has not done our part and time is running out as new developments take away that opportunity to protect our water source. This designation restricts development to one residential dwelling unit per five acres, thereby protecting the streams draining to the reservoir from the damaging impacts of more intense land development â€“ primarily nutrient and sediment pollution.		Environmental Conservation

		729		We need more retail in western Woodbridge. Too much residential not enough retail		Economic Development

		730		Bring more good paying jobs/companies into Prince William county so residents don't have to go into DC to make a fair salary. Strengthen the local economy, strengthen schools and create more recreational parks for kids to be more active. 		Economic Development

				Public water and sewage for the no longer rural crescent.   

		731		Stop the overdevelopment. Disappointing you didn't include this as an option for us. I'm Sure that wasn't by accident as you don't really care what your residents have to say on this issue even though it impacts schools, traffic, taxes, public services, and our overall quality of life. Only in Prince William would they not include a "lynchpin" option that effects so many others. I had to choose the "environment  " and "sustainability" as my closest two options. Thanks a lot for caring about what the residents really think.		Sustainable Growth

				More community involvement		Other		Civic Engagement

		732		Improve the physical appearance of our county. Beautification projects, cleaning up, mowing and trimming major roadways, removing old and abandoned structures. Like a HOA.  		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		733		Redevelop old neighborhoods and shopping centers into mixed use.		Economic Development

		734		I'm taking this survey but I don't believe the BOCS gives a rip what I or anyone else in this county thinks. They have their own agenda and are not interested in what the people who live here care about.		Other

		735		Too much building of shopping centers, leave the trees.  Traffic is getting bad once again.  Real estate taxes driving people out of the county		Sustainable Growth

		736		Support the 2nd Amendment and oppose illegal immigration		Other

		737		In a future plan we should : Include electric car charging stations Provide more park land for recreation such as soccer, baseball, football and make this available to smaller clubs not just the large ones.		Recreation & Culture & History

		738		1.  Public safety and security. 2.  Over crowded schools. 3.  Education quality and teaching traditional American values.		Multiple

		739		Preserving Prince William/Virginia history. More trails and recreational areas!  Preserve natural undeveloped areas. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		740		We need more outdoor recreational area.  Park, soccer, softball, etc.  A bit thin for the population.		Recreation & Culture & History

		741		Stop enacting guns laws that hurt law abiding citizens.  Eventually, the only people with guns will be the bad guys.  They don't follow rules.		Other

		742		The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration have made it clear that Climate Change is real and is happening right now. The PWC Strategic Plan needs to address Climate Change. https://www.noaa.gov/climate		Environmental Conservation

		743		Slow down growth and development to ease up on traffic. Why are we building more retail space when so many buildings are vacant?  		Sustainable Growth

		744		Very important to complete the Van Buren Road extension!		Mobility

		745		We need to stop urban/suburban sprawl. Our family moved here so that we could live in a greener, more country-like setting, but we're distraught by the never-ending pressure to "develop" the land. Right now, we have bald eagles, pileated woodpeckers, raccoons, foxes, deer, even a bear in our woods. It's like living in a national park! But PWC is in danger of destroying the very qualities that attracted us in the first place.		Sustainable Growth

		746		PLEASE ... construct the Van Buren Road Extension ...		Mobility

		747		We need to stop the over developing of our once rural Prince William County, keep funding our police department to keep PWC residents safe because all lives matter. We tax payers are over burdened for services we do not use or need. 		Multiple

		748		I do not want PWCS / NOVA to become an "urban" setting with high rises similar to those found in DC, NYC or LA. The purpose of suburbia was to get out of cities and have single family homes with space. I understand that NOVA and PWCS are growing as people move into the area but I'd rather public transportation be improved with specific bus-only lanes or tax deductions for people who ride-share instead of making the area into an urban jungle with skyscraper-like housing and the loss of single family homes. 		Sustainable Growth

		749		Visitors to the county are interested in American history. We should not allow protesters to  "cancel" history like Richmond. We also need to balance development with nature like rural crescent and treed areas mid and south county.		Recreation & Culture & History

		750		Stop development and conserve forests and wildlife		Environmental Conservation

		751		Over throw Northam, get Wheeler out of office. We need more Republicans. &less radical Democrats. 		Other

		752		Getting the Van Buren extension complete, getting another option to get from Cardinal to 234 should be a high priority now to ease traffic on other cut throughs.		Mobility

		753		Leave the rural crescent alone. Hold agricultural farms accountable for run off. Stop allowing irresponsible building without infrastructure to support education and traffic. 		Environmental Conservation

		754		Preserve the rural crescent Support our law enforcement officers Keep criminals in jail and eliminate sanctuary areas for illegals		Safe & Secure Community

		755		Please keep and support a strong police force.  Also, please refrain from taxing us out of the county.  The latest increase was insubstantiated. 		Safe & Secure Community

		756		Foster use of public owned communal self-driving electric cars that operate on fixed routes in rush hour toll lanes, providing commuters with spontaneity and time of day flexibility in "slugging" to Metrorail stops. Need parking in PW for these cars along 66 and 95 and at Metro stations in Fairfax 		Mobility

		757		The road and school situation is atrocious.   Route 28 north of Manassas is a disaster, and there are far too many trailers at schools.  We need to slow down the growth of housing (if not totally stop it for a spell) to allow roads, schools, and other infrastructure to catch up.  The Rural Crescent needs to be preserved as it was originally intended.  		Sustainable Growth

		758		Priority Safety highly trained community involvement police   Transportation for elderly and special needs individual     Good roads.  Training for jobs In electric Plummer's auto all the services I need a qualified Expert. Encourage businesses to a resource in training.  		Multiple

		759		IF, any road or utilities gain right-of-way through the rural crescent area, the county supervisors should, in all good conscience, opt those properties out of the rural crescent. 		Environmental Conservation

		760		Slow development in the eastern part of the county.  Let those in the western part of the county take on the economic growth they want for the eastern part of the county.		Sustainable Growth

		761		Open schools or cut budget and stop paying anyone involved in schools.		Schools & Quality Education

		762		Van Buren Extension.		Mobility

		763		Things could be measured and assessed much more accurately if all the "undocumented immigrants" either get documented or get out. And by "documented" I don't mean 5 guys all with the same Driver's license and SSAN. They are not here to help.		Other

		764		Approximately half of the Lower Occoquan watersheds area is overlain by the Watershed Protection Overlay District. This zoning district was established in 1982 by Fairfax County in a progressive move to protect the Occoquan Reservoir, a major source of drinking water for the county. This designation restricts development to one residential dwelling unit per five acres, thereby protecting the streams draining to the reservoir from the damaging impacts of more intense land development â€“ primarily nutrient and sediment pollution. As a result, this portion of the Lower Occoquan watersheds is densely wooded in most areas and contains some of the highest quality streams found in the county. https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/stormwater/lower-occoquan-watersheds  As development spreads outward from D.C., time is quickly running out for Prince William County to preserve and protect this critical water source for us and future generations.		Environmental Conservation

				Transportation is key to economic development

		765		I recommend the County use the Baldrige Excellence Framework (US Senate Productivity and Quality Award-State Program). The framework ties the needs of residents and stakeholders to repeatable processes and measurable results.		Other

		766		Stop over development causing road congestion and classroom overcrowding.		Sustainable Growth

		767		Please finish the van Buren extension 		Mobility

		768		Limit growth		Sustainable Growth

		769		Pandemic protection is needed ASAP:  As you know, the World has been forever changed by this Pandemic.  Many lives, many families, have suffered from the loss of loved ones and friends due to its direct impact on one of our basic needs for existence, fresh air!  So we, the Global community as a whole, have been enlisted to fight against this threat by wearing masks, washing hands, area fumigation/sanitization against a foe that we cannot see!  I have partnered with an organization that has a series of technological products that solves this problem 24/7/365 and works within our homes, businesses, schools and even upon our persons!  I have attached some information for you to examine. Since we are about to reopen society, with the Pandemic ever present, let us do so with an ingenious and safe defense system in place!  By the way, NASA uses this technology on the Space Station and it is a part of their "Hall of Fame"!  Thank you for your time.  My contact information is attached as well.   https://bcove.video/2NvKoEA  https://bcove.video/2Qv5ox9  https://www.vollara.com/aerodynamics		Other

		770		We need to protect the Rural Crescent and the way of life it offers.  Not everyone wants to live in a compact neighborhood with big houses and small lots or live near the highway. They want to have horses, chickens, honey bees and a slower way of life.  We do not need or want sprawl!  We need a community hub for the Mid-County area. There are plenty of small towns with populations of 25,000 that have services-there is no reason we should have to barter dense housing just to receive basic services in 20112.  We have no where to gather to see our neighbors and friends, other than passing by at the grocery store or at  a school event.  We need to develop a community for our children of all ages, families, senior citizens.  I have even heard a suggestion that Independent Hill become a town like Occoquan or Manassas Park, so the County Planning Members don't shove their visions onto us as they wheel and deal with the Developer friends with no reqards to the community input.  It is not all about the money, it's about a standard of living for the taxes we pay.  I also believe we need to establish an Occoquan Reservoir Water Supply Overlay District while the necessary land still remains undeveloped in PWC.  Fairfax County did their part in 1982 and Prince William County (even though we share the same water supply) has still not followed suit on our side.  The 1.8 miles of the tributary Long Branch Stream corridor would be a good start. "Approximately half of the Lower Occoquan watersheds area is overlain by the Watershed Protection Overlay District. This zoning district was established in 1982 by Fairfax County in a progressive move to protect the Occoquan Reservoir, a major source of drinking water for the county. This designation restricts development to one residential dwelling unit per five acres, thereby protecting the streams draining to the reservoir from the damaging impacts of more intense land development â€“ primarily nutrient and sediment pollution. As a result, this portion of the Lower Occoquan watersheds is densely wooded in most areas and contains some of the highest quality streams found in the county." https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/stormwater/lower-occoquan-watersheds  As development spreads outward from D.C., time is quickly running out for Prince William County to preserve and protect this critical water source for us and future generations. 		Environmental Conservation

		771		Perhaps figuring out a way for more frequent neighborhood patrols. Too many drivers speeding inside our neighborhoods putting all citizens, both adult and children, at risk.		Safe & Secure Community

		772		Here in Montclair we are having problems with traffic from 123, Rt 1 and 95 cutting through our community. It is putting pedestrians at risk. Vehicles do not pay attention to the speed limit at all and will tailgate you. At the intersection of Waterway and Soringbranch we need a change in the traffic lights by the firehouse. When a pedestrian has the walk light all ways traffic lights need to remain RED. Seen too many times where pedestrians come close to being hit. 		Mobility

		773		Protect the right of the people to keep and bear arms as your highest priority. 		Other

		774		Protect the Rural Crescent. 		Environmental Conservation

		775		cut taxes		Other		Taxes

		776		There is too much housing development in PWC.  When I moved here in 2007, housing developments were strictly limited.  The nonstop building is constantly re-zoning the schools and crowding the highways.		Sustainable Growth

		777		Consider encouraging development of more over 55 residential communities that include small homes and condos. Need for additional schools lowered.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		778		I believe that we should focus on growth of middle class communities not low income housing.  I also would like to make sure that the growth of our community does not burden taxpayers.  No growth should be approved without the cost of this growth is determined to not be a burden on our existing tax payers.		Sustainable Growth

		779		Attract quality businesses that will give back to the county in terms of diversified employment and revenue that can improve schools and roads. Also, protect our green spaces for future generations.		Economic Development

		780		Complete I-95 parallel road development (i.e., Van Buren Road, Rt 1 in Dumfries). 		Mobility

		781		The categories listed are couched in controversy. Sustainable Growth?  Every single category has a hidden negative qualifier!  Who designed this?  28 years as an organizational psychologist and strategic planner. You're starting this planning effort off on the wrong foot. 		Other

		782		As a teacher of 30 years I have seen the teachers become the pawns of politics in the form of  higher ups that force feed us and our pupils fads (mostly repackaged from old ideas-some which worked but most that didn't) .  We are finding it almost impossible to have time to teach our students with all the crap that we have to prove . We need a teacher led  advisory board with real power to effect real change . It isn't teachers  that are causing the lack of learning .Politics should not be in the classroom		Schools & Quality Education

		783		We have enough million+ dollar homes. If we are to attract a larger portion of the work force, we must have affordable housing.   As we build homes and businesses, we must make certain our roads and other modes of transportation keep up.  Many of our roads are overcrowded and in need of improvement.  		Sustainable Growth

		784		Respect the rule of law and our inalienable rights as recognized by us constitution. Life liberty pursuit of happiness. Right to protect life with arms. Freedom from burdensome regulations		Other

		785		We must find bilateral areas of agreement across the divide of politics. We must strive for the ability for all PWC residents to come together, to talk of common and uncommon problems, to seek the middle ground that benefits residents and not special interests. 		Other

		786		I'm concerned about the rapid rise in housing which has led to immense traffic increase in our area, it also seems that the rural crescent is in real danger of being over developed. 		Sustainable Growth

		787		Prevent overdevelopment via a. Alanced approach that also preserves the Rural Crescent.		Sustainable Growth

		788		I hope the county will continue to work with ICE to remove illegal aliens who are arrested for criminal laws (in addition to their violation of US immigration law). I hope the BOCS will support the rule of law and not allow our police department and sheriffs department to be weakened. 		Safe & Secure Community

		789		We don't need to be taxed more, as more houses are being built making our property value go down.		Other		Taxes

		790		Fund & keep our schools, teachers & students safe...		Schools & Quality Education

		791		Need major shopping center/mall on the west end of the county.   Also, more businesses that hire more workers vice data centers.		Economic Development

		792		 Please do not let our county devolve into rioting, anarchist state.  Do not defund the police.  Please do not give the rioters, anarchists, arsonists, and murderers the upper hand.   Do not erase the rural crescent in the false name of development.  Stop being hippocrites.  You want the green new deal?  Right? Well, you already have it in this county.  So, why do you want to destroy it?  Democrats are destroying their cities all over the nation.  Don't destroy Mannassas.  Don't destroy the rural crescent.  You commit sins too.  You are not perfect, either.  You do not have a right to destroy.  You have an obligation to uphold the law and the Constitution.  You are not God.  You are only imperfect humans like everyone else.  Do not blame all the police, for the wrongs ofwhat a small number commit.  You are not perfect either. You are not the judges.  You are not the jury.   And you are not the executioners		Other

		793		Active and practical preservation of the Bill of Rights, as written and without compromise.  Teaching actual US History and Civics in school ...and not unscientific social theory, inappropriate for developing young children. 		Other

		794		I think the county needs to renew their 257 assistance to ICE to ensure a safe community. Support for our infrastructure. The board needs to abide by their rules f procedure and law.  They have made this county a disgrace.		Multiple

		795		Support our local police and be tough but fair on crime 		Safe & Secure Community

		796		Finish the Van Buren Extension  		Mobility

		797		Van Buren extension		Mobility

		798		Support for small businesses. 		Economic Development

		799		It would be nice to see growth in jobs in the county since the quota on townhomes,storage facilities and Starbucks has to be filled by now.		Economic Development

		800		I believe that we need to stop building houses, especially risking the Rural Cresent.  I like the idea of brining businesses into the county.  I think that our schools are very good, and would like to see keeping the class sizes reasonable and not add trailers as a solution.  I worry when we have large housing developments being approved and no thought to the schools, roads etc.		Sustainable Growth

		801		Reduced property tax		Other		Taxes

		802		No 2nd Amendment infringements, increase funding for public safety! 		Safe & Secure Community

		803		Get rid of all the racist Republicans and support the LGBT community 		Equity & Inclusion

		804		The housing and business development have disprooortionately out paced the  development of school and manpower. This is obvious in the fact that  because class sizes are already too big it is now  impossble to accommodate for  appropriate seating distance for children  to avoid catching air borne viruses. From classmates. Also we see more and more auttomated self services, replace  human service.		Sustainable Growth

		805		Improve PWC transportation from East to West  Work with ICE to remove criminal illegal aliens  Incentivize additional businesses to come to PWC		Multiple

		806		No residential development within the rural crescent. 		Environmental Conservation

		807		Be more strategic about the development of the rural crescent and not over develop what's left of our county. 		Environmental Conservation

		808		Lower taxes for seniors		Other		Taxes

		809		Zoning is a big problem.  There are a lot of home builders but no zoning that accounts for school and services for all these new communities.		Sustainable Growth

		810		Van Buren Extension!  I live in Montclair and the cut through traffic coming through our community is terrible.  It is sad to say that it has taken a pandemic and less traffic on the road to make it safe for me to cross Waterway Drive. 		Mobility

		811		Overtaxing citizens in this county needs to be addressed!  Illegal immigration is on the rise in northern Virginia. Second amendment rights must be protected!		Multiple

		812		Support law enforcement including corrections 		Safe & Secure Community

		813		I would like to see less party affiliation in the BOCS and more effort directed on working with and relating to their constituents.  Tax payers are the life blood of any county and that blood needs to be used wisely and with dedication to making our county better for EVERYONE, not just the ideas of the dominant party. 		Other

		814		All new or repaved roads should have bike lines or a multi use path next to it. New developed communities should have county provided sidewalks or multi use paths prior to or in conjunction with the neighborhood being developed.  A county of this size has only only the freedom center and colons indoor Olympic sized pools with nothing of that size to the southern most portion. I would consider building a facility in conjunction with the National Forest Park on Route 234 and the Montclair community. If the land can be provided by the NPS at no cost or a swap of property, it would be a win win for the community as they already have biking, hiking and running in the forest. 		Mobility

		815		Do not support activities that support illegal Aliens. 		Other

		816		Immigration - We need to bring back 287g		Other

		817		An important consideration should be the synchronization of the traffic system with regard to the traffic lights. I've noticed on many occasions that the lights aren't synched in a way that accommodates smooth traffic flow causing traffic to slow, as a result from having to stop a short distance to the next light from a green light, as opposed to an avenue with all green lights where traffic can flow smoothly even during heavy hours and change back to red at the same time to allow alternate traffic to enter the intersections. Other instances involved the light turning green in a turning lane only to be driving into a red light a short distance ahead and traffic backs up beyond the intersection behind as a result. These backups are unnecessary and create road hazards. I would implore that proper traffic light synchronization be studied and adopted for the safety and convenience of drivers.    		Mobility

		818		Fix Route 28 PLEASE. 		Mobility

		819		I'd love to make suggestions but the liberal side of the house has proven this year that they are only interested in their own political agendas and raising our taxes to the point of mass destitution. 		Other

		820		Stop illegal immigrants from getting free schooling, healthcare, and other benefits		Other

		821		Safe and secure community reinstate 287G and DO NOT DEFUND POLICE, open public schools and teach the real history of our country, parents pick the type of school they want their kids to go to, increase job training for better jobs for people, more businesses less retail/ restaurants. 		Safe & Secure Community

		822		Do not politicize the current events of COVID and BLM in this present time for the strategic plan. The police are under such pressure and a change to a police chief when he just took the job in the recent past.. I have worked with faith-based organizations and the county for years to help the disadvantaged in PWC and this is where the focus needs to be. 		Safe & Secure Community

		823		Stop expanding development of housing and population. Prevent further development of the rural crescent. Improve public transportation for current residents of the county to eliminate the need to build more roads.		Sustainable Growth

		824		Finish paving gravel roads in Lake Jackson (Cobb road). Repaint the lines on many of the roads. 		Mobility

		825		I think our area including our county is growing too large including the built environment and human population.   I like a little diversity but I think to those of us who have been here for three, four, five decades and more we are feeling it is being forced upon us at an unimaginable level. No offense to the new comers, it's just I don't think any citizen of this planet should have to go through this. Also remember that our little corner of the planet can be overloaded.  We need to think very long term Stable population will minimize a lot problems down the road. Take it from an old white haired guy.		Sustainable Growth

		826		The van buren extension needs to happen! 		Mobility

		827		Much better biking and walking connectivity throughout the county including across green spaces and between parks.  Coordinated traffic lights on major roads to minimize traffic light wait times.		Mobility

		828		Actual thoughtful support for the schools/teachers and students.  Cease wasteful spending on meaningless gestures (changing names of streets/schools, etc) and actually spend funding on something that will make a real difference, such as infrastructure for the county as well as the schools.		Schools & Quality Education

		829		The Van Buren extension NEEDS to be completed. The amount of traffic that has been diverted through Montclair from Dale Blvd and on to Benita Fitzgerald has continually increased. It will continue to grow as the county allows more homes to be built. Examples are neighborhoods being developed both north and south of Montclair on Route 234. Allowing the housing development that the extension would go through was proof of NO Strategic plan and a dis-service to all the current homeowners if the local area. The agreement of allowing the community to be built in order to receive taxes with no thought of future growth or expansion to create a parallel road west of 95 to run south to Stafford County. 		Mobility

		830		Institute protections for our historic statues and other things of historical interest.  Stop wanting to rename everything in the name of being PC.		Recreation & Culture & History

		831		Homes near major highways such as route 1 Jefferson Davis Hwy be required to have sound barrier walls due to Increases expansions and Noise or at least be allowed to have them placed free of charge to residents.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		832		No more Mega Churches countywide. Need more tax base plots assigned		Other

		833		No more townhouses - more employment centers - quality higher end retail - increase school and police  funding		Multiple

		834		Education for all. Stop evictions during COVID. 		Multiple

		835		Raise property taxes if needed, but PWC needs to provide a much better bus service.  A bus service that actually goes into neighborhoods.		Mobility

		836		Sustainable Growth - We need a more balanced approach to development. Safe & Secure Community - Funding for public safety and enforcement of existing state and federal laws.  You don't get to pick and choose what to enforce.		Multiple

		837		Cooperation with ICE on illegal immigrants Support of the County Sheriff's office		Safe & Secure Community

		838		Any strategies around growth and development within the county must ensure that we do not become overfilled with strip malls, sprawling housing developments, and bottlenecked roads. 		Sustainable Growth

		839		Roads.  What is known as 234 bypass needs overpasses because stop lights are beginning to show up way too closely spaced.    Long term transportation vision to support growth.  		Mobility

				Stop catering to illegal aliens they are criminals. 

		840		Public schools need to be better funded to provide more money per student. Prince William has grown tremendously in the last 20 years and the schools need to be funded to keep up with the growth and the technology.  More diversity in career opportunities for all residents. Equity in hiring and keeping positions. 		Multiple

		841		More sidewalks for exercising, walking etc. More parks and outdoor playgrounds. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		842		The county is overdeveloped, overcrowded, and too expensive. Property taxes are too high. I don't use the school system but still have to pay for it while the top officials in county government make far more than the average county resident. 		Sustainable Growth

		843		Stop overdevelopment. Preserve the Rural Creacent. We need more open spaces and less blacktop to protect the environment, agriculture, wild animals, and watershed.		Sustainable Growth

		844		The Board of Supervisors is now stacked in favor of higher taxes, anti-business, anti-police, etc. Vocal and demeaning advocacy groups are imposing their will. We MUST ensure ALL residents feel safe and secure in their homes and can enjoy the fruits of their labors. Whatever the strategic plan is, it must be resourced accordingly AND that resourcing is not on the backs of those who have saved and spent wisely; i.e., a redistribution of wealth through means-tested taxes because the Board is not willing to stand up to vocal, belligerent  groups.       		Other

		845		Education for our children, special needs citizens, ESL, and underprivileged citizens is paramount to enhance and increase the populace's well being and be contributors to our local society.		Schools & Quality Education

		846		Finish the Van Buren Extension 		Mobility

		847		Maintain rural areas and prevent over development. Reduce school class sizes.		Multiple

		848		Don't be narrow-minded and short-sighted based on the headlines of 2020. Over correcting a perceived problem causes a ripple effect. Review policies, procedures and programs but if it isn't truly broken, don't fix it (or screw it up) just because a small group is bullying the county to do so. Several supervisors continue to say they represent their areasâ€”no, they represent all of Prince William County. And should start acting like it. 		Other

		849		Top 3 areas of concern: 1) Public Safety 2) Traffic congestion on Rt 1 and 234. 3) Schools (consistency in education across schools) and busses (my children are on the bus longer each year). 		Multiple

		850		I moved to PW from Fairfax Co, where I lived for 50+ years, 6 years ago, and it was a great decision! I have noticed since first here, however, a major disregard in this county for traffic laws, and seldom see our police officers enforcing them. My personal opinion is that these men and women do an amazing job, but are too few in number. I fear it's just a matter of time before tragedy occurs on Linton Hall or Sudley Manor. We need more officers!		Safe & Secure Community

		851		I am tired of developments being built before the infrastructure is in place to support it.        Listen to your planning board and not developers.  Trust me... 28 can't take anymore development as it exists.		Sustainable Growth

		852		More mental health and substance abuse help in county. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		853		Ramming additional development within this county eliminates the reasons why people desired to live here.  Within the last ten years the face of PW has changed but not for the good.  If this growth continues myself and my family will be leaving.  		Sustainable Growth

		854		Provide more residential development.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		855		Please prioritize the Van Buren Road extension.		Mobility

		856		As PWC grows please develop more sidewalks and crosswalks so everyone of all ages from children to elderly  are safe. 		Mobility

		857		I guess I'm in the minority because I believe instead of 'defunding' the police; I believe you'll get qualified men and women if MORE money was spent to entice well educated people. I don't tjink the police are trained adequately.  Instead of going with the gun first train them in ways of learning how to defuse a situation. Most people aren't racists. Have meetings with small groups to try to get out those who'd rather go into a situation with guns blazing instead of showing interest and listening to each community. Have more people on the ground to meet with the people in the community. Have community leaders to meet with police rep. Post the minutes of the meeting for everyone to see. This isn't brain surgery people. Simply the way things used to be done in my day.  I'm 73 I've seen good police work in Alexandria va growing up. 		Safe & Secure Community

				Illegal immigrants in pwc?

		858		The quality of schools and high property taxes are making this area something to avoid.  If today's students are our next leaders we better do a better job educating them.  Higher standards.		Schools & Quality Education

		859		Please consider diversifying services to allow for increased support in schools and communities who need mental health,  housing,  supported employment, access to affordable day care,  and services to seniors.  The county needs to support sustainable growth offset by appropriate infrastructure,  not willy nilly building without appropriate roads,  sanitation,  and adequately addressing erosion and other environmental concerns.  		Multiple

		860		Leave the Rural Crescent alone. 		Environmental Conservation

		861		The County needs to create opportunities for small business to grow and assist people who want to start those businesses. Ease up on rules and restrictions that stifle growth. Provide financial assistance to those that need starter money for a business.		Economic Development

		862		Reduced property taxes.		Other		Taxes

		863		As you know issues around here and the country as a whole have changed in the past 6 months. Taxes and healthcare were at the top of my list but now I'm concerned about rioting, the de-funding of the police and the garbage being taught in our schools. Hang tough Yesli!		Multiple

		864		The plan should focus on opportunities to control spending		Other		Govt Spending

		865		Finish the Van Buren extension 		Mobility

		866		Just stop with the political extremism. Everyone needs to learn to fucking work together. This opportunistic division is destroying the country.		Other

		867		Smart suburban growth planning.  More/better tech job availability in county.		Multiple

		868		For the past forty plus years there has been only two ways in and out of Manassas City. How about we address the quality of life instead of building more homes and bringing in more traffic. BIGGEST PROBLEM WE HAVE! ADDRESS IT!		Mobility

		869		Education and Mobility are the clear front runners for me and my family.  New construction homes everywhere has put a tax on local roads making commutes double in time just in the past 5 years.  We need to stop expanding in population at such a rate.  I do think our education, schools and teachers are excellent, however, i always like to put that at the front to make sure people are always thinking about it.  The education of our children is the future of this and other communities.    		Sustainable Growth

		870		Less is more! Stop ruining our area. It's already over developed. 		Sustainable Growth

		871		We need to limit overdevelopment, support law enforcement in PWC, and fix our failing, politically motivated educational system. Otherwise, the things that drew us to PWC will be lost.		Sustainable Growth

		872		2. cooperate with ICE                                                                      3. lower taxes                                                             4.  preserve the rural crescent                                     5.  support local police		Multiple

		873		Smart housing development, we don't need to continue to have new homes and new communities built on land just to increase population and for the money.  These big communities can have negative impacts of not well thought out.		Sustainable Growth

		874		I think racial inequality in our community should be researched and worked on. We have a wonderfullly diverse county, but I see inequality and we have the resources and hearts to fix it! Additionally, overdevelopment is negatively affecting all of us!		Equity & Inclusion

		875		We need to be very careful how we grow and not over develope. Keep the rural crescent.		Sustainable Growth

		876		Completing the Van Buren extension to control the level of cut through traffic.		Mobility

		877		Please prioritize funding police, fire, and surface transportation projects. 		Multiple

		878		Very strongly oppose the out-of-control residential development that has been the hallmark of PWC land use policies for at least the last 25 years.  These policies overcrowd our roads and schools, raise our real estate taxes due to most of the residential development being tax negative, damage our environment, lower property values, and corrupt our politics as residential developers buy influence with the BOCS.  It's very interesting that stopping out-of-control residential development wasn't even an option in the previous question.		Sustainable Growth

		879		Independent Hill/ Woodbine area needs a couple of Fast Food Chain Stores.  McDonalds or Burger Kings.  This area of the District is isolated, and we must travel to get a quick bite to eat.		Economic Development

		880		I'd really like to do away with overtaxation and get rid of personal property taxes in the County!  I'm very upset that you raised it so very much!  I can barely afford to live here now since I'm being overtaxed on my INCOME and now on the County!  This is a huge issue...stop overtaxation now please, it's not right.		Other		Taxes

		881		Rising real estate taxes are a concern to long time residents like myself, so if the next Strategic Plan requires taxes to be increased to fund projects a lot of the tax base may choose to live elsewhere.		Other		Taxes

		882		Need more public (non HOA) kayak/canoe launches.		Recreation & Culture & History

		883		Sustainable growth for our county and responsible development is a failure for the BOCS as of today.  Our school are overcrowded and underfunded and the traffic in our county is terrible.  We will be in total gridlock soon.  		Sustainable Growth

		884		In the next 3 years I will be retiring.  I will be driven out due to high property taxes. It in fact many will be retiring in the next 5 years and again taxes will be too high to retain retirees. I demand a halt to increases in property taxes especially when IAM not receiving services for the taxes I pay.  I want a moratorium on homebuilding		Other		Taxes

		885		Limit fly-by-night developers that over promise and under deliver leaving crowded developments, more traffic, more headaches for residents. Develop water conservation map overlay for the occoquan watershed and strictly limit development in those areas to protect the resource from pollution and other issues stemming from overpopulation. 		Sustainable Growth

		886		GET RID OF THE ILLEGAL INVADERS		Other

		887		Bicycle friendly roads, better planned growth that consider the needs of the residents over the developers financial interests.		Sustainable Growth

		888		Protect PWC from marxist anarchists, terrorists of any persuasion, gangs.  undocumented persons who have entered the United States illegally and are residing in our county (turn them over to ICE immediately) '.  Do not in anyway defund/reduce fund or in any other way declinate the resources our county police require to serve and protect this county. In fact quite the opposite push more funding for training and development, I am not referring to touchy feely crap either.  Stop using children as political pawns, teach full on American History with all its good/bad/ugly, do it without the  lies, misrepresentations, and outright omissions.  Stop playing games with children psychology, there is only the X/Y chromosomes, (boy/girl).  Teach them how to think critically, how to be self reliant, that competition is  healthy and necessary.   We are a Constitutional Republic teach our Constitution with its Bill of Rights correctly, remove the insane bias and hatred, if teachers, administrators teach and promulgate contrary, they need to be terminated.   Allow for teachers/administrators to be trained in safe and proper use of weapons, properly background checked allow to carry and thereby serve as a barrier of protection to the insane lunatics seeking to do them harm.   		Multiple

		889		We need to strongly support first responders, stop infringing on gun rights		Safe & Secure Community

				You need to correct your list of zip codes----we live in 20111 MANASSAS----------not Manassas Park. We both have the same zip code

		890		There is too much emphasis on development in PWC.  THE Rural Crescent needs to be preserved and remain rural.		Environmental Conservation

		891		Maintain green spaces; what happened to the green crescent. Maintain and protect our historic sites, battlefields, and ALL monuments from political correctness and "cancel culture."  Honor and protect our constitutional rights to Free speech, freedom of religion, and right to bear arms, all 10th Amendment rights which are echoed in our state constitution!  Maintain the sanctity of our voting system by requiring voter ID, only allowing U.S. citizens to vote, and ONLY allowing absentee voting by mail upon request and with proper vetting.  Honor, respect, and support law enforcement which is a cornerstone of a lawful, civil society.  Try to live within your means!  No porkbarrel projects, no giveaways to foreign nationals or illegal aliens.  		Multiple

		892		Traffic in the area has gotten to the point where it's causing many (including me) to consider leaving the area altogether.  Need to put a serious limit to any new development until this issue has been resolved.		Sustainable Growth

		893		I think it is important to protect the "Rural Crescent" and not allow it to be developed into 10 acre estates.  I believe that the preservation of agriculture provides an important benefit to county residents.  Agriculture also helps in the protection of the watershed whereas 10 acre estates do not		Environmental Conservation

		894		One of the biggest voids in our current workforce is the development of trade schools. There are way too many companies in the construction industry that are responsible for our development, literally in the physical sense with no training. Where is the total benefit to providing education for trades such as electrical, plumbing, mechanical, etc. if you don't require the workers constructing the physical framework of a structure? Having gone through a union trade school in the 70's gave me the basics for methods and techniques all centered around building code guidelines. This was a three year schooling program to include on the job training. There are only a couple of carpentry type trade schools in the whole Commonwealth of Virginia. Why can't PWC be on the cutting edge of development in this area. This has the potential to educate the people within the trade and support a safer community in the building industry. Our current industry complaint from many residences on the matter of building construction is the lack of qualified technicians, in this case, carpenters. Let's restore some confidence and safety to our community by taking a step forward in addressing this void.		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		895		As events around our country are more and more turning to violence it is the utmost importance to me that our community remain a safe environment.  I have always felt safe in this community (having lived here for 34 years) and pray that a Democrat majority on the Board will not  change that.  I say that as the violence seems to stem from Democrat led jurisdictions.  For me giving 100% support to our PD is paramount.		Safe & Secure Community

		896		Over development is a concern I have.  I would like to see more reuse of existing developments such as what's going on near Rt 1.  The excessive additional housing is probably up there as a concern for me as well.  I like the addition of data centers to PWC as it generates tax income and does not add much in the way of traffic or commuters.  The tax rates on those need to be balanced to insure we don't drive them away.  Finally, PWC could be more vocal about current social issues.  We are a diverse community and while we have not been actively on the wrong side of racial tensions, being seen as neutral isn't much better. Our previous Chairman got us national attention for racially divisive policies.  I'd like to see us in the news for something good. 		Sustainable Growth

		897		Reasonable growth; roads are already too crowded		Sustainable Growth

		898		Hellwig Park tennis courts are a disgrace!		Recreation & Culture & History

				I was sorry to see that there was nothing on the list related to overdevelopment.  

		899		I think the Manassas area has reached its capacity for residential and commercial growth.  Concentration on easing traffic should be a priority. Widening 28, Balls Ford Road.		Sustainable Growth

				I only chose 2 issues as there are too many "KEY" words in the list...Considering the LEFT leaning leadership currently in place, I cannot check something I know will be interpreted as an agreement to some Leftist Agenda.

		900		Improve the roads before you approve new development. Make the developer pay for the improvements		Sustainable Growth

		901		Strong support for ICE. Strong support for police. Strong support for the Second Amendment. Strong support for America/Americans FIRST!		Safe & Secure Community

		902		Jobs. Jobs. Jobs. Education. Education. Education.		Multiple

		903		Preserve the Rural Crescent!  STOP the rampant building and stop taking $$ for giving away our land and peaceful way of life.    Get property taxes under control  We cannot afford to stay in this area once we are both retired, and that is 100% attributable to the property taxes over which we have NO control. 		Sustainable Growth

		904		Safe & secure communities - keep our law enforcement funded and supported.  The monies being spent in the field of education needs to reach the classroom - pay raises are long overdue.		Safe & Secure Community

		905		The BOCS needs to add an Environmental/Sustainability chapter to the strategic plan and the comp plan. I checked mobility but the primary focus should be on transit, and designing livable, walkable, and bikable, communities,		Mobility

		906		Protect the Rural Crescent and stop overdevelopment.  If people want overdevelopment and an urban landscape, there are plenty of places for that.  They come to PWC to get away from all that.  		Sustainable Growth

		907		Resident since 2009, noticed several decisions and their impact in our county. 1-Overflow of too many gas stations on the Sudley Manor Business road. I was the business owner of the Valero but lost business and volume b/c several business in same nature. Now you are planning to add Wawa, not surprise again. another failure. Transportation and weak infrastructure to support additional communities, 28 is still a nightmare. Quality of education and programs in high schools, we need add more IT/Science  related courses besides Battlefield and OB Park schools. already overflow, using many mobile stations to accommodate additional volume.  Addition of Data Center but can they offer Internships to PWC high school students residents then rest, what benefits our county and children can get.... Many more :)  		Multiple

		908		Need for the Tri-county bypass.  North/South Bypass and connector bridge to MD.  Some kind of outer beltway is necessary.		Mobility

		909		I have grave concerns about some of the building proposals in the area.  We should be trying to protect the limited farm space and open land in the county (ie Klein Farms) rather than destroy with strip malls and high density housing 		Sustainable Growth

		910		We need to preserve our historical parks and locations, NOT change them or tear them down. Increase funding for training and equipment for our police department.  Our property taxes are too high. Need to look at ways to lower them and stop raising them. 		Multiple

		911		Continued development of retail where the county has plenty of out dated zombie retail centers that contribute to sprawl and traffic. Allowing more sprawled retail and hi-density housing contributes to the terrible traffic conditions on Old Bridge Road up to Hoadley Road. Please stop adding to the density load without proper infrastructure.		Sustainable Growth

		912		Maintain our Constitutional rights including the RIGHT to "Keep and Bear Arms"		Other

		913		 Stay away from terms that include diversity!  We are the United States, everybody is equal and unified!  try to keep it that way.		Equity & Inclusion

		914		 Do not defund or redirect Police Funds.  Reform the police existing challenges with an in County funds, as well as, maintain a strong federal security support relationship, i.e., challenging immigration security oversight.    PWC will emerge stronger with Federal police support; otherwise, we will become like Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Wa, NYC, NY, etc.  Stay Strong and STAND UP FOR AMERICA!  When undocumented criminals are allowed to remain in PWC without PWC Police coordinated support with ICE, all the great efforts and vision of PWC Board of Supervisors will be wasted.		Safe & Secure Community

		915		1. Our schools are already crowded. Yet, I see housing developments going up faster than the county can handle.  2. Many communities streets are too narrow. When residents park on the street, drivers can hardly move through the streets. 		Sustainable Growth

		916		please consider infrastructure development.  Building homes without  additional services (restaurants, grocers,) and road improvements diminishes the quality of life for ALL residents		Sustainable Growth

		917		The booming housing development in Woodbridge should be halted or at least slowed significantly until the infrastructure throughout the county is improved, and traffic solutions are solved. When it takes 35 mins to drive 7 miles to the train station every morning something is terribly wrong. To exacerbate the problem housing developments are popping up everywhere!		Sustainable Growth

		918		Do not allow Developers to bully their way into the Rural Crescent area, preserve green space and irreplaceable natural resources.   One idea in this direction is to  establish an Occoquan Reservoir Water Supply Overlay District while the necessary land still remains undeveloped in PWC.  Fairfax County did their part in 1982 and Prince William County (even though we share the same water supply) has still not followed suit on our side.  The 1.8 miles of the tributary Long Branch Stream corridor would be a good start. "Approximately half of the Lower Occoquan watersheds area is overlain by the Watershed Protection Overlay District. This zoning district was established in 1982 by Fairfax County in a progressive move to protect the Occoquan Reservoir, a major source of drinking water for the county. This designation restricts development to one residential dwelling unit per five acres, thereby protecting the streams draining to the reservoir from the damaging impacts of more intense land development â€“ primarily nutrient and sediment pollution. As a result, this portion of the Lower Occoquan watersheds is densely wooded in most areas and contains some of the highest quality streams found in the county." https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/stormwater/lower-occoquan-watersheds Provide a detailed extended plan for future development that allows Citizens to better plan their lives and understand how they will be impacted by future growth and development.  When will citizens potentially lose their homes to imminent domain and expansion of Roads?  When will their existing community be impacted by new homes being built and potential over development?		Environmental Conservation

		919		Saving the rural crescent. Without greenspace we become just another overbuilt city. 		Environmental Conservation

		920		Lower taxes or I'm leaving the state.  		Other		Taxes

		921		Please address the congested roads in PWC, especially Rt 28!		Mobility

		922		My biggest concern is regarding the lack of balance and transparency in our local government. We have necessary diversity in opinion on our local board, but we seem to have leaders who refuse to let both sides be equally heard in contentious debates. None of the issues listed above can ever be solved for the good of all people when all voices are not equally heard and considered. I find our current leadership's inability to conduct healthy and transparent debate, more of an issue for the future of our district than any of those issues listed in the first question.		Other		Trust

		923		Don't do anything that will impact/decrease property values. We need upscale housing, not public housing projects that only bring crime and lower property values.   		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		924		Flood Control Measures at 7801, 7803, 7805, and 7807 Leland Road.  These are lacking, yet capital improvement funded MULTIPLE HUGE CULVERTS culverts were built upstream to allow more debris through, which hits us hard.  They say it is a homeowner responsibility, they will not take an easement BUT when I moved here in 1981 flash floods were not a problem.  Those came with development that never considered the environmental and residential impact!   Also, the county gives NO clean-up help as in the past (very much needed).  		Environmental Conservation

		925		Maintain and expand the Rural Crescent. Send route #29 north traffic around Gainesville via Beverly's Mill Rd or route prior to getting to route #15 to keep congestion down in Gainesville. Stop building new schools until we can determine the need once the Pandemic is over.		Environmental Conservation

		926		Protect the Rural Crescent		Environmental Conservation

		927		1. Prevent over-developing our county ~ clogging the roads (more than they are already), redundant businesses, big developments, etc.  2. Increased support to our first responders: Police / Fire / Rescue.  Our police have great relationships in our community and this should be recognized.		Multiple

		928		Preserve open spaces.  Discourage high density housing units.		Environmental Conservation

		929		Green space should be provided though out the county to preserve the environment and quality of life for the citizens. Careful planning for housing will help keep our schools from becoming over crowded.		Environmental Conservation

		930		Environmental protections in the west are essential to protect communities in the east, especially in terms of protecting streams. We do not want unbridled development in west to ruin downstream communities in the east (similar to what happened to low income communities along the Anacostia river). Thus land protections are essential, as we already have many designated impaired stream segments. Connected trails that are accessibly to all are needed throughout the county. Ideally focussing on underserved communities, especially those with higher rates of health issues. Placing new trails that are limited to just very local community residents(even thought PWC Parks and Rec may manage them), isn't equitable (examples: mid county projects in rural crescent looking to expand # of allowed houses along an impaired stream segment, and trading a trail to the county - that really isn't available to all, and has limited parking.  Please prioritize creating easy access/parking to PW Forest Park from route 234. School groups choose not to visit this park for field trips because it is too far (time wise) for buses to access the Quantico entrance. Designated bus transportation to parks would be terrific. 		Environmental Conservation

		931		Don't do things that would divide us or pit one section of county against the other		Other

		932		We need economic growth and development of small and large businesses to provide a better means to afford the excessive taxes and costs of Northern Virginia. We also need a better framework of roads to support this effort. There is too much congestion locally.		Economic Development

		933		No more gun control laws.		Other

		934		Consider all residents not just the Liberals and social progressives when making plans.  They seem to be the most outspoken, but don't represent all of us.		Other

		935		Preserve the rural crescent and don't defund the police.  Both are quality of life issues.  Open space is good for the environment.  Our safety is important; residents will move out of PWC if their safety is at risk.		Multiple

		936		Our schools (PWCS) are overcrowded and underfunded.  It is an urgent and extreme problem that requires your attention.  Please do not increase population/approve housing developments without also increasing school capacity and funding.		Schools & Quality Education

		937		We should be maintaining what we have here in PWC not building more and clearing more trees, those that want to live in a "city like" environment should move to the city not be turning this into a city.  Enough building, enough new houses, enough, be done. 		Sustainable Growth

		938		I would like to see more family oriented community resources and opportunities.		Other

		939		Please LIMIT expansion plan for rural crescent areas, especially along the southern end of the PWP and route 234 as this impacts the environment from the traffic, noise,  more buildings, water usage and impact on wells of current homeowners,  air pollution and general beauty of the current area. Why would you try and make this look like a Chicago or NYC suburb out of our beautiful area. Just because we can doesn't mean we should. Fill existing spaces, fully utilize what we have, put funds into education especially in the underserved areas rather than build more structures and strip malls, nail salons, gas stations, and fast food joints. How about we shore up the current infrastructure. Newer, bigger, better, faster, shinier doesn't make everyone happy. It further separates the haves and have nots in the area. Do something about Georgetown South, Irongate and Coverstone in Manassas if you want to put funds somewhere. Quit trying to ram the Kline project down our throats. The BOSCS and others who want to do this should move to Tysons, Chicago, NYC or other areas who love to build.  How does building more help you as an individual to get re-elected?  EXPANSION...NOT SMART		Sustainable Growth

		940		Stop the development. I have lived here all my life and the rapid construction is destroying this county. We need smart development and environmental conservation. We need zoning laws more akin to Germany. 		Sustainable Growth

		941		Like to see that 60 acres on Davis Ford Road which is vacant from the water authority now turn into a park ..		Recreation & Culture & History

		942		I understand that a County Government's motivation for growth (of population) is to get more property taxpayers. However, there's a point where adding more population will not result in greater revenue but rather more financial obligations. The point is that "developers" should be held to a greater obligation for longer-term proffers (don't just build and leave). Also, the obligation of a County (or other local) government begins at enforcing the public peace (and not social engineering). That is what taxpayers expect.		Sustainable Growth

		943		The rural crescent needs to remain!!!  Farmers need to be confident that the county will not continue to push them out through multiple methods.  People who live in that area are there because they want that type of atmosphere and environment. If they wanted to live in the city they would have moved there. Also, development needs to be slowed so that schools are not overcrowded, along with roads. We are backwards in the way that is being handled. It is always a catch up.  My family and I fully support the police, ADC, fire and rescue. The people that work there are working to protect us and we need to support and protect them!   We also fully support the 2nd amendment right to bear arms.		Multiple

		944		The rural crescent should be protected and preserved and development anywhere in the County should take care to protect resident animals.		Environmental Conservation

		945		I would like to see the Kline Development converted into a park possibly with a teaching Farm that could be used as a method to teach people how to grow their own food in an urban setting as well as provide a meeting space for children's groups, community functions, and for young adults on the autism spectrum. Covid 19 has shown us the importance of open green spaces for people to exercise, picnic, and have areas to gather safely. Please work on having more parks for our people.		Other

		946		we have so many road congestion spots. smarter traffic lights. it may take as long to go 5 miles on Old Bridge road as it does to commute half way to Wash DC.		Mobility

		947		overbuilding of residential and commercial developments that strain our schools and roads. Need more stringent zoning laws and enforcement		Sustainable Growth

		948		Preserve the rural crescent. Help our economy get back to work and kids back in school. take temperatures but get back out there and LIVE		Multiple

		949		Plan should include minimal to impact to property taxes and school taxes.  Additional taxes on top of increase in taxes because of rise in assessed property taxes should be a no no on projects.  Affordable housing is vital		Multiple

		950		Stop approving so many housing developments and strip malls. More people mean more traffic, crime and overcrowded schools. There has to be an end to the madness. PWC is terrible for looking out for their citizens. 		Sustainable Growth

		951		We do not have an immigrant problem in this community.  Illegal or otherwise.  I would prefer to stop wasting our resources on what is a purely political issue.		Other

		952		Smart growth that does not impact the rural crescent		Sustainable Growth

		953		Do not further expand Davis Ford Road.  Please consider limiting density to prevent overcrowding and clogged roads.		Sustainable Growth

		954		I believe that a quality education is the key for success.  Educated citizens make good decisions and prosper in life. Businesses will not locate in a community that isn't safe and secure. County priorities should start with those points in mind.  Increasing taxes is NOT the answer.		Schools & Quality Education

		955		Top priority is a SAFE community. Residents must feel safe walking or biking, going out after dark to a retail grocer or store.   Lower residential and commercial property taxes to reduce the burden on families and  to attract new business to the county.   Protect our law enforcement officers who put their lives on the line every day to keep crime rates at a 0 year low.   It's time to think outside the box in terms of public school education and the safety of our children and teachers.  The Pandemic has demonstrated that families can take a more active role in their children's education.  First, lets move away from the dependency on brick and mortar schools and classroom.  Allow teachers to teach on-line while working from home.   Offer tax credits to families who home school, do not have children enrolled in public schools and retirees.   Allow students the option to learn at their own pace and after satisfactory completion of academic requirements for their grade level they're able to move ahead.  This prevents kids from getting bored or losing interest.   Children's Health and Wellness requires them to eat nutritional meals ! Use the money saved by reducing school expenses outlined above, and to those who need it, provide a meal-a-day for the calendar year.   Libraries have never been more important to our community. They're now community centers for people of all ages, races and religions.  It's a place to find trusted information and resources including computers and Internet.     Internet connectivity must be accessible, affordable and reliable for everyone.   PWC needs to send a message that MS-13 gangs are NOT welcome here and Human Sex Trafficking has no place here. 		Multiple

		956		It is very difficult for some to live in the community in which they work. I think this needs to be addressed. Another concern is preserving the natural beauty of the area. I know these two may seem impossible to balance.  		Multiple

		957		Reduce crime, cooperate with ICE, crack down on panhandling, reduce taxes, reduce government, no benefits to illegals, no BLM or racial pandering.		Multiple

		958		Open communications, nothing hidden.		Other		Transparency

		959		Over Development, both residential and commercial in the past 10 years and growing, is detrimental to our natural, wooded PWC. Corruption on many County Boards with Developers is evident and unlawful. Our taxes are high and climbing. Our schools  are over crowded and under-funded. Our traffic, noise and air pollution, and total disregard for the people living in the communities that make up our PWC, is intolerable. How can we consciously vote for people who will not listen to the constituents they are representing?		Sustainable Growth

		960		How can we build technology infrastructure that will give everyone access to the internet so we can be more resilient when the next pandemic comes, provide more services online, and build more capacity for teleworking?		Technology & Connectivity

		961		Reduce taxes, reduce crime, protect 2nd Amendment, cooperate with ICE and support police.		Multiple

		962		Push for public access to the multi-million dollar sports facilities built with tax dollars at Colgan high school...specifically the pool for lap swim and rehabilitative exercise. More considerations for homeschoolers.		Recreation & Culture & History

		963		Limit residential housing expansion.		Sustainable Growth

		964		Our County Seal is outdated and should be brought from the 17th Century into the 21th Century to reflect the Vision and Values we embrace going forward!		Other

		965		Please build roads and overpasses BEFORE you put in more housing anywhere.  I am about to endure 2 years of impossible to get through construction within a mile of my house.  This should have been done before the thousands of houses went in on Old Dumfries Road.		Sustainable Growth

		966		Yesli, we need to preserve the rural cresent and establish an Occoquan Reservoir Water Supply Overlay District while the necessary land still remains undeveloped in PWC.  Fairfax County did their part in 1982 and Prince William County (even though we share the same water supply) has still not followed suit on our side. Let's resist the attempts of developers like Mark Granville-Smith of Classic Concept Builders to fill it with McMansions. We bought our home and chose PWC for our home because we believed the rules of the rural cresent would be preserved.  Now we feel ambushed and deceived as it appears the board is ready to give in to a plan that further erodes the trust of ordinary citzens.		Environmental Conservation

		967		More police out on the streets.		Safe & Secure Community

		968		Maintain the abundant proud Civil War History, that means keeping Confederate names and monuments.  Stop renaming schools (UR High?? absolutely crazy). Spend the time, keeping the schools open and safe. Increase road miles,  seems most of the transportation dollars are for sound walls and aesthetic treatments of bridge barriers, waste of money when you sit in the traffic.  Keep traffic moving and that will assure Economic resiliency.  Keep police departments strong and capable, support second amendment sanctuary.		Multiple

		969		We need to reinvest in the existing communities and infrastructure rather than continue with development.  Let's make businesses want to come here again vs. relying on real estate taxes for the county budget.		Economic Development

		970		Van Buren Road extension needs to be prioritized.		Mobility

		971		More funding into public schools with increased access to technology and food resources. More funding into public transportation for a reliable bus system. 		Multiple

		972		Concerned about a balanced approach to development. 		Sustainable Growth

		973		Planning for post corona virus processes to handle future crisises in an appropriate manner.		Other

		974		Concerned about the development push of the crescent. Do not approve of increase in taxes and the push by some members to revise zoning laws putting our suburbs in danger by allowing multiunit and affordable housing. This will completely ruin property values which is what theajority of families have their wealth invested into		Sustainable Growth

		975		Need sidewalks along all roads. 		Mobility

		976		We need a plan to transition government buildings to net zero and make any new government buildings net zero. We need to provide affordable government housing and mental health resources. We must reduce our police funding and demilitarize the police.		Multiple

		977		Smaller more efficient government  - lower taxes (sales, gas, income, real estate, personal property, etc), fewer fees (hunting, fishing, parks, trash, automotive, permits, etc), accountability, responsiveness...   Community entertainment - larger venues for families like Jiffy Lube Live.    We lost the baseball team.  E.g., old town Manassas improvement, more and improved river access (board walks, piers, beaches like Colonial Beach).  Better connected community ammenties (bike paths, side walks), in particular more rural areas.  Infrastructure maintenance for all communities, not just rich areas with expensive homes.		Multiple

		978		Please make Old Bridge 3 lanes from PWC parkway to Minnieville :)		Mobility

		979		Reduce real estate tax for Seniors! If I move out of the county my 4 bedroom home will probly be sold to a family with 3 or 4 kids costing the county 30 or 40 thousand dollars a year to educate them. Simple 101 economics!!!!		Other		Taxes

				There is shortage of housing that needs to be addressed. 

		980		Please address the northern Route 1 area. Both the road mess and the commercial down turn. For public safety reasons there should be a second egress in the Belmont residential and commercial area.  We have been "trapped" as long as thirty min.  on more than one occasion due to closure of RT.1.   		Mobility

		981		Ryan Homes has been allowed to ruin Nokesville and it's rural look and feel. 40 years sure has made a difference. I know land owners should be able to sell their land but not just to home builders. Colorado has some models where the local citizens (tax) actually buy the rural land one lot at a time and eventually create these huge green spaces that save their way of life.		Environmental Conservation

		982		We must support PWC Police and work to avoid the wanton destruction by Anarchists/Marxists who have taken over various valid causes.   Peaceful protests must always be part of our Republic. However, the moment violence breaks out in PWC, act strongly to arrest (and do not immediately release) the criminals in the crowd, period.  Similarly, PWC Police and Politicians should work with ICE to keep MS13 and others under control.  Bottom line, any perceived law enforcement weakness by our PWC Police, or by our PWC Politicians, will only encourage the anarchists within our county to create mayhem.		Safe & Secure Community

		983		Preservation of the Rural Crescent		Environmental Conservation

		984		"Safe & Secure" to me means fully funded police and sheriff departments		Safe & Secure Community

		985		The environment must be protected, climate change does not wait		Environmental Conservation

		986		Support Law Enforcement - Everyone is put more in danger when PWC does Not cooperate with ICE.  Plus how can we trust our government when they refuse to obey federal law?		Safe & Secure Community

		987		my real estate taxes are high because i pay for school at 57% and i have had not need for schools for 45 years. there should be some way for seniors to get relief even if then have been frugal and have savings over the limit. i believe in paying for what you use only not for others.		Other		Taxes

		988		We must reduce our police funding and demilitarize the police.		Safe & Secure Community

		989		Control growth. The County has been run by developers for too long. It is time to take the County back		Sustainable Growth

		990		Ensure that police continue to keep residents safe, including cooperating with ICE to deport illegal immigrants who commit crimes. Increase efforts to counter gangs in the county.		Safe & Secure Community

		991		Economic growth for local residents.  Give PW County residents hiring preferences.		Economic Development

		992		Stop cutting down all the trees and turning this place into one big strip mall		Environmental Conservation

		993		Supporting the police should be a priority. Also we need to curb the growth of housing developments, and preserve our land by limiting growth.		Multiple

		994		Let's keep a lot of open space. I'm weary of overdevelopment and the loss of shade- and oxygen-providing trees and the subsequent flooding. Let's NOT become northern NJ--or even Fairfax County.		Environmental Conservation

		995		Please stop out of control development -- now there is too many people too few roads and less and less green! 		Sustainable Growth

		996		Stop the overdevelopment. Schools are seriously overcrowded. We need more schools than housing developments. It's insane. The rural crescent needs to be preserved, not developed. 		Sustainable Growth

		997		Our goal should be a safe living space with work opportunities for all in the community.		Multiple

		998		Act on the Occoquan Reservoir Water Supply Overlay District to preserve our water supply and prevent overdevelopment in this area which could destroy it		Environmental Conservation

		999		Please limit the amount of development to preserve the natural landscape and forest our county has left.		Environmental Conservation

		1000		I checked history only because we need to remember our past.  Renaming schools and roads is a waste of money that could do so much more for people in need.  I am strongly against policies based on race.  It's 2020 and there has been no legal racism in this country since the 1960's.   		Recreation & Culture & History

		1001		Control growth, its getting to crowded, the traffic is awful		Sustainable Growth

		1002		More direct citizen involvement 		Other		civic engagement

		1003		Control development. Our area cannot sustain the rapid increase in new homes built in massive communities. Schools and roads are overcrowded as a result.		Sustainable Growth

		1004		Reduce light pollution. https://www.darksky.org/our-work/lighting/public-policy/policy-makers/		Environmental Conservation

		1005		Please leave the rural crescent as is!		Environmental Conservation

		1006		Slow the pace of building and developing until roads, schools, and infrastructure can support. Specifically multi-family housing such as townhomes, apartments, and other high density development. 		Sustainable Growth

		1007		Establish community engagement programs and cooperatives to increase economic opportunities and community development 		Other		civic engagement

		1008		Widening of Route 28 between Old Town Manassas and I-66 should be a priority. 		Mobility

		1009		A slow down on the construction of residential areas so as not to overcrowd schools and roads. 		Mobility

		1010		More open spaces		Environmental Conservation

		1011		No development of the rural crescent, lower taxes 		Environmental Conservation

		1012		We would like full accountability of the BOSC and the planning division in allowing growth that does not make sense either financially having a negative impact on our daily lives; We also would like lower taxes. The County does not seem to care about us ordinary citizens but cave to special interest groups. We also would like to see the County supporting illegals or those that hire them.. 		Sustainable Growth

		1013		Traffic flow and completing the van Buren extension.		Mobility

		1014		Please consider the need to spread the construction of low-income/subsidized housing throughout the county. It appears certain residential areas are earmarked for this type of development and consequently lower home values as well as increase crime. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1015		Consider holding smaller strategic plan meetings in community facilities, rather than county buildings. This may empower stakeholders to participate in town halls or stratgeic planning sessions. Engage civic commuity groups to promote these meetings.		Other		civic engagement

		1016		Smart growth of the community - Develop roads, schools and services before building homes.		Sustainable Growth

		1017		Pay all county employees more than a living wage.		Other		Govt employees

		1018		The over development of the county will continue to be a major cause of the county's problems.  Stopped the unplanned growth.		Sustainable Growth

		1019		Please don't allow over building and over development in Prince William County. We want our country and our Constitutional rights preserved. We want to feel safe and have the government stay out of our business. 		Sustainable Growth

		1020		If you want the senior citizen community to grow you have to show you want it. There should be a break on property taxes for veterans and seniors. 		Other		Elderly

		1021		There is too much high density housing.		Sustainable Growth

		1022		We need to improve our road infrastructure to eliminate the traffic mess that we have. Rte 95 South needs an additional lane from Old Bridge Rd all the way to Richmond. As the major N/S road it is a disaster to the region.		Mobility

		1023		In the near future, schools are going to need a lot of support to open safely, and families are going to need flexibility with employment and child care. 		Other

		1024		Attract businesses that can employ locally. Conserve green space. Increase park an recreational space in western end. Stop overcrowding county with more residential development.		Multiple

		1025		Any chance we can get a Trader Joe's to come to Woodbridge?		Economic Development

		1026		https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/  NASA states that the evidence for human induced Climate Change is unequivocal. We need a Strategic Plan that boldly addresses Climate Change.  https://climate.nasa.gov/solutions/resources/  Please use these NASA resources to develop our Strategic Plan.  Thank you kindly for your work on our Future and our children's Future. 		Environmental Conservation

		1027		Limit new construction 		Sustainable Growth

		1028		The National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine are appointed by Congress to advise Government Agencies on matters related to Science. The National Academy of Sciences have advised that Climate Change is real, Climate Change is happening and Climate Change is induced through human activities.   Our Strategic Plan needs to follow the best available Science. Please Consult with the National Academies material Published specifically for Government Agencies on how to plan for mitigation and adaption to Climate Change.  Please, for the sake of our children we need to give them a livable home.  Thank you 		Environmental Conservation

		1029		Finish the Van Buren extension. 		Mobility

		1030		Our County needs to be family friendly.  We need ways to be able to stay active and have a good quality of life.		Recreation & Culture & History

		1031		The chief threat against maintaining a "Safe & secure community" is the lawlessness we see destroying great cities like Portland, Seattle, Chicago and New York. Our next Chief of Police needs to have the backbone to stand up to these lawless mobs of anarchists and Marxists when they arrive in Prince William, and they will. He or she will also need to have the courage to face down the BOCS when the Democrat majority applies pressure to the police to go easy when favored groups like Black Lives Matter break the law.		Safe & Secure Community

		1032		It is very difficult to select just five. Schools and quality education will be important especially with the impact of COVID.		Schools & Quality Education

		1033		Less union involvement in schools.   More freedom to build residential.  Continue to partner with ICE.  Support Sheriff Hill and let him do his job.		Multiple

		1034		DO NOT Violate the Rural Crescent!		Environmental Conservation

		1035		PWC desperately needs a climate plan to deal with the urgent climate crisis we are dealing with, and which affects all aspects of life: health, economy, food security, water scarcity, extreme weather events, and much more. We also must prioritize climate action by including a sustainability and environment chapter in the strategic plan and the comprehensive plan. And as we become more sustainable, we must protect the most vulnerable and affected communities: Low-income and communities of color 		Environmental Conservation

		1036		We need to make the zone attractive to tech and pharma industries. We need pull jobs from DC into our area as well.  		Economic Development

		1037		Racial equality, diversity and inclusion for all. 		Equity & Inclusion

		1038		Creating new Recreation opportunities and creating more indoor centers NEEDS to be a pillar of growth for this County. We are embarrassingly lacking opportunities compared to surrounding jurisdictions. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		1039		Please do not let the Van Buren Road extension ruin Four Seasons at Historic VA,  Please consider alternatives.		Mobility

		1040		Safety of residents and up holding laws and regulations. 		Safe & Secure Community

		1041		Controlling traffic.  Building new townhomes and houses without adding roads to accommodate more traffic. Overcrowding in schools & public schools need more money for special education.		Sustainable Growth

		1042		Commercial, retail and residential development in our county has far outstripped need and demand, as well as capacity of necessary road and rail infrastructure.  Please reduce and control this rapid rate of economic growth and reemphasize the development and enhancement of recreational and greenspace facilities for our community.		Sustainable Growth

		1043		Bring back 287g program. Reduce taxes MUCH MORE Honesty and transparency wrt the board of supervisors!!!		Multiple

		1044		you need to stop building houses and convert to business.  Also, I was told that builders had to leave trees over a certain size, but on the Cherry Hill Peninsular, they stripped an old growth hardwood forest, some trees as big as 3' in circumference. 		Sustainable Growth

		1045		Preserve the rural crescent from requests to expand density housing or churches requiring sewage		Environmental Conservation

		1046		We need Metro and Amtrak trains out to PW county down 66 on the west side 		Mobility

				I would like to see the county actually think about what their constituents want and need over their personal political agenda. So tired the lawlessness and the lack of consideration for taxpayers as we are forced to deal with illegals getting drivers licenses, MS13 running rampant and citizens forced to pay for those who have no right to be here. Please start representing your constituents for a change.

		1047		Get rid of that marshmallow of a Superintendent Walts. 		Schools & Quality Education

		1048		Our county is not adjust to the fact that we are growing! We can not build our way out of the traffic issues. Build walkable communities and internet systems that support teleworking.  		Sustainable Growth

		1049		Locating  Data Centers where the existing Transmission Lines are located to include the rural area.  PWC needs the data center tax revenue. Data Centers do not create any burden on schools, roads, etc. 		Economic Development

		1050		Find a way to move forward without continuing to over develop the county. Simply stated: we want our open spaces, and less housing developments.  It would also be nice if the Board listened to the constituents at the meetings and voted with them instead of against them. Makes it look suspicious and that the people really don't have a voice.		Sustainable Growth

		1051		Stop condensed housing.  this is causing overcrowding in schools and my taxes keep going up.  Roads are way overcrowded.		Sustainable Growth

		1052		There is NO overnight shelter opportunities in Citu of Manassas Park or City of Manassas. Sorely needed. Unsheltered and underserved are dependent on local churches. Unacceptable. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1053		NO for VanBuren project		Mobility

		1054		two comments: We need "smart growth"  not just growth to generate more tax revenue. Second, we should preserve the Rural Crescent. We should not be developing on every square foot of land but keep as much rural, working or even resting greenspace. I am totally against turning Coles or PWC into a heavily developed district or county. Also, I am very strongly in favor of maintaining  fully staffed and supported county police and sheriff's departments		Sustainable Growth

		1055		Prince William County needs to look at bringing in more business and reducing tax assessments on homeowners. We need to have sustainable growth. Stop taxing homeowners to pay for schools...that is a self-licking ice cream cone. 		Economic Development

		1056		Maintaining the Royal Crescent as is. No more high density houses such as 1 acre lots, maintain the 10 acre requirement. Reduce engine size or No motorized boats on Occoquan Creek up stream of Lake Jackson. Currently the large wake boats use this narrow section for wake boarding and erode the shoreline and stir up silt on the bottom. I thought this was part of the Chesapeake Bay watershed, everywhere else on the water system is restricted to 9.9hp motors. 		Environmental Conservation

		1057		PWC must make a strategic ED effort to attract economic opportunities of the future in order to expand the business tax base in the county.  We too often are the stepchild of the counties to our east.  County leaders do not have a vision for the future.		Economic Development

		1058		I have been a resident of PWC for 29 years.  The incredible rate of development over the years has created so many traffic issues that the current quality of life is now only a fraction of what it used to be.  Seems like our PWC supervisors only are interested in allowing more homes and businesses.  Then we need more schools and roads.  Then we do more development, then more schools and roads.  It's an endless ridiculous cycle.  We only have so much space available and we keep getting more and more crowded.  It sure isn't as enjoyable to live here as it once was.  		Sustainable Growth

		1059		Do not change the current Rural Crescent plan. Preserve the 10 acre lot rule and no hooks ups to the county sewer system.		Environmental Conservation

		1060		We need services on the western end of PWC for the homeless. Top priority is a drop in day center in Manassas where the homeless could receive a meal, shower, laundry services, and talk with Social Services. Second priority is affordable housing options for those with limited income. Folks on Disability can't afford housing in the western end of PWC.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1061		Arts is seldom mentioned but always needed. Developing, supporting and reinforcing outlets that have art in any form: singing, painting, poets, acting, musicians....		Recreation & Culture & History

		1062		Real Estate Tax Exemption for ALL veterans. Monitoring of vicious dogs in the area, ie. pit bulls		Other		Taxes

		1063		There is a huge need for funding for Domestic Violence programs, food pantries and materials for kids to transition into online learning. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1064		Our infrastructure is an after thought to our development resulting in clogged roadways and minimal options to move throughout the county.		Sustainable Growth

		1065		Put a halt to the reworking of the zoning put in place to curtail unrestrained development.		Sustainable Growth

		1066		Focus on improving Rte 28 North in the Yorkshire area		Mobility

		1067		Mobility is always important and the education of out students.		Multiple

		1068		I would like to suggest that we have more child care benefits for parents that are struggling to work .. Child Care is very expensive and there are many families that can not afford child care and it is hard because we need to keep children safe and parents to feel that they can trust and have somewhere that is not to expensive to take care of the kids while they are working to make ends meet.		Other		Childcare

		1069		Please show support for our police, first responders, medical community and all who put their lives on the line for our citizens as you develop the next Strategic Plan.		Safe & Secure Community

		1070		Protect the rural crescent and our precious waterways and environment!  So much history here to be identified and enjoyed.  Establish an Occoquan Reservoir Water Supply Overlay District as Fairfax County has already done; we are behind the power curve on this issue.  We need natural places to walk, fish and enjoy the natural world.  Link schools to natural areas as kids need to get outside more for their mental/physical health.  Say "No!" to medium/high density housing that will pollute our waterways and destroy trees and our natural resources.  Sustainable growth means low density housing intricately linked to natural areas for all to enjoy.  Once they're gone, they are gone forever!!  		Environmental Conservation

		1071		There is a need to curb the pace of runaway development in the country.		Sustainable Growth

		1072		Leave the Rural Crescent protected by not permitting county sewer system and incursion by high-density developers. Focus population density in eastern part of county closer to transportation corridors. Provide additional access to rail system to that area. 		Sustainable Growth

		1073		Preserve the Rural Crescent! Don't allow over-development. Keep data centers away from Independent Hill and Coles. Provide economic incentive for family/general practitioners, pediatricians, physical therapists, etc. to locate within Independent Hill/ Coles as we are under-served by these groups. 		Sustainable Growth

		1074		Extend Metro to PWC Tax relief for seniors		Multiple

		1075		We were attracted 25 years ago by the schools and the natural beauty of the county.  We love the trails on PW Parkway and 234 and would like to seem them maintained and expanded.  It is clear that HS internet is key to a flexible work force.  I would be nice to have more jobs / fewer commuters in PWC.		Multiple

		1076		Finish the Van Buren Road Extension in eastern PWC please!		Mobility

		1077		Stop overdeveloping our community!  We need to preserve our environment. The voices of the citizens need to be heard.  The citizens are not being included in development decisions about our own community.  You care more about developers than you do about us!		Sustainable Growth

		1078		Support for social services is going to be a real need in the coming year due to Covid-19. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1079		We need to consider a growth plan. Back a long ways ago Fairfax was growing like topsy. It was getting out of hand and they created a planning commission (my dad was on it) to plan out the growth. Prince William has been doing the same thing for a while. We are fast losing our green spaces to track housing and we have empty shopping areas while new ones are being built. We did to develop Prince William more mindfully and with intention.		Sustainable Growth

		1080		Focus on things that will maintain quality of life.  Including safety.   Do not do feel good things that waste taxpayer dollars just because they are in vogue or politically correct.  		Other

		1081		We need to stop development of the rural crescent. And that stupid Bi-county Parkway need not ever come back! 		Environmental Conservation

		1082		PWC needs to address overcrowding and stop taxing citizens to make up for their lack of controlling Boarding Houses.  Expects the taxpayer to report it.  Why is my tax dollar paying their salary?		Sustainable Growth

		1083		Minimizing expansion without building infrastructure to support it FIRST.  Keeping illegal aliens out of the county  and working closely with federal enforcement.     Strong, equal law enforcement 		Sustainable Growth

		1084		I am especially concerned about the provision of housing for individuals/families struggling with low income and persons with chronic mental illness.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1085		Protect the rural crescent. 		Environmental Conservation

		1086		Build a community theater with various performance spaces and event spaces.  The Hylton is the only one in the county and they're overbooked. Keep the area safe, clean, affordable, and friendly. Maintain and improve roads and infrastructure. 		Recreation & Culture & History

		1087		Complete Van Buren extension		Mobility

		1088		Spending limits of the Board. Make them economically justify "pet" projects and demonstrate the impact of all spending on resident's taxes. The County is quickly becoming far too expensive for its demographic and business infrastructure.		Other		Govt Spending

		1089		Environmentally friendly developments. Less dense neighborhoods.  Safety in our schools.		Sustainable Growth

		1090		There should be a balance between growth and the ability for those living here to be able to commute without being "deadlocked" on our roads		Sustainable Growth

		1091		One element of Mobility should consider innovative intersections along roadway corridors instead of road widening.   The thoroughfare plan should be re-baselined to the current configuration+the current six year plan and then be adjusted based on the land use plan. 		Mobility

		1092		I think this is a PWC and not ToHaymarket issue but there is a terrible bottleneck on 15 where north of Thouroughfare it goes to a 4 lane (2 each) road to a 2 lane (1 ea) at the railroad tracks back to a 4 lanes right after the RR before Washington St.  It is a very small stretch of road but expanding it to 4 all the way would improve traffic.		Mobility

		1093		Think about schools and providing an equitable and rigorous system where all students can succeed!		Schools & Quality Education

		1094		As I see it. We dont need as much commercial building going on. We have plenty of office buildings just sitting empty. How about we get those filled before building more?		Economic Development

		1095		Stop over developing our county without addressing our roads and traffic issues first.  This is effecting the quality of life in our community and will begin to drive out residents who are seeking a better environment to live. 		Sustainable Growth

		1096		Lower real estate  and personal property tax rates. 		Other		Taxes

		1097		Smart road planning. Build and repair the infrastructure 		Sustainable Growth

		1098		The county should focus on filling existing office, warehouse and industrial space before allowing further construction in those areas.  Housing is going to grow.  Please find the best plans that put road improvements and new schools in the hands of the developers w/county support.		Economic Development

		1099		Ensure adequate infrastructure is in place before any new development is approved.		Sustainable Growth

		1100		Focus on redeveloping brownfield sites instead of greenfield sites.   Need to be put people next to the current jobs.  Very few people can walk to jobs/commercial in the county.   Example: Redevelop Potomac Mills similar to Montgomery Mall https://bethesdamagazine.com/bethesda-beat/development/planning-board-approves-major-building-project-at-westfield-montgomery-mall/		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1101		Put a turning lane into Dale Rec Center		Mobility

		1102		Less building of homes. The road cannot handle the amount of people already! We will have no green space left.		Sustainable Growth

		1103		I'm concerned by the rapid expansion of the communities. If seems as if we're constantly trying to pack more and more people into smaller spaces. I don't see how the infrastructure can support such rapid growth. 		Sustainable Growth

		1104		We need better roads that are planned well.    We also need to make sure we preserve the Nation's history and not cancel it or its culture for some political gain.    The county should promote the Constitution and the bill of rights as base required learning.  		Multiple

		1105		Housing developments need better monitoring.  Damage to adjoining private property/neighborhoods must be avoided or at the very least, compensated.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1106		More long term sustainable business growth and less residential to diversify the County. Public safety, schools, community services, and road infrastructure are continually stressed and overcrowded.  Less gas stations and data centers.  		Economic Development

		1107		Stop overdevelopment		Sustainable Growth

		1108		Protect the rural crescent.  		Environmental Conservation

		1109		Road development		Mobility

		1110		Rising taxes, too much growth, more parks		Sustainable Growth

		1111		The education of our young people is a huge concern and will have a detrimental impact on our society.  Parents are unaware of what teachers are or are not teaching especially in American history. 		Schools & Quality Education

		1112		I notice that PWC is increasing residential housing a large amount in the Spriggs/Minnieville area but stores and restaurants aren't growing, forcing everyone to go into the main areas, creating traffic problems.  Businesses need to grow to shorten distances and decrease traffic		Sustainable Growth 

		1113		Mental health issues and affordable housing		Multiple

		1114		Access to affordable housing for the financially less fortunate in our area is an on-going need that should be addressed.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1115		Support Law Enforcement and Fire & Rescue - keeping citizens SAFE should be Priority #1. After that, provide our kids a decent education. After that, get out of the way of economic development: supply & demand has ALWAYS worked.		Multiple

		1116		I like the country feeling and wish the trees were being saved NOT cut down. More housing just makes for more congestion.		Environmental Conservation

		1117		I just would like to have better roads		Mobility

		1118		Preserve the rural crescent.. More development of Data Centers to increase tax revenue ..  Slow or stop the rapid development of housing in the county and concentrate on infrastructure problems before  allowing more development  		Multiple

		1119		We need traffic addressed everywhere. Not just playing catch-up to the number of cars now but getting ahead of the game and building more capacity than we need. It takes me an hour just to get to fairfax.		Mobility

		1120		Don't allow heavy industry, like asphalt plants,  to be built next to schools and residential neighborhoods. Also, please tell your fellow Board member, Victor Angry, that I'm greatly disappointed in his vote not to deny the SUP permit for the asphalt plant- he's a traitor to the minority community of Mullen Elementary school  		Economic Development

		1121		It's is also important to preserve the Rural Crescent and protect our county from over development.		Sustainable Growth

		1122		Maintain good pubic safety systems to include police and fire services.  Preservation of PWC history and environment.		Multiple

		1123		Schools & quality education, services for mental & physical health, and workforce development/training opportunities are also very important. 		Multiple

		1124		Move forward with the plan for cameras worn by the police. It's very disappointing that the plan has been stagnant for so long. 		Safe & Secure Community

		1125		Focus on economics and the rest should follow.		Economic Development

		1126		Better road planning for new housing developments. 		Mobility

		1127		This county needs more open spaces.  We need more parks for passive recreation.  We need places for kids to learn about nature and history.  What we don't need is another self storage facility.  Nor do we need another shopping center with its acres of black top to sit mostly empty for years.  Only to be filled with another nail salon and dry cleaners and chain dentist.  We need independent restaurants and shops.  Not another chain.  Those chains are closing and huge amounts of space sit empty in those shopping centers.   We need to figure out a way to help the homeless.  Help them with jobs, health access, the resources needed to get a job.  		Recreation & Culture & History

		1128		Along with the items checked would like to see Environmental Conservation and Sustainable Growth in the county.		Environmental Conservation

		1129		I strongly oppose any development of the Rural Crescent.		Environmental Conservation

		1130		How to hold down the tax increases in this county...		Other		Taxes

		1131		Retain rural crescent 		Environmental Conservation

		1132		Sensible development is very important. Let's keep the Rural Crescent Rural. I am against high density housing.   I also am against being a sanctuary county for illegal immigration.    Protecting the environment is important. 		Sustainable Growth

		1133		Smart growth.  Traffic has become unbearable.  We are seriously considering leaving the county due to traffic congestion.		Mobility

		1134		Please get something other then data centers in Prince William County for new businesses. 		Economic Development

		1135		Increase funding to the police department. Allocate enough dollars that officers spend 20% of their time training: defensive tactics, marksmanship, conflict resolution, deescalation, proactive policing, community involvement and 'broken windows' policing.		Safe & Secure Community

		1136		Please keep mid-county out of this furor for development. There was supposed to be a triangle exempt from these pressures, yet we continue to be barraged with attempts at "growth." Not what we were promised!		Sustainable Growth

		1137		Please don't overbuild.  People moved to PWC because of the rural crescent and space.		Environmental Conservation

		1138		Green spaces needed in Sudley road. No more gas stations or car dealers!!! Only residential friendly business for a better quality of life, for everyone. Thank you		Multiple

		1139		Develop a homeless shelter/resource center for the western end of the county. Safeguard And create  as much green space As possible. Create smart development without overcrowding. Provide affordable housing for the homeless and lower income population. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1140		Please continue to protect and preserve the Rural Crescent.   My child attended PWC schools but is an adult now. However I have several daycare children that attend.		Environmental Conservation

		1141		We moved here BECAUSE  of the Rural Crescent!  And because PWC was NOT a community of over crowded housing and roads...please let's keep it that way!		Environmental Conservation

		1142		Providing more parking accommodations for individuals that own these compact vans that can carry ladders as they are frequently prohibited in most communities with HOA/Condo coverage.  		Other		Street Parking

		1143		Fund the police, support the police and expand the police! 		Safe & Secure Community

		1144		I am in the Western side of the county, and we need to STOP all the building.  I work in the Eastern side of the county, and the traffic is terrible.  We don't have enough roads or room in schools.  Just stop.		Sustainable Growth

		1145		Keep PW Co great by keeping taxes low and encouraging more business move to PW, along with training workers to work in their jobs.		Multiple

		1146		Transit including bus & train access in Haymarket is vital to reduce the congestion on I-66 going east.		Mobility

		1147		The most important thing in the county is ensuring that we are providing the best education to our students in the entire DC metro area, and not just follow Fairfax. We need a resurgent of the Arts in schools. We all know countless studies have shown very positive links towards music and brain development. We need to make certain our students are educated in the Arts, and not just STEM. We need to adopt a STEAM system that also supports the Arts, And we need to pay our teachers MORE than ANYONE else in the metro area so we can attract the best teachers in the region. And we need more solutions to ensure that all teachers have a classroom and that our classes are not overcrowded. The students are the future of our county and they're learning from our teachers. Let's give them the best teachers so they have the best opportunity. A good start might be to offer Orchestra classes to students starting in the 3rd grade (many places in the US start Elementary Strings education in 3rd grade, and in other nations, like Japan and Korea, they start students in music education in pre-K. Waiting to get our students into music until 5th grade is just unacceptable and well below worldwide benchmarks. 		Schools & Quality Education

		1148		Need a plan for controlled and safe community development		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1149		Do not raise taxes at all.		Other		Taxes

		1150		Important to have a strong and well funded police force. Well funded schools as well. 		Multiple

		1151		Please include a chapter on climate change, sustainability, and the environment.  In particular, PWC should develop a climate change action plan to examine opportunities to (1) promote clean energy and reduce the county's carbon footprint and (2) increase resilience to climate stressors. Smart Growth will be an essential component of the plan.  Due to the county's previous political leadership, PWC has been a laggard in clean energy and climate resilience; it's time to catch up! 		Environmental Conservation

		1152		Route 234 traffic is terrible and getting worse. Don't let it get to be as bad as 28!  Having Colgan with Trailers is ridiculous but the county should have more smaller schools not bigger ones. 		Mobility

		1153		Limit Development of apartment condo and townhouses we have way too much already! Develop more single family homes on 1/2 acre or more!		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1154		Respect the Rights of your citizens and engage in conversation to learn where your positions are wrong.		Other

		1155		Make sure the Rural Crescent is preserved.  Builders are always trying to put "communities ,sewer, increased roads , increased traffic, increase in pollution and increased population density. PWC is severely overdeveloped. We desperately need to preserve the very limited "rural area " !we have left! To have clean air, you need large green areas. To many "red air quality " days, is unhealthy for children and adults. 		Environmental Conservation

		1156		1. Developers need to be held financially accountable for the damages done to our roads. 2. Save our trees, stop clear cutting development.		Environmental Conservation

		1157		STOP taxing the residents  so hard.  Get the school superintendent and board salaries adjusted much lower.  No reason for anyone in Prince William County government to be making $400,000+.  Remove the unethical Democrats on the Board of Supervisors.		Other

		1158		Stop building houses Stop building roads Stop building anything in any clear space.		Sustainable Growth

		1159		PWC Dept. Of HUD needs to be completely revamped they are not doing their jobs. PWC inspectors for community issues also need to be investigated and employees released and properly restaffed.		Other

		1160		While many people believe growth and expansion equals success, I do not necessarily agree.  Sustaining and making better what already exists is a great achievement.  Think of the town you grew up in, all of the fond memories of the people, places and things.  Has expansion made them better or possibly spoiled the memories.  Strive to make what we have better, not just bigger.  The more you have, the more you have to maintain and the more it costs to do so.		Sustainable Growth

		1161		Can we PLEASE be more open and honest about the growth in our community. It seems like a money grab to get more property taxes in our community. It seems like the green space is being destroyed in order to pack as many people in our district as possible.   Also, can we deregulate so that we don't have to pay everytime we want to make improvements to our property. It seems like whatever you want to do comes with "oh, there's a fee for that." Give me a break.		Sustainable Growth

		1162		Our taxes are too high. Too many new communities are being approved making our schools and roads too crowded. 		Other		Taxes

		1163		Equity and Inclusion are not a concern of any government that I care to support. Also, race or ethnicity information is equal to equity and inclusion. Age and gender are perhaps necessary data points.		Equity & Inclusion

		1164		Please consider infrastructure before building additional communities.  Preference would be to have more green space and less development		Sustainable Growth

		1165		Open up the rural crescent ( the western part of the county) to better development options. The use of the land for such minimal development is a waste of land, especially since our community is in sever need for affordable homes and community spaces such as parks.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1166		Stop the development! Too many new developments--especially high-density. This crowds schools, roads, and has a negative impact on the overall enjoyment of life in the County. Very concerned that the riots were close to my neighborhood and that Wal-Mart was looted and windows were broken at Glory Days. That was scary. Peaceful, respectful  protestors do not steal and break the personal property of others, nor do they block traffic and interfere in the safe driving  of others. It would be good to know that riots like that will be stopped in the future and rioters arrested. It is important to support small businesses in and around Manassas.  		Sustainable Growth

		1167		De fund schools! Stop pay and benefits for teachers until they go back to work! They think they are so essential, well why aren't they working like other essential workers. And cut Walts pay in half, he is way over paid or fire him. Virtual learning is ridiculous. Stop giving them stimulus money to waste too. I guess they will find more schools to change names on if we keep giving them more money, so ridiculous. I feel the taxpayers in PWC  are due a refund! Oh No, raise our taxes more!		Schools & Quality Education

		1168		1.Limit conversion of existing farmlands into subdivision or commercial use. 2. Keem the rural area feeling in Manassas. 3. Development of YMCA facilities.		Multiple

		1169		Need to protect green spaces , keeping development density under control, protect ground water and waterways.		Environmental Conservation

		1170		Maintain community safety. Keep police and fire up with population growth.		Safe & Secure Community

		1171		Organized criminal activity, specifically teen sex traffickig, is causing Prince William County to be among the top in the nation considered unsafe for youth.  Sexual exploitation is happening all around us, and local government leadership is turning a blind eye. Our county is painfully understaffed to fight this mulit-billion dollar goliath.  Local schools are a breeding ground for grooming and sex trafficking.  We homeschooled our children, but even homeschoolers are moving targets for the scouts employed by traffickers. Please wake up, take action, and do what's needed to keep our children and our communities safe!		Safe & Secure Community

		1172		Less restrictions on applying for and obtaining permits, less regulations Fast, high-speed Internet (not satellite) for rural areas, not just homes that have short driveways, offer it at the road and let customers dig to their house, we are farmers and have the equipment Fair and balanced education in schools, teaching students to manage and understand money starting as a freshman through senior year with a capstone project on understanding their money, no politics in schools, all history matters NOT JUST BLM, ALL people matter! Illegals should be given the chance to become citizens the legal way in the US and in our county, what did we do with all of the illegal drivers licenses that were provided to illegal citizens???  Stop drug OD, gangs, violent protests and citizens using illegals to do their work for little to no pay Lower college education costs   		Multiple

		1173		The dearth of "Affordable" and subsidized housing -- impacts early teachers, law enforcement, etc. and those making even less. Way too much of homeless population is home grown.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1174		I suggest that the survey committee and supervisors become acquanted with the vairous citizen happiness and well being reports that have been produced before crafting and/or accepting a final strategic plan for the county,  https://worldhappiness.report/ed/2019/  and 2019 Sustainable Economic Development Assessment..In my opinion, one of the issues the county has to come to grips with is the residential enclaves of wealthy  cuturally similar persons, mostly white.   		Other

		1175		Development plans have been outdated.  I see plans for Kline Farm that are 10-15 years behind what Fairfax County is doing.  They are moving more toward town center model (Springfield & Mosaic).  You would be wise to pivot toward that or you'll end up with abandoned retail like Manassas Park		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1176		Environmental Conservation and climate change measures are right at the top of my concerns. 		Environmental Conservation

		1177		Would like to explore how we can better support our communities during times of need such as Gov't shutdowns, unemployment due to COVID , natural disasters, etc.		Other

		1178		I support the PWC Police Department, and have a high priority for keeping our community safe for all citizens. Our police, firefighters, EMTs and other emergency response personnel deserve the best training and funding to retain good officers that keep our community safe. I do not support "defunding" the police, or redirecting funding to other departments. We must allow our first responders to do their job, and give them the best support to do so. Community relationships are important as well.		Safe & Secure Community

		1179		I have lived in PWC for almost 40 years.  The traffic is steadily getting worse and worse.  When I FIRST moved here, there was talk of an I-95 bypass to channel through traffic around the area from Richmond to MD and 40 years later, nothing has been done!  Oh, I forgot, the HOT lanes which are too expensive for most folks to use, especially during inclement weather!  Thanks a lot.		Mobility

		1180		Re zone rt 1 for luxury housing condos/apts  No more auto or discount retail.  Buy up and raze all vacant buildings to attract a different element		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1181		The biggest issue in PWC is infrastructure (roads etc.) is insufficient, and excessive growth compounding the problem. 		Sustainable Growth

		1182		Q 1 is stupid.  There's no statistically relevant conclusion possible from the design of it,   Support F/EMS, Police, and Sheriffs.  Get businesses to open in the county.  		Multiple

		1183		Please continue to fund the county bus service, people need reliable transportation once the Pandemic clears		Mobility

		1184		Senior living homes and community.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1185		More police officers Water taxi/ ferry		Multiple

		1186		Protecting Rural crescent CPA/zoning		Environmental Conservation

		1187		Route 1 improvement as follows:    1. Widen through Prince William. This continues to be a severe traffic problem, yet Prince William leadership continues to allow unfettered development along it. Residential and commercial developers are allowed to build right up to the roadway, leaving no room for future widening.       2. Build a third North-South route. Construct a convenient north-south alternative to Route 1 and I-95.       3. Clean up Blight south of Powell's Creek. Strip shopping centers and commercial buildings have proliferated in this area and have been allowed to deteriorate and negatively impact quality of life. Owners should be incentivized to improve and/or fined.       4. Rename "Jefferson Davis" portions. The continued lionizing of General Davis is an affront to our African American citizens.  		Mobility

		1188		I want to see tax dollars provided for school options so that parents can choose where children attend school outside the public school system.		Schools & Quality Education

		1189		Curb Rezoning and rezoning requests from the outright - subject them to more scrutiny. This is the best way to achieve environmental conservation.		Environmental Conservation

		1190		Investments should be focused on improving the daily lives of our current citizens and continue to make PWC a desirable destination for future residents.  My suggested priorties:  1)  Improving schools and education.  If you look at some of the surrounding counties (Fairfax and Loudon); they are really desirable destinations for famalies because of they have great school systems.  According to USNEWS and World reports; fairfax county has 		Schools & Quality Education

		1191		Maintain rural areas.  Reduce and control traffic, especially thru truck traffic, Reduce Speed on 234. Reduce and deter gang activity in County. Stop Van Buren Road project.  		Multiple

		1192		Involve community groups for input.  Make them aware of draft documents during the documents' development.  Provide them notice and time to respond to drafts.  Example:  Solicit ideas and establish routine data sharing with HOA Long Range Planning Committees.		Other		civic engagement

		1193		The strategic plan needs to take into account the quality of life of our neighborhoods. We must maintain green space and keep development away from populated areas.		Multiple

		1194		Beautiful spaces with indoor-outdoor small gathering seating, water features, to enhance Neighborhood interactions, dialogue.  More litter control.  More trees and drought resistant plants to shade parking lots and roadways.		Environmental Conservation

		1195		Put an end to all efforts to build Van Buren Rd. ext. It will be bad for the wildlife and the walking trail. It would allow cars to drive into the Four Seasons area, park their cars and walk into the back yards and terrorize our Senior Citizens. The road is not needed. Traffic on W#terway goes 50 MPH. WE don't need this road.		Mobility

		1196		integrate social, economic and environmental justice in any and all development initiatives		Equity & Inclusion

		1197		As the population of the county has increased, taxes have increased, the cost of living has increased, air, noise and traffic pollution have increased, crime has increased, green space has decreased and the quality of life has decreased.  Please don't turn us into an urban area like the ones that people are now fleeing.  Stop with the industrial, road and residential construction before it's too late.    As businesses evolve to "work from home", traffic will decrease and more roads will be unnecessary. 		Sustainable Growth

		1198		Slower growth of housing communities that cut down trees and congest roads, strain schools.		Sustainable Growth

		1199		More commercial tax base....get Data Centers  in order to give opportunity, good schools and lower the residential tax base 		Economic Development

		1200		Require de-escalation in policing before officers take life threatening measures! This applies to Black lives and situations where mental illness is encountered. All officers MUST be trained in mental health. 		Safe & Secure Community

		1201		More green space when approving new housing developments and enough parking for home owners and guests.  Partly due to multiple families living in townhouses/condos etc		Other		Parking

		1202		I want to see more development of safe bike trails.  Old Bridge Rd has no shoulders or bike lanes and the speed of the traffic could be deadly if a bike rider were sideswiped.  Riding on sidewalks is dangerous as cars do not see you when turning.  A friend was hit by a car at the Glen in just this situation.  Biking is a great alternative to having a car on the road and excellent exercise.		Mobility

		1203		Keeping real estate taxes down.		Other		Taxes

		1204		Measures for the goals of the strategic plan and the policies that are intended to implement the strategic plan. The customer satisfaction survey has limited ability to measure the true efficacy of the county policies. 		Other		SP Measures

		1205		Protect the Rural Crescent; without that kind of environmental commitment, all other plans are at risk.		Environmental Conservation

		1206		Please include the four towns in the county in your Strategic Plan 		Other		Include 4 Towns in SP

		1207		The safety issue is huge for me  I have lived here 27yrs and I no longer feel safe here. My neighborhood is a hotbed of crime that goes untouched because nobody cares about the section I live in. That's very clear to us. Also I would love to have the panhandling issue looked at very closely because I'm tired of being harassed at intersections and in parking lots everywhere I go around Woodbridge. Banging on my car windows, smashing signs begging for money against my car windows, followed through parking lots being harassed for money. No one is doing a thing to remedy this and it's gotten so out of hand that I get on the highway as quick as I can to drive to other places like Stafford, Fredericksburg, manassas and Fairfax to get away from it all. Then we have a HUGE litter problem with cars dumping out trash as they drive through our main roads in eastern Prince William and there are no littering fines which would help tremendously. Then I can't even say enough about the extreme lack of dog issues that not a thing is done about. Dogs everywhere roaming and out all day and night in all weather and they say call animal control but nothing is done about it at all. 		Multiple

		1208		Why do we keep trying to add people to further crowd our roads, add to the need for infrastructure. You should campaign on stopping growth and catching up on roads and transportation.		Sustainable Growth

		1209		I think there should be a moratorium on new housing until the roads catch up with the number of houses in the area. Many roads in PWC are too congested. There are too many cars for the number of roads. 		Sustainable Growth

		1210		Transportation. Bi-County Parkway needs to be built. If PWC ever wants it's 5 star hotel, you have to have access. 28 & 66 are not the answer		Mobility

		1211		By-county parkway please and incentives for Businesses!  And yes, my family lives in the Brentsville district.  Lawson assumes we don't want this but many of us do and this county needs it.  Most of us have to travel outside the county to work due to no transportation in and out of the county.  You're not going to get trucks from 95. You're going to get commuters that need this road.  You would have more business come to Prince William County if their employees could be able to get here from outside the county.  Having only 3 roads (66, 28 and 95) which are all very congested all the time isn't cutting it.  We need incentives for businesses to come to Prince William County.  Just think about why most people live in Fairfax.  There is good transportation in and out county and people work there or close to there.  Transportation allows good / office business growth which allows for educated residents to want to live here.  Allow transportation and control where the growth is located - you can still save the royal crescent and please the many residents who spend 3-4 or more hours a day just to go to work.  		Mobility

		1212		Revision of Police policies under Board control that requires officers to report inappropriate physical acts by other officers.  Begin/Continue to shift support for citizens that don't need to handled by police		Safe & Secure Community

		1213		more education funding		Schools & Quality Education

		1214		I see NOTHING related to us seniors, particularly those of us who live alone. We pay real estate taxes for which we get virtually nothing except police & fire services.  Time to institute an income tax, especially on multi-income households.		Other		Elderly

		1215		I am concerned by the number of trees taken down for the monstrous data centers and widening of 66 for more fuel consumption.		Environmental Conservation

		1216		We must preserve the areas history. We need to highlight Black Americans contributions more. Expand technology and improve the road system		Recreation & Culture & History

		1217		Please plan to contribute more money to the school system so that we can keep up with county growth.		Schools & Quality Education

		1218		A healthy environment is the foundation of safe, attractive, equitable, sustainable communities. It should be a priority identified clearly in the Strategic plan.		Environmental Conservation

		1219		Stop all this development! Fannie Fitzgerald is overcrowded, but now more housing is being built directly across the street. Henderson is over crowded, but Beau Ridge Estates has more houses being built. The schools can't keep up! These are 2 examples near my house.  And build Van Buren out to 234 per plans from early 2000s!		Sustainable Growth

		1220		I would like to see a gradual build up of provision of mental health, substance abuse & dependency, and other wrap-around services within the county structure in conjunction with law enforcement calls for service. The ultimate goal would be to refocus and reduce LEO response to calls for service, effectively moving many of these calls from a law enforcement response to a community support and intervention response. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1221		As an educator, I would like to see the following considered/addressed by the strategic planning committee over the next 3-5 years:  1. an increased amount of transparency with the PWCS budget (pre & post adoption) how were the requested dollars spent? 2.addressing the significant PWCS data divide in demographics around Equity & Inclusion between students and staff (high black/brown student population but low black/brown staff population especially at the leadership & administrative levels) 3. an increased consideration and augmented plan around the growing needs of our  homeless communities: children/students- families- loss of job(s) -military veterans. 4. the mental/physical/social/economic health of  the eastside of PWC (when compared to the westside of PWC, our eastside community members are missing/lacking lots!)		Schools & Quality Education

		1222		Please consider the advantages of having 24 hour service on our eastern PW rail line.  PWC should support efforts to build another rail bridge across the Potomac that would allow passenger rail dvlpmt from DC south.		Mobility

		1223		Expansion of broadband internet access across the county		Technology & Connectivity

		1224		Please get rid of the gerrymandered part of Prince Wm County under Rob Wittman and place us back under Gerry Connally who we originally voted for.		Other

		1225		Housing continues to show up in the area, but the roads are not changing to accommodate more traffic.  		Sustainable Growth

		1226		More effectively managing the flow of traffic, especially during rush hour on 95, Old Bridge, and PWP.   More police presence in residential areas, especially during high traffic times in order to deter dangerous driving.   More enforcement of quality of life crimes like noise ordinance violations. The number of obscenely loud mufflers in Lake Ridge has increased exponentially and they wake families at all hours of the night. 		Mobility

		1227		Post COVID mitigation and risk reduction to protect lives and the economy. What will happen to schools, government, communities and individuals, if there is a second wave. Let's get prepared and off support to seniors and the disenfranchised groups.		Other		COVID

		1228		Stop obsessing about race, ethnicity, gender, etc. and just focus on creating and maintaining a safe, vibrant community for all citizens within the county. 		Equity & Inclusion

		1229		Please approve the bi-county parkway, please approve more road connectivity in western PWC, please approve many more retail locations for development in western PWC, please bring in more higher paying jobs. 		Multiple

		1230		As you work to improve neighborhoods, make sure you create resources to help the residents, those with lower incomes, continue to live there. Create opportunities for home ownership and affordable housing that is really affordable.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1231		Do not change the Rural character of the southwestern portion of this county we need to confine growth elsewhere in the county.		Environmental Conservation

		1232		Development of the 234 bypass corridor with consideration for removal of the traffic lights and an extension north to the Loudoun county parkway.   Protection of the Rural Crescent from over development as well as improvements in the Haymarket area due to the expansion of residential property along Route 55 and Route 15 and Somerset Crossing.		Sustainable Growth

		1233		It's a mistake to pt industrial zoning adjacent to residential zoning.  It threatens the safety and security of the families living there.  What could be the motivation of a council member to put the desires of a single individual above the well being of thousands of county residents?		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1234		Charter schools for our children to bring competition and excellence to our public schools that have a monopoly and that provide low, low federal standards of math and language arts		Schools & Quality Education

		1235		Put sidewalks everywhere, including on 234, 15 and all "private" roads. 		Mobility

		1236		Reallocating funding from school resource officers to school mental health professionals.  Funding technological infrastructure that allow schools to provide more internet access students lacking access, as well as devices.  Creating a transparent and easily accessible budget to the community. That provides insight into how money is being spent across the county. It would particularly helpful if this data could be categorized in easy to read ways, by dividing into sections, like Education, Social Services, etc.  Create focus groups of individuals most impacted by police interactions, in order to inform changes to policing in PWC.		Multiple

		1237		Reaching out to the community often and increasing constituent participation is key.  The County should have a viable and known community volunteer and employment program.  We should want our residents working in our government.  We have a vested interest in ensuring the best outcome		Other		civic engagement

		1238		Working at home is now more of a reality - and so is innovation in school Of choice - maybe you should get in front of that and incentivize private schools to set root in PWC 		Schools & Quality Education

		1239		Making sure existing developments are upgraded before issuing new permits to develop untouched land. 		Sustainable Growth

		1240		More protected bike infrastructure 		Mobility

		1241		I would like to see some kind of encouragement for both home owners and businesses to practice better conservation in their landscaping, i.e., planting native species, planting for be polinaters, mindful soil and water conservation.		Environmental Conservation

		1242		Stop building in areas that are already overgrown and congested. Such as the Liberia and the PW parkway intersection. 		Sustainable Growth

		1243		More police, and adequate compensation for them!!!! Take the money from the Schools,they are bloated, especially the Superintendent's salary!! You could employ 4 more officers at least with that excess. 		Safe & Secure Community

		1244		Limit high end homes and prioritize low income housing		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1245		Make it actionable and tied to the budget, Comp Plan, and CIP		Other		SP Measures

		1246		Any new commercial or residential developments should not be approved unless there are accompanying increases in transportation capacity and school capacity that are fully funded.		Sustainable Growth

		1247		Prince William County needs to focus on better development and more family friendly recreation and entertainment venues in the County Center area. In addition, the Prince William PKWY and Old Bridge Road interchange needs to be addressed. It is dangerous and unsightly. 		Multiple

		1248		Keep taxes low so that I am not taxed out of my home. I am 75 living on a fixed income. Thank you.		Other		Taxes

		1249		Prince William County must create opportunities for Adults - besides chain restaurants and Potomac Mills.  		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		1250		Form Ad Hoc committee with a stipend, to work closely with departments (police, social services, etc) who can connect with the community/citizens in addressing concerns and problems with trust. 		Other		Trust

		1251		Preserve the Rural Crescent, limit overbuilding that crowd our roads and schools, and limit constant increases in property and school taxes (we already pay one of the highest rates in the nation). 		Multiple

		1252		There needs to be a greater interest in our youth. They find it challenging to find summer jobs, recreation and the schools are semi-supportive because the community is so segmented it's difficult to collaborate here. 		Other		Youth

		1253		Please try to attract big employers to the area! This may he contingent on providing transportation beyond the highways and roadways (high-speed rail, a more robust bus system, etc.)		Economic Development

		1254		Less development of both commercial and domestic structures! No more houses of worship! 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1255		County Ordnance on discharge of a fire arm needs to change.  Currently hand guns can be fired provided there is more than 100yds between homes.  This practice is no longer acceptable into today's divisive environment, especially where it cannot be verified that the shots heard were not from a rifle vs handgun.  Shooting should only be permitted on licensed and inspected ranges w/ approved safety measures and backstops.    Ex: excessive gun fire reported from Hide A Way drive on south side of Montclair. 		Safe & Secure Community

		1256		Uphold the rural crescent. Make it clear to developers that the 10acre minimum will remain. Many residents do not want Prince William county turning into Arlington or Fairfax. We've developed enough as it is. 		Environmental Conservation

		1257		Stop letting big developers in! So many new homes but infrastructure isnt there. Traffic, schools, daycare, preschool etc lagging behind all the new homes		Sustainable Growth

		1258		Please make Old Bridge Road three lanes from the parkway to connect with the 3 in on Minnieville Thank you!		Mobility

		1259		More enforcement of violators speeding on our roads.  Less reliance on volunteer fire and rescue; move to all professional cadre.  End overcrowding in the schools.		Safe & Secure Community

		1260		County officials need to balance the development of economic growth opportunities for residents/businesses while sustaining a development model that preserves distanced housing and green-space and does not reduce the county to the urban sprawl of Arlington and Fairfax Counties.		Sustainable Growth

		1261		I hope Prince William County will keep it's small town feel and not become a place filled with house after house after house.		Sustainable Growth

		1262		Actually they all are most important. Very good selection.		Other		SP 

		1263		Strategic planning is for young people not us in our 70s		Other		SP

		1264		Align budget to the plan.  Commit $$$ to mental health.		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1265		Reinstate the cooperation with ICE from the Sheriff and Police Departments.		Safe & Secure Community

		1266		Safe and secure community, strong support for law enforcement is my number 1 priority.		Safe & Secure Community

		1267		Training opportunities 		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		1268		Implementation of a TDR/PDR program that compliments and enhances an Agri-Tourism program in the Rural Crescent.		Environmental Conservation

		1269		Please listen to the wills of those most impacted by your decisions. Please limit mass, high-density residential housing developments. Do not rush through large projects. Make sure our infrastructure and services have time to catch up to our population. Protect the boundaries and character of the Rural Crescent. Changes needed to deal with covid.		Sustainable Growth

		1270		Equity and inclusion is important to be sure everyone has a seat at the table. Black have been excluded from leadership roles in goverment jobs as well as appointments. 		Equity & Inclusion

		1271		I think the recent decision by the Board of County Supervisors to reject the proposed Rout 28 Bypass needs to be reconsidered.  Although all of the proposed means of relieving congestion on Route 28 involve some disruption of communities and displacement of residents, I think the proposed Bypass offers the most relief with the least disruption and least cost to taxpayers.		Mobility

		1272		Economic development and a diversified economy are necessary to keep PWC from being a bedroom community that continues to have traffic problems because people have to commute to work outside the county.  This economy can't be only retail since that won't provide jobs that provide a living wage.  New employment centers will also diversify the tax base and relieve the tax pressure on residences. 		Economic Development

		1273		I would like to see the county's horticultural therapy program expanded beyond vocational services. It could serve the elderly, youths, veterans, working adults in so many different capacities. 		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities

		1274		Studies should be completed prior to engaging in additional "affordable housing" development. Consider other experiences, such as Washington, D.C., where affordable housing residents are being encouraged and received monetary supplements to move to surrounding counties because of the increasing economic drain on the city and its infrastructure such as law enforcement, drug treatment centers, domestic violence counseling, etc.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1275		1. A public program for free/reduced transportation for disabled veterans and other disabled individuals to doctor appointments and other basic needs. 2. Public art to increase/attract visitor and resident morale, well-being, economic growth & community connectivity & enjoyment of our area. 3. Better system in place for mental health help.		Multiple

		1276		Preserve the rural crescent.  Bring metro to Prince William County or provide vre service on more frequent basis throughout the day and on weekends. 		Mobility

		1277		As a PWC resident of only a little more than a year, I feel that the professionalism and approach of County employees to their role as public servants is a matter of some concern. While many I have worked with are exemplary, there seems to be a legacy attitude among selected people in leadership positions that the citizens are to be tolerated best, and belittled and bullies at worst. I am a member of a BOCS appointed body with over 30 years of government experience, and there needs to be a reeducation for some that County employees work for and are paid by the Citizens, and not the other way around.		Other		Govt Employees

		1278		The county must put the brakes on uncontrolled growth. Everywhere you turn there is more development for strip malls, and high density housing in spaces that 6 months or a year ago were forested or farm acreage. Drive around and look, many of the storefronts being built are empty for years after they are finished. High density housing only delivers high density classrooms in our schools since we cant afford to build enough and devlopers arent made to pay part of the costs.		Sustainable Growth

		1279		Full funding of budget for PWC first responders.		Safe & Secure Community

		1280		I'm particularly concerned about the ravages of a changing climate.		Environmental Conservation

		1281		I would like to encourage the county to slow down approving shopping centers and higher density housing. We decided to live where we did because of the larger lot sizes and more rural feel. I enjoy where we live. But if Liberia Ave continues to head in the direction of the other side of Manassas (234 near 66) we will most certainly leave. 		Sustainable Growth

		1282		- Address I-95 corridor traffic issues. - More sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes for pedestrians and bikers - Dedicated efforts to maintaining cleaner rights-of-way and enforcing zoning codes.		Mobility

		1283		We need more parks , play grounds, walking trails and paths for people to enjoy the outdoors in a safe manner.  And we need more affordable or reduced fee or evenfree mental health services for especially our children and elderly age group		Multiple

		1284		Please develop common sense strategies to improve the safety of our community, increase the effectiveness and ratings of our schools, and ease traffic across town. 		Multiple

		1285		I'm concerned about all the housing developments. We need to maintain green space in the district. There isn't much left. 		Environmental Conservation

		1286		Please take a look at making PW a place that you do not have to commute to DC or Arlington for restaurants or recreation.  		Economic Development

		1287		DO NOT BUILD VAN BUREN ROAD Will destroy 3 communties 		Mobility

		1288		Include plans to help low income residents achieve more energy efficiency in their homes, invest in solar for county buildings, focus on smart growth in and infill instead of sprawl and walkable communities, improve public transportation options, fund schools.		Multiple

		1289		I would like to see north Woodbridge town center realized and to include market rate housing within a mixed use walkable community. It should be the high end area of prince william county. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1290		Code enforcement in neighborhoods.  Commercial vehicles, cars parked in yards particularly		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1291		For our land fill to stop accepting trash from around the US. Our landfill should only be for County Use Not New York City and other States trash. 		Other		Landfill/Trash

		1292		Better job opportunities in the WOODBRIDGE area. Having to travel to DC everyday gets old rather quickly.   We need to attract better restaurants as well. Basically fast food eateries are everywhere. We need healthier options.   Entertainment is also another area that needs improvement. While Stonebridge is great, we need more. Every time I have guests, I take them to Fairfax for shopping, eating or entertainment. 		Economic Development

		1293		We can't entice people to live here, and thus build a good tax base, when it takes over 2 hours to get to DC and MD.  We need a fast ferry system that would utilize the body of water that we already have.		Mobility

		1294		Business development  Education Transportation improvement 		Multiple

		1295		I would like to see more opportunities for school-aged children (up to 18 years) to have  safe places to spend their time after school, i.e., cost-free recreation centers.  For the first time this weekend, I saw more than 100 young people hanging out, after dark, in a commuter parking lot.  They were peacefully assembled (as far as what I saw), hanging out by their vehicles, with friends but I think if they had more creative options, they would utilize them.		Recreation & Culture & History		Youth

		1296		How to participate in opportunities for sustainable growth?  How to work with and/or resolve issues with county residents who oppose all growth or want to severely restrict growth?		Sustainable Growth

		1297		Increase tree canopy.  This is a great, meaningful metric..  		Environmental Conservation

		1298		Good morning! Thank you for sending out this survey and for your transparency.  I am a school teacher in PWCS, so you'll have to forgive my biases, but I do believe education is the key to PW's success.  You look at Fairfax and Loudoun and their funding is just so much more robust than ours, it's frankly a little embarrassing.  It was looking like we were going to finally address that chronic underfunding this January, when of course COVID was just starting to become our new reality.  As we move forward into the next few years, I think that it is critical that we secure necessary funding to provide the services that our county is increasingly needing.  Our students in Eastern PW need lots of services to be successful, as they are oftentimes missing these supports at home.  Thank you for considering increased funding for our schools and for our government, who provides essential services.  My parents live in upstate NY, and they pay over 3% taxes on their property, so to ask us to pay 1.145% was very reasonable, I thought.  I do recognize that our property values are higher here, but the tax bill is often close to $10,000 in my parent's town.  I believe the median tax bill here is $5,000.  Anyways, if you are able to secure additional funding, I think we should seriously look at expanding our park land areas.  I live in Dale City, and I see a lot of undeveloped land that I assume Hylton Corporation owns and is sitting on until they can lucratively develop it.  Can we ask them for goodwill to donate some of that land to be developed as parks?  The closest park to my house is Andrew Leitch, which is great, but I think if we could have more of that kind of land in Eastern PW, it would be a great boon to our residents.    Finally, I would like to speak in support of the idea to develop mixed-use developments, where you can work-play-eat etc.  This is the fundamental message of Jane Jacobs' The Death and Life of Great American Cities, where she advocates for safer neighborhoods by building these mixed-use developments.  By having a restaurant/bar co-mingled with housing, offices, and stores, you have 24/7 "eyes on the street" as she says.  You have a store owner who wants to keep his/her sidewalk clean, a home owner who wants to keep his neighborhood beautiful, and it leads to a thriving neighborhood which is safe, diverse, and productive.  Thank you for reading my message, and thank you for your service to our county.		Multiple

		1299		Alternative travel routes that don't involve 95 or rt 1		Mobility

		1300		Increase sustainable business development and curb residential sprawl. Too many of us need to go to another county for employment		Economic Development

		1301		The Rural (Royal) Crescent is 20+ years old.  Not all Rural (Royal) Crescent is equal.  Pageland Lane has huge power transmission lines and fiber connectivity that could be developed into Data Centers and create huge tax revenues for PWC.  The Royal Crescent  needs to be opened up in order to get tax revenues and offer opportunity for jobs, housing for all ...that's looking at PWC thru an equity lens.		Economic Development

		1302		The Strategic Plan should include a strategy for all new commercial construction in PWC to have a ZERO carbon footprint by 2030. As a cost saving measure, PWS Information Technology should be cloud baed by 2025.		Multiple

		1303		We must focus on affordable housing, road construction/maintenance, school funding and resources for all families especially during this time of the coronavirus pandemic! Thank you!		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1304		Our county has experienced growth in the past 20 years that is out of control.  We need a basic standard of living for our communities, because builders and developers and county planning staff are pushing the limits!  Anyone purchasing a $600K home should be on at least 1/2-5  acre lot.  They should be able to play with their kids and have a BBQ in their backyard and room for their pets or a garden.  It is absolutely crazy that they can cram as many homes/double stacked townhouses into a small space. Nobody enjoys living like this, they just move to these locations because that's all they can afford!!  Who wants to walk outside of their home into a parked car and street?  PWC is not the city, it does not need to be developed like a city.  It needs to be developed like a small town.  We need infrastructure improvements in schools and amenities before we add more housing.  It is constantly done backwards!  When will we learn the lessons of the past?  We need to protect the rural crescent and understand it's value and life style option to our county.  Not everyone wants to live in a planned, crammed, not enough parking development on top of their neighbors. Many families value space, green space, trees, nature.  We do not value a community that doesn't have a basic standard of living!  I attended a Graduation party two years ago in a new neighborhood off of Wellington Rd in Bristow, there was no parking, we walked 1/4 mile from the house where the celebration took place, the students (and family members with 4 kids) could barely fit onto the deck or the outside postage stamp yard..they looked right into 12 neighbors decks.  It's ashamed and appalling that this is the standard of living we allow the developers to get away with!  There were no sidewalks, nowhere to park, no pool or playgrounds. The driveway was shortened b/c the past Supervisors approved this measure-to save the builders some money on cement! People have relatives, siblings and no parking for them to come visit!  The County should have the vision, and the developer should build their vision..it shouldn't be the developer saying..I'll build but I have to request to constantly exceed the number of homes per acre.  It's pure GREED!  The developers don't live here, they're in Middleburg or Clifton in 6 million dollar homes on 5-200 acres.  Why should anyone live like they are proposing and offering?  No wonder our young people don't spend time outside or young children in pre-school never learn to throw or kick a ball!  They don't have space!  We are allowing greed to affect the lifestyle of our community.  We need to stop the growth and stop trying to develop every piece of green space and tree that exists in this county.  Families move  here to get away from the communities to the north, we don't want to be like Fairfax or Falls Church where every ounce of land is consumed!  We need to pass an overall Comprehensive plan before we develop any Small Area Plans.  The SAPs are just another backward way to develop our county. Ask the community members what they NEED and want in their community.  It's not all overcrowded housing and CVS's.  How about a Botanical Garden with picnic areas and green space or a Bull Run Park?  How about a Camp Ground?  How about another pool since Waterworks is often at capacity and hasn't changed since we've doubled the population in our county!  How about we think outside of the box?		Sustainable Growth

		1305		Work with Virginia State to add a railway transport into hte DC through extended metro Lines		Mobility

		1306		Traffic density and speeding.  Panhandling at every major intersection!!!		Mobility

		1307		I believe at our current pace, we're building too much, sacrificing too much green space, and creating too much congestion.		Sustainable Growth

		1308		Food Resiliency - developing a solid infrastructure to ensure no one goes hungry, especially during a disaster/pandemic.  Active vs. Reactive		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1309		Good growth that addresses community and land-owners rights. Access and choice in utilities and service providers (including internet), Transparency in funding and decisions. Decrease in litigation by county against citizens and businesses - work for good compromises. 		Multiple

		1310		Affordable housing and improved resources for the homeless population (i.e. more well equipped shelters and employment and housing assistance within the shelters		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1311		Stop mass building without the infrastructure to support it (both roads AND schools); support our schools more; expand what PWC can recycle now that they can no longer sell a lot of our garbage; I would suggest that equity and inclusion should be a part of rec/culture/history and Tech and connectivity seem like a no brainer as far as should be important to everyone.		Multiple

		1312		Rural Crescent issues are important to our family and we are opposed to increasing development in the RC.		Environmental Conservation

		1313		It's vital to our economy that our police are empowered to maintain order and rule of law in a safe and humane way. Training and reform, yes; defunding, no. If businesses cannot maintain a safe operating environment, they will leave and educated workers will follow.  As the area has expanded and grown, we also need to think about effective ways to improve our transportation network. Not only building new roads, but examining where we can reduce load by encouraging ridesharing, mass transit, and bicycle use. Most roads in Prince William County are not that safe for bicyclists. The I-95 bottleneck at 123 could particularly be improved.		Multiple

		1314		Support the areas nonprofits		Other		nonprofits

		1315		There's nothing in here about your constituents' Second Amendment rights or our civil liberties/freedom to work with regard to COVID restrictions		Other

		1316		I've lived in NJ, NY, PA and FL before moving to VA. In VA it is the first time I was screamed at by a white woman for me and my children to get out of this country. Other friends of color have had similar experiences. I fear for my growing boys and the treatment we will all receive living here. This is my concern and hope that the county addresses. 		Equity & Inclusion

		1317		Time is now to allow current communities to mature rather than introducing new growth or development.  Totally opposed to any encroachment into rural nature of PW's crescent, especially on the "fringe" areas.  Allow residents to enjoy the rural nature of the crescent without the stress of impending road construction and other development.  PW rural areas for tax-paying residents; not for out-of-county development profiteers.  (A consistent PW voter/homeowner ) 		Sustainable Growth

		1318		Red light camera's should be placed at several intersections. Less homes, apartments and townhouses built until the infrastructure is in place.		Sustainable Growth

		1319		We need more sidewalks and better mobility from one side of Dale City to the next. It was be safe with street lights and walking/bike paths as well. At the same time we must make it as green as possible (solar lights, green community).		Mobility

		1320		It would be nice to have monthly updates of how EACH section is progressing. Making all those involved accountable to their team and community.		Other		SP

		1321		Make sure developers build better infrastructure, In the past, the roads and other infrastructure is not a priority. To much building rather than keeping up with communities that are led served.		Sustainable Growth

		1322		We need to work towards not being a bedroom community. 		Economic Development

		1323		Bring businesses to Western Prince William County. Right now the western portion of the county is just an area where cars drive thru to get to Fairfax, Arlington, DC  and London counties. 		Economic Development

		1324		Get the infrastructure in before more building and put in less luxury housing and more affordable 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1325		Would like to see improvements of upkeep, cleanliness and aesthetics not only in homes neighborhoods, but in businesses within the Dale City area, more up to date. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1326		The bi county connector should be considered to alleviate transportation impacts now and in the future. 		Mobility

		1327		We need to focus on Early childhood Education and the importance it plays in Economic Development		Schools & Quality Education

		1328		Please build more open sports fields.  Please widen Rt. 1 throughout PWC. 		Multiple

		1329		1. Would like to see more efforts to achieving walk-able communities. I think supporting development designs that concentrate on mixed-use communities (affordable housing near businesses) with town centers and more parks/public spaces will help to achieve this goal. 2. Related to above, continued pursuit of economic/high paying job opportunities within the county that would reduce the need for long commutes. 3. Improved outdoor recreation and family entertainment opportunities near Bristow, Gainesville, Manassas West to include multi activity parks, biking/walking trails, and attracting family entertainment businesses/venues (business attraction example: EVO [https://www.evocinemas.com] which includes cinema, bowling, video game center in one) 4. Continue to execute and fund current strategic plan initiatives for improving Old Town Manassas. Think there is great opportunity to make it a great historic/walkable community that rivals or tops Old Town Leesburg. 5. Continue with economic and town center plans for Prince William Innovation Park. 6. Improve branding of PWC. Why do people want to visit/move here?		Economic Development

		1330		How do we solve the bedroom community problem? And how do we connect/communicate with citizens so that they are more informed. Most people are getting their news from social media and have no idea what is ACTUALLY happening at the County level. They leave for work and their only connection to this community is maybe their children's schools. Is there a way to construct a more informed citizenry? 		Other		civic engagement

		1331		Do not let the Rural Crescent be developed in mid PW count please! It would be a huge detriment to the high home values and tax payers would move out of the county in favor of a quieter and safer neighborhood.		Sustainable Growth

		1332		I would like to see a comprehensive green energy plan focused on county buildings including schools, and county maintained rights of way including the following:  LED lighting, solar and wind power generation, via a combination of direct investment and PPAs, efficiency improvements to building envelopes and systems, and county fleet vehicles, including police vehicles. I would also like to see a focus on transitioning away from a militarized police force and transition of some police funding to other organizations/departments to address incidents not specifically requiring armed law enforcement presence. 		Multiple

		1333		28 has got to be fixed. Traffic is such a bottleneck, even with less cars on the road presently.  Police must be given the tools they need to keep our community safe. We need to keep good jobs in our County.		Multiple

		1334		I have lived in this county my entire life, and I barely recognize it.  Restaurants are gone to more affluent areas of the county. Manassas Mall is a wreck. The potholes on the roads are terrible. The Eastern end of the county has Leesylvania State Park. On the Western end, we have nothing of the sort.  You can walk the Battlefield only so many times.  The Parkway has a lovely bike path but here in the historic district, we have to ride on the sidewalk or street.  I do not feel safe riding on the streets around my end of the county.  When not in a pandemic, traffic is terrible.  The traffic getting onto 66E backs up 234 and all side roads.  Schools didn't close once, a few years back, when we had snow.  Buses were fishtailing.  I live approximately three miles from my workplace and it took me an hour and a half to get to work. Now we have the new Blackburn development coming in, which is going to cause even more traffic and more potholes. Not a good idea.  The $300,000+ homes are across the street from a 7-11, Salvation Army, and subsidized housing and other developments that are less than savory. I used to be able to go into every shopping center in this town because there were shops that pertained to me.  Total shopping centers are becoming extinct to me because their relevance to me is no longer there. That is truly a shame.  Check out this story I found from 2015 on Prince William County being a "Sanctuary City".  Only five years ago, and it seems that "sanctuary city" was new terminology the news anchors react in the report.  Corey Stewart changed policy, but I am sure it has been changed again. https://wjla.com/news/local/prince-william-county-launches-audit-after-abc7-investigates-sanctuary-cities Considering PWC has cut ties with ICE, why would I think that the PWC board of supervisors is going to enforce the law?  If I speed down 234, I am breaking the law.  I will get a ticket if a law enforcement officer sees me and pulls me over.  I think PWC is turning a blind eye to what is going on right under it's nose.   My high school and middle school are undergoing name changes.  Why don't we rename the county, too? We are, in fact, no longer under British rule. Prince William ordered the killing of any fallen Jacobites that were still alive on the battlefield of Culloden.  What a savage!   Check this story out for August 6 of just this year! https://www.princewilliamtimes.com/news/ms-13-members-from-woodbridge-charged-in-sex-trafficking-case-involving-13-year-old-runaway/article_78e26c84-d80d-11ea-9b36-07ccee6977e0.html That's right! MS-13 is alive and well here in PWC sex-trafficking little girls, so I am guessing breaking contract with ICE is justified.  If I leave my County-Forsaken neighborhood (Westgate homes/Sudley) and travel towards the Parkway, I will find pristine shopping centers, ample restaurants, and benches in between stores to take a seat before going on with shopping.  It dawned on me a little while back there were no benches in the shopping centers. Not one bench in Manaport, Westgate, and more.  I wonder why that is the case.  Is it because of the neighborhoods the shopping centers have their backs to? We wouldn't want any loitering to steer away any residents from Gainesville, Bristow, or Haymarket.  Trash blowing on the sidewalks, through parking lots, and trash cans overflowing are perfectly acceptable, but heck no to a bench. Maybe if the Board of Supervisors worked a little bit harder on cleaning up some of the run down neighborhoods, we might be able to have a bench or two.  Look up the broken window theory if you're not familiar.  That is what you have here in Prince William County.   My Mom is paying ungodly amounts of money for real estate tax when there is nothing to show for it.  We are being charged for things in the assessment that we no longer have. We're paying for mosquito control.  I cannot go out in my backyard in the summer without getting swarmed by mosquitoes. I am sure that the BoS does not have to worry about that, though.  Your backyards are probably pristine much like Gainesville, Haymarket, and Bristow.  That is most likely where most of you live.  I doubt any of you are living behind Marumsco Plaza in Woodbridge.  You should take a drive around the county sometime and at all times of the day just to take a look and hit a pothole or two.   Another thing I almost forgot is that the Republican members of the Board should have been invited to the meeting with the police that only the Democrats attended.  How is that not bias and you have equity & inclusion on the checklist above? What was done may not have been against board policy or county law, but did all the Dems leave their moral compasses at home on that day.    Hahaha! What a joke! I am getting this diversity, equity, and inclusion crammed down my throat at my workplace. I know how to treat people.  I don't need anti-stigma training when I return to work, so I don't accidentally call Covid-19 the China virus. It is okay to say Spanish flu but not China virus.  How much sense does that make? If you don't want Republican voices in your meetings, then you are running a dictatorship. One way thinking!  With that said, I am sick of my hometown.  I am sick of the people here.  I am sick of it being overrun by undocumented immigrants or illegal aliens, whichever you prefer. I am sick of the trash and the potholes and all of the stores catering to people that have not lived here their whole life. I am sick and tired of what I see every single day.  So fix it! Do something about it! Clean it up! Get VDOT out here to patch every pothole! Get on the phone with the good Governor and work something out about real estate tax and the cost of living in PWC, when there is nothing good here to enjoy.      Supervisor Wheeler, I watched your YouTube updates on Covid in the County.  I cringed every time you said we are Prince William Strong.  I may have felt that way when I was 18 graduating from Stonewall Jackson Senior High School, but I sure as hell don't feel that way now.  So, fix the mess you've made of this county!   		Multiple

		1335		Bringing Metro rail to western PWC		Mobility

		1336		More publicity and announcements for public meetings being held so the community can join.		Other		civic engagement

		1337		Either stop approving building permits or build the roads to accommodate the additional residents to improve 'our' ability to commute. Taking 30 minutes to travel 3 miles (just crossing the river on 123) is impacting a decent quality of life.		Sustainable Growth

		1338		Increase affordable housing stock funded through housing developers' height or density incentives. In some communities, real estate developers that plan multi-family complexes must pay a fee if they want to have their buildings exceed standard height or build more than a certain number of units. If the developers don't opt to pay the fee, they must designate a certain number of units they build as having reduced rent to allow low and moderate income families access to affordable housing. The fees can be fixed and collected as a part of the permitting process. Developers won't miss the amount paid in fees as it's nominal compared to what they can earn by renting or selling the additional units they build.   The county can then partner with nonprofits that work with housing development to use the funds raised by developer fees to rehabilitate or construct affordable housing for low and moderate income buyers and renters. The County can develop the single-family units in various neighborhoods throughout the county in a style that blends with the neighboring homes to prevent the NIMBY sentiment that can sometimes accompany large-scale, easily-identified affordable housing projects.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1339		Economic development should include plans for high quality child care.  		Economic Development

		1340		I don't see a need to add funding to schools operating in a virtual environment and most likely reduced teaching staff in general.  I would rather see a push to allow tax payers to divert school tax funding to private, charter and other schooling options.  In the meantime, growing jobs in our own county will improve transportation issues while adding tax revenue from business growth and not homeowners.   		Multiple

		1341		Stop the residential growth please 		Sustainable Growth

		1342		Understanding that PWC is ethnically diverse and growing I would like for our county government to focus on being more equitable, inclusive and just with all of our governing policies and decisions that provide opportunities to accomplish the American dream for all of its citizenry. Specifically, embrace all kinds of diversity, be empathetic, demonstrate compassion, and be open to the possibility. Identifying how to accomplish this and implementing these things into the strategic plan demonstrates connectivity and understanding for all of people you represent. 		Equity & Inclusion

		1343		Even though we have COVID-19, we need to have a face to face community forum (outside) to speak to the transportation planners. This forum would adhere to the CDC guidelines. 		Mobility

		1344		Community outreach programs to engage the community as a collective force and getting to know our neighbors and families 		Other		civic engagement

		1345		More emphasis on infrastructure (roads, especially) in the mid-county area. It seems we have been ignored and forced to endure outdated roads . . . We are the choke point for the rest of the county to get to I-95 and to Fairfax County. 		Mobility

		1346		Add workforce education to High schools, like automobile, hvac, woodwork, health, to give kids a chance to try out different things to see what they will like. Slow down the housing growth, fix up the roads that are already there. Add side walks and more bike paths. That in its self helps people save some money by giving them a safe path to walk or ride bikes. Add a side walk at the cross roads of prince William parkway and summerland road. If you add a more diverse type of jobs the traffic will increase, if you add more housing the traffic will increase, don't do both one or the other. 		Multiple

		1347		Community programs availability for at risk youth. More police interactions with all communities. More opportunities for communities members to come together such as festivals, meet your city leadership, etc. 		Other		community

		1348		More trails to connect all areas of the county.		Mobility

		1349		Racism against whites in schools and curriculums. Im worried as many schools are changing history and we are not including Hispanics, Asians, etc history months or special classes for there history. If you can't make it equal  then it comes off racist		Equity & Inclusion

		1350		Infrastructure for roads and congestion need to be considered for new properties and land needs to be preserved		Sustainable Growth

		1351		Building up, inviting job opportunities comparable to the Beltway. Woodbridge should not simply be a town we all commute out of everyday for work.		Economic Development

		1352		INNOVATION TOWN CENTER!!		Economic Development

		1353		Invest in capital infrastructure. Especially parks, road, and schools. These need to be in areas where people live. Stop putting infrastructure in low population density areas. Like the Rural area or the Mid County Area		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1354		1. Increase quality elementary orchestra programs to younger students to remain competitive with top schools, especially considering the benefits orchestra has proven in brain development in young students. It also engages students in school so they want to learn. The program also needs dedicated funding. 2. Decrease congestion on Yates Ford (commuting during rush hour is unbearable). 3. Continue working to decrease congestion on 28. 4. Limit new housing development in areas of high congestion, such as the intersection of Liberia and the PW Parkway (specifically do not allow the development of the Kline property).  5. Increase teacher pay to make PWC teachers some of the highest paid in the state so that we can attract the best teachers in the area. 6. Decrease student to teacher ratio (decrease class sizes).  7. As a homeowner, I beg you, please raise the property tax in order to increase services to the county. 8. Expand wi-fi in the county so everyone can have a place to go to use the internet, such as economically disadvantaged family and school children.  ALSO - Please note that, although your form says 20111 is Manassas Park, my zip code is 20111, and I do not live in Manassas Park. I live in Prince William county (Occoquan District). 		Multiple

		1355		Please stop developing every blade of grass and tree into homes, condominiums, townhouses and apartments.  The area is at max capacity, traffic is ALWAYS horrible. There are far to many people especially in the eastern end of pwc (woodbridge/Dale city)		Sustainable Growth

		1356		Renaming Jeff Davis highway		Other

		1357		Disabled community needs more attention and resources navigating social services , etc		Services for Mental & Physical Health

		1358		More aggressive objectives for achieving economic growth. How do we pull businesses from inside the beltway?		Economic Development

		1359		The county must preserve the Rural Crescent.  It is a valuable asset which attracted most residents to PWC and must be protected as is.  The Development Area needs the investment and development focus.  35% commercial tax base can be established by wisely steering commercial business and equitable/affordable housing to the 10,000 acres currently available in the Development Area.		Multiple

		1360		Create a new chapter for Environment and Sustainability, so future budgets prioritize action to restore streams to "fishable and swimmable" quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, construct net zero buildings, increase the tree canopy, and create walkable communities.		Environmental Conservation

		1361		More focus on environmental protection to include streams as well as reasonable limits to growth		Environmental Conservation

		1362		Continue to strive for commercial tax base comprising a third of our tax base so we can afford the services we need and want.		Economic Development

		1363		Evaluation of PWCS school's diversity and inclusion hiring practices. Demographic of personnel on all levels  to reflect demographic of student population. Reconsider approval of multi sports indoor facility as a means to diversify the PWC revenue base. Prince George's County Sports Complex is a good source to examine.		Multiple

		1364		Build the Rt 28 bypass.  Stop approving new developments, that are overcrowding the roads and schools.		Sustainable Growth

		1365		High speed rail transportation 		Mobility

		1366		Please look at moving or complimenting resources from the police to community services that can support citizens in need. Bias training for all police, body cameras on all police. 		Multiple

		1367		In recent years, residential development has often been approved by the Board of County Supervisors with little or no consideration given to its impact on important public priorities. The best way to reduce traffic congestion, keep property taxes as low as possible, attract jobs & commercial growth, preserve property values & protect existing neighborhoods from decline, eliminate school overcrowding & constant school redistricting, protect the environment & remaining green space, and ensure a high quality of life in Prince William County is to review and rate developers' housing proposals in light of their impact on these important priorities. To achieve balanced growth, county land-use policies and Board of County Supervisors land use decisions must ensure that:  a.  Adequate road/transportation and utility infrastructure, as well as public education capabilities are in place at the time that residential or commercial developments are built (or as they're needed, instead of years after they're first needed.) Important prerequisites for achieving this are comprehensive long-term land use planning with broad-based citizen input, insistence on meaningful developer proffers and/or impact fees as appropriate, and prudent and ethical use of county bond financing.  b. Commercial development at least keeps pace with residential development. In recent years, the exact opposite has been occurring in the county as commercial properties have consistently declined as a percentage of the tax base. This is an unhealthy economic trend because residential development is a net drain on county taxes. The vast majority of households pay far less in property taxes than they consume in county services (think of roads, fire and police protection, schools, libraries, county parks, and social services.) In 2006, only houses worth over $900,000 contributed at least as much in property taxes to the county as they, on average, consumed in county services. Businesses, on the other hand, pay relatively large amounts of tax and, on average, require far less in county services. Businesses tend to stimulate other business and more jobs and thus produce indirect economic spinoff and tax benefits to the county. Commercial development that attracts healthy, economically diverse businesses also reduces susceptibility to routine, cyclical declines in residential property values (as in 2006-2007) that seriously reduce county property tax revenues and lead to county budget shortfalls. In short, commercial development almost always subsidizes county finances while residential development is almost always a net drain on them.  c. Residential development rezonings are approved only when there's a need for new housing. The county's number of approved, but not-yet-built houses totals in the tens of thousands. Residential rezonings should not be approved by the Board of County Supervisors when doing so suits only the purposes of homebuilders. Rather, rezonings should be approved only when doing so makes sense in economic and quality-of-life terms for the county as a whole.   Note:  Question 1 above should include controlling out-of-control residential development as that is one of the top problems in west and central county.  Should also include "other."   As is, the survey looks way too much like its looking for a pre-determined result.		Sustainable Growth

		1368		Follow the comprehensive plan and zoning.  Eschew a reliance on SUPs. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1369		Maximize preservation of green space. Reduce carbon footprint. 		Environmental Conservation

		1370		Inter-county transportation coordination.		Mobility

		1371		To keep the county as rural as possible.To keep smaller roads free from intrusion of development ie churches shops etc. Redevelop areas that are blight on the county especially the route one corridor.  Continue to attract larger businesses eg tech companies. 		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1372		Development and growth are to be for all, not just for the few.  We need to share the wealth with the less fortunate.		Other

		1373		I moved from Fauquier County and love the diversity of PWC.  However, I hope future development will result in better living conditions for many of the families who live in marginal housing.		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1374		The COVID Pandemic should be a wake-up call for designing schools, offices, the work place, as well as worship and recreational spaces.		Other

		1375		Control tax negative development, upgrade services prior to approval of new housing		Sustainable Growth

		1376		I believe we need more affordable housing for seniors, single story homes but they don't have to be an entire community of senior folks.  I also believe we should adopt some sort of tiny village program to house the homeless-get them out of the woods and into a decent home.  		Affordable Housing & Community Development

		1377		Preserve the rural crescent!		Environmental Conservation

		1378		Too many suburbs are being built. The environment is destroyed and the schools are overcrowded.		Sustainable Growth

		1379		I wish the County could fund the development of Shenandoah Park, which is the future site for the Horticultural Therapy Program of the County, which provides services for adults with psychiatric and cognitive disabilities. 		Multiple

		1380		Please fund the facility construction for the new permanent home of the Friends of Horticultural Therapy (FOHT). The land has already been donated. All that is needed is the one-time funds for the permanent facility. FOHT provides critically needed services for the mentally disabled in Prince William County. As a long time resident of Prince William, I ask you to please support this needed facility. Thank you. 		Services for Mental & Physical Health

				 





Categories

		RESPONSES FELL IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES

		Categories		# Responses

		Affordable Housing & Community Development		77

		Economic Development: diversified & resilient economy		66

		Environmental Conservation		161

		Equity & Inclusion		53

		Mobility (roads, transportation, multi-modal)		200

		Recreation & Culture & History		31

		Safe & Secure Community		111

		Schools & Quality Education		62

		Services for Mental & Physical Health		26

		Sustainable Growth		256

		Technology & Connectivity		10

		Workforce Development/Training Opportunities		8

		Multiple		152

		Other		168

		TOTAL		1381

		Items in the Other Category

		Animal Shelter

		Civic Engagement/Community Participation

		Communication

		Elderly

		Landfill/Trash

		Taxes & Government Spending

		Trust/Transparency

		Vehicle Parking on streets/neighborhoods

		Veterans

		Youth

		Others:

		2nd Amendment

		Guns/Gun Control

		Illegal Immigration
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ResponseID Response 
152 A focus on homelessness and special populations should fall under affordable housing  
156 The County has grown and the public services have not kept pace with the growth.  It seems the school system has enough funds if used wisely 

but the reminder of the county budget is not sufficient to serve all residents from Human Services. 
160 I would like to see continued support of law enforcement by our county government. I also support retaining the SRO's in county schools. 
163 Please continue to use a thoughtful, educated, and evidenced based approach to addressing social related concerns within the community. & 

please be transparent and inclusive.  
165 less chain restaurants/stores and more mom and pop/small business.

169 More emphasis should be placed on providing a clear path to resources for the mentally ill and disabled. 
170 Better funding of schools, allowing public services and transportation options to catch up to already approved develooment, metro to 

Woodbridge/potomac mills as a focus for commercial development  
171 We need to get back to basics, high priority on health and well-being of residents, affordable housing, local jobs, climate change and of course 

keeping us all safe during the pandemic. 
172 Fully fund schools, which includes teacher steps and raises that were frozen in the past. 
173 We need to invest more money into our schools and teachers! 
174 Love our beautiful, diverse county... and want us to preserve and nurture it... including the environment and all the people living in it. 
177 Better parks and outdoor recreation/exercise for safe social distancing; dog parks; free classes/certificate programs for all residents; uplifting art 

and cultural enhancements with diversity and inclusion; changing the name of Jefferson Davis Hwy. 
180 Diversity and inclusion training for all social services, schools and government organizations. 

This way we have more community involvement and get different points of views on how to address systematic discrimination and micro 
aggression from people in a position of authority.  

2. Please share any comments, suggestions or issues you would like considered in the development of the 
next Strategic Plan.
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ResponseID Response 
181 I hope that Transportation and Technology are discussed as a tightly coupled system.  Strategies to take people out of the Transportation system 

is a much better investment than figuring out how to move more people around. 
182 Improved relationships between residents and first responders, Especially the police. Better access to mental health assistance - intervention 

before problems especially for children. Statistics on arrests for petty crimes and property damage by age, gender, race etc. statistics on bail 
bonding - number of people in jail due to economic hardships - cost for housing an inmate - length of time in jail before trial by inmates who 
could not afford bail. Bail bonding statistics broken down by age, gender and race.  

184 PR development, to change the Northern Va attitude of PWC being a rural community. Many of the professionals in the community do not live 
here, resulting in a significant economic drain 

185 PR development, to change the Northern Va attitude of PWC being a rural community. Many of the professionals in the community do not live 
here, resulting in a significant economic drain 

186 Infrastructure that supports development. Not developing and then trying to figure out infrastructure. 
190 We need to get the Van Buren Road extension ASAP to decrease North/South  through traffic on Waterway Dr. (through the Montclair

community). With COVID-19 I would love to see more land protected from development...and outdoor recreational opportunities expanded. We 
also need to increase protection for our LGBTQ  community in Prince William.   

191 Ease traffic on 95, ease traffic during rush hour on major roads, safety plans (7-11s are robbed on a constant basis in woodbridge), more police 
presence in high risk areas but better training for descalating situations, improved safety and education for our students including more 
opportunities for higher achieving students 

2. Please share any comments, suggestions or issues you would like considered in the development of the 
next Strategic Plan. (CONTINUED)
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3. Please check your age category.
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Value Percent Count

Under 18 years of age 0.6% 17

18-24 years of age 2.3% 63

25-34 years of age 6.5% 174

35-44 years of age 17.5% 472

45-54 years of age 22.3% 600

55-65 years of age 25.8% 694

65+ years of age 24.9% 670

Totals 2,690

3. Please check your age category.
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4. Which race or ethnicity do you most identify as?
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Value Percent Count

Yes 30.2% 808

No 69.8% 1,869

Totals 2,677

30.2% Yes

69.8% No

5. Do you currently have children in Prince William County Public Schools?
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Value Percent Count

Yes 14.0% 376

No 86.0% 2,307

Totals 2,683

14.0% Yes

86.0% No

6. Are you currently a Prince William County Government or Prince William County Schools employee?
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